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N PERSPECTIVE

Ascable operators move into anew era of competitive pressures,

they're being bombarded with information from an ever-expanding
list of sources. During times like these, it's difficult to separate fact
from fiction, reality from hyperbole.
A new report, written by an impressive study team,
provides an interesting perspective on the future evolution of the Infobahn. "The Electronic Superhighway
Revolution, 1994-2010," provided by Strategic Futures
Inc., was undertaken to determine how the superhighway
will emerge over the next 15 years. The study team consisted of management consultants, market researchers,
technologists and business executives who have experience in cable TV, telephony, computing, consumer electronics, and publishing, among others.
The study addresses the economics of the superhighway and attempts to determine what will be built, when,
and by whom. Here are afew highlights:
V The superhighway infrastructure will cost about $300
billion between now and 2010, not including computers,
video file servers and related software and hardware.
V The infrastructure, consisting primarily of hybrid
fiber/coax topology until the year 2000 for economic reasons, will largely be built by the telcos, with cable operators a"distant second" in terms of miles of cable to be
laid, followed by utilities, who'll enter the fray after
2000. Why? Because the telcos will have access to about
$200 billion for infrastructure over the next 10 years,
while MSOs will have just $40 billion to spend.
V After 2000, the topology of choice becomes fiber to
the curb or fiber to the home.
V Market trials and new ideas will dominate the landscape through 1997, and it will be 2000 before the real
winners emerge with products and services that dominate the market. Intelligent networks become pervasive in 2005 to help make
qualitative changes in consumer lifestyles, aprocess that is largely
completed by 2010.
V Video-on-demand isn't the "killer app." Economics dictate that
service providers will have to charge $5 to $6.50 per movie and will
have to enjoy "take rates" much higher than those found in most
pay-per-view scenarios.
The bottom line? Payback periods are going to stretch beyond
what is acceptable today. This is especially true when it comes to
digital set-tops, which will be expensive. Content developers who
stick it out for the long haul can expect big payoffs, but it's going to
take investment and planning today.
The go-slow approach may fly in the face of the marketing executives who come forth and predict huge revolutions in television
viewing, distance learning and exotic applications like telemedicine,
home shopping, and the like. But network planners should get this
point: plan now. Don't close any doors. For as the report notes, "If
there is any single message to be learned, relative to the (superhighway), it is that, in most cases, doing it right will be more important
than doing it first."
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C APITAL C URRENTS

T
he RBOCs intend to enter the cable TV business, but

new evidence confirms that the FCC is unable to control RBOC rates and bookkeeping. The FCC is only
now catching up with illegal RBOC
behavior that began in the late 1980s
and apparently continues to the present.
You can be sure that RBOCs will continue to play the same games—overcharging their monopoly customers in
order to cross-subsidize their broadband services.

RBOCs
are
out of
control

By Jeffrey Krauss,
student of techno-politics
and President of
Telecommunications and
Technology Policy

"Show cause" orders

A few yeats ago, the FCC staff
noticed some unusual results in the
price cap data for 1988. The FCC then
ordered the seven Regional Bell
Operating Companies to hire an independent audit firm to check the books.
Ernst & Young (the company hired by
the RBOCs) determined that the
RBOCs were misstating and miscalculating costs and revenues. The result
has been higher access charge costs
imposed on long distance carriers, creating higher rates for long distance calling. The Ernst & Young findings are the
basis for the FCC "show cause" orders
issued against the RBOCs.
A show cause order is like an indictment in acriminal case. All the evidence has been collected, but you
haven't been found guilty yet. Not
quite, but pretty close. The RBOCs still
have the opportunity to defend themselves. But the
details disclosed in the FCC orders suggest that the
RBOCs have intentionally and systematically misreported the financial and operations data used in the
FCC's "price cap" rate regulation process.
The result is likely to be large fines, perhaps totaling
more than $1 million, assessed against the RBOCs.
The FCC is authorized to impose fines of up to $6,000
per day for accounting-related violations. The FCC has
decided that these violations began January 1, 1988
and have gone on ever since. The Communications Act
has a"statute of limitations" provision that limits the
period to five years, but five years at $6,000 per day is
more than $10 million. For an RBOC like Ameritech,
which is made up of five operating common carriers,
each carrier is subject to aseparate, $10 million fine.

RBOC violations
The FCC reported that each of the RBOCs had
numerous violations, and the types of violations differed from one RBOC to another. The overcharges listed below are for the period covered by the audit:
January 1988 through March 1989. Because the violations have continued up to the present, the total
amounts of overcharges are much higher. Here are
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some of the highlights.
V Bell Atlantic overstated its costs by $21 million by
using an improper cost allocation procedure. Rate regulation requires that costs which are shared among different services be allocated to the services. In this case,
costs which should have been allocated to intrastate services were improperly allocated to interstate services,
raising the cost to interstate long distance customers.
V Nynex misallocated its rent. It assigned all rent revenues to intrastate services, but allocated associated
rent expenses partly to interstate and partly to intrastate
services. The result was an overcharge of $12 million
to interstate services.
V Ameritech miscalculated its cash working capital.
Cash working capital is the average amount of capital
needed to finance day-to-day operations and is considered to be apart of acarrier's rate base. Average cash
working capital is calculated using studies that measure
cash inflows and outflows in relation to the time service
is rendered ("lead-lag" studies). Ameritech improperly
included equity in its lead-lag studies, not just expenses
and revenues. The result was a$7.5 million overcharge
during the 15 months of the audit period.
V Pacific Bell overcharged more than $6 million by
assigning certain revenues to an account entitled "end
user revenue," when those should have been assigned
to the account "switched access revenue."
V FCC accounting rules require that unfunded pension
costs be deducted from the rate base. US West did not
do this, resulting in overcharges of $10 million.
V Both Southwestern Bell and BellSouth overstated a
component of their cash working capital requirements
by using average bank balances instead of the minimum balances that some banks require. Under FCC
rules, minimum bank balances are rate base items
because they are used to compensate banks for services
provided to the account, in lieu of fees charged for the
services. The amount of the resulting overcharge was
nearly $5 million for BellSouth and $2 million for
Southwestern Bell. Southwestern Bell was also caught
with a$2.3 million overcharge because it used the
wrong interest rate in another calculation.
It seems pretty clear that FCC rate regulation is
severely deficient when it applies to the RBOCs. It
took until 1995 for the FCC to determine that the
RBOCs were violating accounting regulations in the
1988-89 time frame.
This has serious implications for allowing the
RBOCs into cable TV and long distance services. If
they can get away for years with misallocating the
costs and revenues of local voice services, they can do
the same for broadband and long distance services.
This all came up at avery embarrassing time for the
RBOCs, in light of the legislation now pending. By the
time you read this, the affected industries may have
already reached agreement on compromises being
negotiated. These FCC revelations of RBOC rule violations are likely to hurt the RBOCs in these crucial legislative negotiations.
CIED
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STEALTH SAM
Stealth SAM... Put stealth technology right in your hand! The
new handheld Stealth SAM is our latest high-performance SAM.
Fast/Full-featured... Use your Stealth SAM to measure individual carrier levels, C/N and hum without deactivating channels,
even digital signal levels. Plus, it performs our unique
Sweepless Sweep', spectrum analyzer display, and automated
FCC 24-hour testing and logging.
Stealth SAM does all this with a5to 1,000 MHz frequency
range, standard.
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Easy/precise viewing... View the comprehensive collection of
measurements on aconvenient LCD display that's easy to see
even in bright sun and under wide temperature extremes.
You'll wonder how we squeezed so much capability into this
high-performance SAM. The Stealth SAM is just part of the complete line of Stealth products and quality test equipment from
Wavetek.

Ca111-800-622-5515.

Wavetek.. partners in productivity for over 25 years.
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DBS market should get crowded
as new entrants make launch plans

On the heels of DirecTv's wild success in
direct broadcast satellite, new competitors are
beginning to appear, and an old nemesis has
announced plans to upgrade its system.
Joining EchoStar on the DBS launchpad is
Tee-Comm Electronics, which announced it
will fire up AlphaStar, anew, high-power digital DBS service. The company will offers its
services over AT&T satellites and use
TV/COM's digital compression scheme.
AlphaStar intends to debut December 1, the
in-service date of AT&T's Telstar 402R satellite, which will be used along with the Telstar
5bird to ultimately offer more than 200 channels of video services.
TV/COM was chosen because it has based
its compression method on open standards,
such as the European DVB system, which is
fully MPEG-2 compliant. The same system
has also been chosen by Expressvu, Canada's
DBS provider, as well as by satellite distribution service companies in Australia, Africa,
Asia, Europe and South America.
Tee-Comm will manufacture the digital settops, remote controls and 24-inch receiving
dishes for the system. The company already
manufactures the Star Irak line of C-band
integrated receivers/decoders.
Through Expressvu, in which it is apart
owner, Tee-Comm will also serve Canadian
consumers with DBS services, as the company
was named as the exclusive manufacturer of
the 250,000 systems Expressvu plans to
deploy, beginning September 1. The value of
the deal with Expressvu is worth areported
$191 million.
Meanwhile, Primestar recently announced
its plans to begin using anew, elliptically
shaped receiving antenna, as it prepares to use
high-power satellites to deliver its programming services in 1996.
According to Primestar executives, the new
antenna will be manufactured by Channel
Master of North Carolina, and has the ability
to differentiate between its own satellite signals and those transmitted by adjacent satellites, much like round antennas do today.
However, the elliptical shape allows the dish
to be smaller. For example, the performance of
an elliptical antenna measuring 30 inches high
is comparable to a39-inch round antenna.
In addition, Primestar has begun offering a
new remote control to all new subscribers, in
preparation for the launch of the service's
interactive program guide. Primestar has used
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"store-and-forward" technology to allow
impulse PPV purchases since it launched in
1990.

RBOCs invest in
MMDS provider

After years of trying, "wireless cable" may
finally be acompetitor to its wireline cousin.
Bell Atlantic and Nynex signaled adesire to
speed their entry into the video market by
agreeing to jointly invest up to $100 million to
acquire up to 45 percent of CAI Wireless
Systems of Albany, N.Y., aprovider of
microwave delivered video services.
These MMDS (multichannel multipoint distribution service) networks today can transmit
amaximum of 33 channels of video, based on
6-MHz slots that are assigned and licensed.
However, as digital transmission and compression becomes available, the very same systems
can be used to transmit more than 100 channels of video.
MMDS, or wireless cable operators, have
been trying for years to effectively compete
with hard-wired cable systems, but have been
hampered by high programming prices and a
lack of funding. The FCC in recent years
opened more spectrum and prohibited cable
operators from holding MMDS licenses in an
effort to spur more competition.
MMDS, as aline-of-sight service, is expected to serve up to 75 percent of the homes with
high-quality digital and audio service. That
number is, of course, dependent on the topography of the region in which it is installed.
Even with those caveats, officials from both
RBOCs said MMDS service allows them to
enter the video marketplace quickly with services that pull from the best of cable TV, DBS
and other high-quality audio.
The investment in CAI is scheduled to
occur in two stages. In the first stage, Nynex
and Bell Atlantic will invest $15 million each,
followed by another $35 million each later this
year.
CAI already has access to spectrum in metropolitan New York City, Albany, Buffalo,
Syracuse, Boston, Hartford, Providence,
Rochester and Norfolk, Va. The company has
announced plans to acquire licenses for spectrum in Pittsburgh; Philadelphia; Washington,
D.C.; Baltimore; Cleveland and Stockton and
Bakersfield, Calif. in acomplicated arrange-

ment of purchases and trades with ACS
Enterprise Systems, Eastern Cable Networks,
Peoples Choice Television and Partnership and
American Wireless Systems. When the deals
close, CAI will serve about 115,000 of a
potential population of 20 million TV households.

Sprint/cable venture
wins 29 PCS licenses

While the RBOCs are looking to offer video
by acquiring MMDS licenses, the Sprint/cable
TV venture plunked down $2.1 billion for
rights to deliver personal communications services in 29 major trading areas in the United
States, while committing to spend another $2.3
billion over the next few years to build the
infrastructure.
The MSOs represented in the venture
include ICI, Comcast and Cox
Communications.
Licenses covering apopulation of 182 million people and eight of the top 10 markets
were won by the consortium during the highly
publicized 112-round auction hosted by the
Federal Communications Commission last
winter. The consortium, known as
WirelessCo., spent an average of $14.56 per
person, or about $1 less per person than the
average for all auction bidders.
The venture's partners successfully overlayed wireless coverage in markets where the
cable partners already have substantial coverage, said key officials associated with the venture. The cable partners already have nearly
290,000 cable miles in place, passing about
one-third of the homes in the U.S. in 48 states
and the top 50 markets. It is expected that the
cable plant will be used as akey part of the
network infrastructure. The venture could offer
voice, video and data services when regulatory
barriers are removed.
"When you look at amap and see our cable
partners serving territory, and you overlay our
new wireless presence, you can clearly see a
new type of full-service, nationwide communications company emerging," said Gary Forsee,
who oversaw the bidding process for the consortium.
Specifically, licenses were awarded for the
following trading areas: New York City; San
Francisco; Detroit; Dallas/Forth Worth;
Boston; Minneapolis; Miami; New Orleans;
St. Louis; Milwaukee; Pittsburgh; Denver;
Seattle; Louisville; Phoenix; Birmingham,
Ala.; Portland, Ore.; Indianapolis; Des
Moines; San Antonio; Kansas City; Buffalo;
Salt Lake City; Little Rock; Oklahoma City;
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To help you plant the seeds of progress,
Janet Burton goes back to her roots.

Janet Burton
Sprint/North Supply
National Market Manager —CAW

Janet Burton's experience in cable programming is aspecial asset now that she's on the equipment
side of the indusny. It's helping her make Sprint/North Supply your best choice for afull-line
national distributor.
As amarketing strategist, Janet identifies the best mix of products, so we can give you acomplete
selection from awide range of suppliers. To provide the services you need, Janet draws on her
own marketing experience and Sprint/North Supply's product expertise. She listens to our
customers ... talks to manufacturers ... develops and studies market research.
Then we deliver it all through asystem that incorporates friendly, knowledgeable service
reps ... on-time delivery from 10 well-stocked distribution centers nationwide...
and growing data capabilities for rapid communications.
So as you branch out with new and better networks, let Janet Burton's know-how feed your
progress. For broadband, telecommunications and data products, call Sprint/North Supply,
your full-line national distributor. We've got what it takes to help you grow.
FREE BROADBAND CATALOG. Call to request acopy of our new broadband catalog or any of the
complete family of catalogs offered by Sprint/North Supply.

On Line, On Call, On Tine

Sprint

1800- 639 -CATV

North Supply
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Spokane, Wash.; Nashville; Wichita, Kan.; and
Tulsa, Okla.
Personal communications services (PCS)
has been touted as acompetitor to existing cellular service providers. PCS providers have
promised to offer telephone service for less
cost, using low-power handsets that feature
longer battery life.

IVIPEG-2 market
heats up at NAB

While cable operators are frustrated by the
delayed introduction of digital set-tops, the
fast-moving MPEG-2 market continues to heat
up with new product announcements and news
that an intellectual property rights group has
reached agreement on royalty payments.
During last month's National Association of
Broadcasters (NAB) confab in Las Vegas, several new encoders and servers made their
debut, signaling the start of the MPEG-2 era.
For example, announcements were made by
Scientific-Atlanta, Micropolis, Compression
Labs Inc., Hyundai, Optivision, C-Cube
Microsystems and others.
Micropolis announced an MPEG-2 video
server with amaximum data rate of 15 Mbps
on asingle channel. Each video decoder board
utilizes C-Cube's CL-9100 decompression
chips and provides up to four composite video
channels at 6Mbps. The server can host up to
16 boards, supporting atotal of 64 channels.
Meanwhile, C-Cube debuted anew, lowcost MPEG-2 encoder for electronic newsgathering, distance learning, ad insertion and other
cost sensitive applications. It runs on four CCube VideoRISC processors.
CLI announced its MPEG-2 compliant
Magnitude family of digital products during
NAB. The new Magnitude encoder includes
statistical multiplexing, which dynamically
allocates more bandwidth to channels that
need it. For example, alive sporting event
needs more bandwidth than atalk show.
Hyundai Digital Media division of Hyundai
Electronics America announced asingle-chip
solution offering MPEG-2 video, audio and
systems decoding. The devices are scheduled
for production during the summer and will be
shipped beginning in August. Hyundai has targeted set-top box makers and others as the primary consumers of the device.
Optivision previewed afour-channel
MPEG-2 decoder for Silicon Graphics'
Challenge media servers, while ScientificAtlanta took the wraps off "PowerVu," its new
MPEG-2 video compression system for DBS
and programmers that includes asuite of
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encoders and decoders, multiplexers and modulators.
Finally, an international MPEG Intellectual
Property Rights group meeting resulted in a
fundamental agreement establishing alicensing group, according to Baryn Futa, COO of
CableLabs and chairman of the group. During
ameeting last March, the working group
developed an initial royalty model for digital
decoders, videodisk players and pre-recorded
storage media, including CDs.

SCTE changes name,
gets new members

Ihe SCTE will officially become the
"Society of Cable Telecommunications
Engineers" next month when the board of
directors meets just prior to the opening of the
annual Cable-Tec Expo in Las Vegas.
The new name, which substitutes the word
"telecommunications" for "television," reflects
the evolutionary changes going on within the
broadband industry, according to SCTE
President Bill Riker. The name change was
approved by 93 percent of the SCTE members
who voted in the latest board elections.
The election will result in some new faces
at SCTE board meetings as well. Two at-large
positions and five regional directors were up
for election to two-year terms, commencing in
June.
Wendell Bailey of NCTA and Wendell
Woody of Sprint/North Supply both won reelection as at-large members. They defeated
William Karnes of ISC Datacom and Don
Shackelford of Time Warner Cable in
Memphis for those positions.
In Region 1, which serves California,
Hawaii and Nevada, Patrick O'Hare of Viacom
Cable defeated Kathleen Horst of Main Line
Equipment to win aseat on the board. In
Region 2, which represents Arizona, Colorado,
New Mexico, Utah and Wyoming, Steve
Johnson of Time Warner Cable defeated Ron
Hranac of Coaxial International.
Incumbent Robert Schaeffer, vice president
of engineering at Star Cablevision Group, will
continue to represent the states of Minnesota,
North and South Dakota and Wisconsin. He
defeated aformer board member, Rich
Henkemeyer of ADC Telecommunications, to
rejoin the group.
Likewise, incumbent Hugh McCarley of
Cox Communications won re-election as
Region 9director, representing Florida,
Georgia, South Carolina and the Caribbean.
He defeated David Spallinger of Continental
Cablevision.

And finally, Dennis Quinter of Time Warner
Cable in Reading, Pa. unseated incumbent
Bernie Czarnecki of Cablemasters Corp. and
beat out abid by Gene Coll of Diamond
Communication Products to become the new
Region 11 director, representing Delaware,
Maryland, New Jersey and Pennsylvania.
These directors will join Tom Elliot of TCI,
Andy Scott of Columbia Cable, Rosa Rosas of
Moffat Communications, Larry Stiffelman and
Steve Christopher of CommScope, Terry Bush
of Trilithic, Mike Smith of Adelphia and John
Vartanian of Viewer's Choice at the June 13
board meeting, where officers will be elected.

Jottings

Reliance Comm/Tee and Philips
Broadband Networks will jointly develop
and market atelephony-over-cable system that
is based on Philips' Gateway and Reliance's
Matrix interactive system. Meanwhile, Philips
has announced NewChannels will be field
testing the Philips Communications Gateway
in its Syracuse, N.Y. system in afour-phase
program. NewChannels is already testing a
cablephone system developed by Tellabs ...
Preliminary results of anew study by
Bellcore show that LMDS and FSS services
can share the 27.5 GHz to 29.5 GHz spectrum. The findings should help clear the way
for LMDS providers to get licenses to compete against cable TV operators. Needless to
say, those operators are cheering the news ...
Zenith has decided to make aVSB modulation test system available for sale to allow
companies to verify test results in their own
labs. The test kit includes atransmitter,
receiver and PC interface software. It operates
in 16-, 8-, 4- and 2-VSB modes and transmits
up to 43 Mbps in 6MHz ...BellSouth has
chosen Northern Telecom to build a$100
million GSM-based personal communications
network for the Carolinas and East Tennessee.
Construction should take about three years ...
By the way, Northern Telecom unveiled anew
logo and moniker: the company is now known
as "Nortel".
Arrowsmith Technologies'
Fleetcon workforce management software will
be integrated into the new ICI "Summit" subscriber management system as the foundation
for the dispatch function. Arrowsmith will
work with TCI and Sybase to develop the system ... ADC Telecommunications completed its acquisition of AOFR, amanufacturer of
fiber optic couplers and components. The
AOFR line will be added to ADC's line of
fiber distribution frame and outside plant
products.... CED
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S POTLIGHT

Heknows where the phone companies hurt. It's some-

where in the region of their software. But instead of
bandaging up his old telco wounds, he is ready to start
fresh to avoid their mistakes. Best of
all, he has come over to the 'other
side'—cable TV. In his new role as Time
Warner Communications' senior vice
president of engineering and operations, Steve Pearse is ready to make the
company's telephony services unit into
aworthy rival for the telcos' customers.
Pearse brings knowledge of the inner
workings of AT&T, Bell Labs and
Sprint to his new job, aknowledge
which makes him very appreciative of
his latest opportunity with Time
Warner.
"The ability to create aplatform for
abrand-new telephone company, without any legacy, is golden," he enthuses.
Pearse should know: he spent much of
his time with the telcos killing himself
re-engineering their systems. "A typical
RBOC will spend $600 million ayear
on software," he explains. "And most
of that is spent in hammers, trying to
beat the devil out of the code, to make
it do things that it just doesn't want to
do."
Pearse began his telecommunications odyssey with AT&T, which
recruited him fresh out of MIT's Sloan
Business School for afast-track management development program. From AT&T, he moved
on to Bell Laboratories, where he obtained his master's
degree in electrical engineering, and worked on
Signaling System 7and ISDN. From there, he was promoted to software development—the youngest district
manager ever to work in that arena for the lab. But he
had ayen to be apart of the next wave in telecommunications—long distance competition—so he let Sprint
lure him away to engineer aturnaround for its own
software development organization. Eventually, he was
promoted to vice president of operations with the long
distance carrier, then vice president of engineering and
planning. Growing restless once more, Pearse realized
it was time to jump into the second wave: local telephony competition, and aposition with Time Warner.

The devil
and
Steve
Pearse

Steve Pearse

One company, one database
After nightmarish years of dealing with monstrous,
untouchable telco computer codes, Pearse's long-time
dream was to create anew telecommunications software platform. And what better place to do that than in
afledgling telephone company that is an offshoot of an
entrepreneurial MSO?
Pearse exudes areligious fervor about his quest to
create one computing platform for all of the company's
operations, and to realize that mission, he has been

given control of four groups: national operations, engineering, ISS (or Information Support Systems) and
planning. Time Warner is employing squads of software engineers to work, under Pearse's direction, to
create aplatform that is based on aSybase software
engine, and which runs on UNIX.
What Pearse is striving for is, in theory, simple: That
one phone call from acustomer will handle all of
his/her needs, whether they be ordering service, handling abilling dispute, or signing up for adiscount on
HBO, bundled with local telephone service. And this
will all be done in real-time, not to mention the fact
that Time Warner, unlike any of the telcos, will be able
to introduce abrand-new product in asingle day.
Not only that, but the entire telecom platform will
be implemented for acost that is two orders of magnitude less than what an RBOC must pay simply to
maintain its system from year to year, he notes.
Pearse thinks the industry has agood handle on all
the issues involved in offering telephony, except one:
the ability of the RBOCs to cause problems in
Washington. Specifically, he fears that the current
Pressler bill in the Senate will not go far enough in
restraining the RBOCs, but will merely slap penalties
on operators who do not negotiate in good faith.
"If Iwere an RBOC," notes Pearse, "I'd pay amillion bucks aday in penalties if Ididn't have to give my
competition number portability." Another issue that
worries him is the ability of the telephone companies
to guess what cable's profit margin for telephony
would be, and then charge exactly that margin for
interconnection services. That would effectively kill
any possibility of local exchange competition. And the
only way to avoid that unpleasant outcome, notes
Pearse, is to make sure that the telcos are regulated
"asymmetrically" until atruly competitive environment
can be established.

The next wave
So what would you expect asoftware junkie like
Pearse to do in his spare time? Tinker with his home
computer, of course, until his wife finds acovert way
to destroy it. He also plays racquetball and hits the
Stairmaster to preserve his sanity, and is busily adding
to his collection of "American lore": microbrewery
bottles with labels like "Flying Dog Beer," "Buffalo
White Peace Ale" and "Rattlesnake." Or, you might
find him listening to his favorite "head music"—everything from Brian Eno to Kate Bush, David Bowie,
Genesis and Laurie Anderson—over the cries of protest
from his three children, ages 7, 9and 11.
You might even find him contemplating the next
wave of telecommunications competition: abroad
array of Full Service Network offerings which will run
on the transactional platform that he is creating.
For those RBOCs who are downplaying cable's ability to enter telephony, Pearse has just three, deadlyquiet words: "You are misinformed." cED
—Dana Cervenka
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nmy position at NCTA, Ihave frequently been
approached by different groups to participate in advisory boards on various issues. A lot of times, these are
committees related to government
activities, examples of which would be
the FCC's Advisory Committee on
Advanced Television Service and the
FCC's Network Reliability Council.
But frequently, there are projects that
are not direct activities of the government, but which nonetheless, have connections to the U.S. government.
Several years ago, one committee
that Iserved on related to the issue of
closed captioning for the hearing
impaired. Before all television sets
above 13 inches of diagonal measurement were required to have circuitry to
decode captioning information, people
used closed captioning adapters. These
adapters were sold to the public at a
price that included asubsidy provided
for by the government. You may have
noticed, if you had areason to notice,
that all of these adapters came from
one or two manufacturers. The reason?
Because the groups applying for the
product subsidies had to submit information about how they were going to
build the adapter, what its features
were, what its potential cost was, and
what part the subsidy would play in it.
The same company won the subsidy agreement from
the government on each of the cycles that Iworked as
acommittee member, and thus, the adapters were frequently made by the same companies that had partnered with the bidder.
In December of last year, Iwas approached by an
old friend at the World Institute on Disability to work
on aproject regarding universal access. While at first I
was reluctant to get involved in another advisory
group, several things about this group appealed to me.
First, the idea was explained to me by someone who I
respect, and who has done alot to bring the issue of
access for disabled people to the forefront of many
debates in America, as well as around the world.
Secondly, this project proceeded from an interesting
perspective: access for people with disabilities to the
National Information Infrastructure, or the information
superhighway.
In previous articles, Ihave mentioned the difficulty I
think that we and other service providers will have
with some segments of our population when the superhighway is completed, because alarge part of the
access to information databases is achieved through
computer keyboards. People who are functionally illiterate will have adifficult time having full access with
full utility when they have to depend on akeyboardbased system. While this idea had been on my mind for

Disabled
must have
easy Nil
access

By Wendell Bailey,
VP of Science
and Technology, NCTA
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some time, Ihad not previously thought about people
with perfectly good minds, perfectly good ideas, education and training, and most importantly, with desire
being faced with the problem of access to information
when it comes in forms that are fundamentally at odds
with their particular disability.
For example, acomputer-based screen that has been
converted to Windows is very good for someone who
cannot type but who can move amouse around, but
what good are icons, charts and graphs to someone
who is visually impaired or blind? There does exist
software that allows the mouse pointer to announce an
icon when the cursor is moving across it. But what
good is that to aperson who is also deaf? And lest you
think that this would be an unusual circumstance,
believe me, it's not as unusual as you think. What
about access to something as prosaic as amouse for
someone who has motor disabilities, or the inability to
move at all?

Designing to anticipate difficulties
As the computer age has dawned, alot of software
writers and other people interested in access to information by the disabled have developed truly creative
software to allow many of the disabled to use computers in the same way that anyone else uses them. One is
tempted to ask: Why do we need acommittee or aproject to look into ways for people with disabilities to
access the National Information Infrastructure if alot
of this has already been taken care of?
The primary reason that we are forming aproject for
this purpose is that it would be nice, for achange, to
think out the problems in advance, project the conflicts
of the future on to the screen, and discuss ways to circumvent access problems. We need to find out now
what might be aproblem, before hardware or software
is committed to aform that is hard or impossible to
modify, and yet is less appropriate for people with disabilities than for people with normal capability.
Many products are designed and sold on the market,
and then changes occur over and over again as the people who manufacture such devices find things that consumers want or need to make the product more useful
or friendly. Even regular products could benefit from a
careful analysis or serious discussion of how customers
would use adevice, and what is needed for that device
to be useful to all possible customers before products
are manufactured. The idea of The World Institute on
Disability to undertake such aproject for people with
disabilities is exciting and makes perfectly good sense
to me.
For the National Information Infrastructure to be
useful to the largest number of people, access to it
needs to be easy and assured for everyone. Anyone
with adesire and an ability to use information should
be able to access the superhighway of the future with
whatever tools and techniques that they have to use.
Work and study on the issue now will help make that
goal possible in the future.
CED
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FROM THE H EADEND

T
he characteristic impedance of atransmission line,

such as acoaxial cable, is an often misunderstood topic.
People who deal with DC circuits on adaily basis are
accustomed to using interconnecting wires
that are "ideal" and have no (or negligible)
resistance or inductive or capacitive reactance. In the radio frequency (RF) world,
however, we can no longer think of interconnecting wire as "ideal," but must understand and be capable of modeling its RF
properties over awide range of frequencies.
Coaxial cable, as simple as it looks, is a
complex, electrical circuit consisting of
resistance, as well as inductive and capacitive reactance to an RF signal.
Characteristic impedance is defined as
"that value of impedance, measured at the
input end of the line, when the other end is
terminated in an impedance of like
value." Because apiece of coax is, generally speaking, electrically long when compared to the wavelength of the RF signal it
is carrying, you might expect it to have
some inductance in addition to the resistance distributed in series along its length.
Such inductance (L) translates into some
amount of equivalent inductive reactance
(
XL)that is dependent upon the frequency
(f) of operation and is based on the formula XL =brfL. Inductive reactance, as the
formula implies, is an opposition to the
flow of electric current and increases linearly with frequency. In other words, as the frequency
of operation increases, the inductive reactance, and
hence the opposition to the flow of electric current,
increases. Therefore, at very high frequencies, even
very small amounts of inductance will create very large
amounts of inductive reactance.
Similarly, since coaxial cable consists of two conductors (inner and outer) separated by some form of
dielectric material such as air or foam, you might also
expect that electrically, the cable would have some
amount of capacitance distributed in parallel throughout its length. This capacitance (C), creates an amount
of capacitive reactance (Xe)that is dependent upon frequency (f) and can be found with the formula Xe =
1/2nfC. As the formula indicates, capacitive reactance
varies inversely with frequency. Therefore, as the frequency of operation increases, capacitive reactance, or
the opposition to the flow of electric current, decreases.
It is this mix of distributed inductance and capacitance
that defines the characteristic impedance of the coaxial
cable, and these values are determined primarily by the
construction and physical dimensions of the cable.
Since the inductance and capacitance of alength of
coax are dependent upon its physical construction and
dimensions, they are generally given in units per foot.
The unit of inductance is the Henry, and the unit of
capacitance is the Farad, so you might see specifica-

The
complexity
of simple
coax
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tions given as henries or microhenries per foot and
farads, or microfarads per foot, respectively. The characteristic impedance (4) of apiece of coax depends
only on these values of inductance and capacitance and
can be calculated by the equation Z.„ =
.The
characteristic impedance of coax, then, is that impedance that we would actually measure at its input (or
anywhere along its length) if the coax were infinitely
long! When asignal is "launched" into apiece of coax
at the transmitting end, and while it is in "transit" to
the other end, the signal's energy must charge the distributed capacitance within the coax, and likewise, it
must induce an electric field throughout the distributed
inductance along the entire length of the cable. While
the signal is in transit down the length of coax, and
before it reaches the other end, the only impedance it
"sees" is the constant impedance which has been created by the uniform inductive and capacitive reactance
per unit length of the coax. If the coax were infinitely
long, this is the only impedance that the signal would
ever see as it traveled along the cable to infinity.

In the real world
Practically speaking, however, our coaxial cable
must terminate somewhere. Our job, then, is to have it
terminate into a"load" that is exactly the same as the
characteristic impedance of the coax, so that the coax
"looks like" it's infinitely long to the signal. If we terminate the coax with an impedance that is equal to the
characteristic impedance of the coax (defined by Land
C), then the signal, not knowing the difference, will
simply believe it is continuing to travel to infinity and
will transfer all of its power into the terminating load.
If, on the other hand, aterminating load is placed at the
end of the coax that does not match the characteristic
impedance of the coax, the signal will then see a"barrier" whose size is dependent upon the degree of
impedance mismatch, and some amount of the signal
will be reflected off of the barrier back toward the
source; therefore, not all of the signal's energy will be
transferred to the load.
The definition of characteristic impedance that was
given at the beginning of the second paragraph should
now be alittle more clear. If, for example, we were to
measure the input impedance of apiece of coax that
has been terminated with aload that matches the characteristic impedance of the coax, then the value of
impedance that we would measure would be equivalent
to the characteristic impedance of the coax. If, on the
other hand, we were to terminate the coax at the other
end with some other value of load impedance, then the
impedance we would measure at the input of the coax
would not be the same as the characteristic impedance
of the coax. Instead, it could be just about any other
value, depending upon the electrical length of the coax
and the operating frequency. For this reason, in broadband networks, it's imperative that source and load
impedances be matched to the characteristic impedance
of the coaxial cable being used.
CEO
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G UEST COMMENTARY

Asapower conversion design consultant, 1have been

involved recently in discussions with both cable TV
and telecommunications design engineers about system
powering approaches. These discussions have also included manufacturers
of power supply equipment and suppliers of amplifiers and passives, as well
as telecom equipment.

Sizzle and
spark:
HFC power
safety

By Toni Osterman,
President,
Comm/net Systems Inc.

Higher powering voltages

Cable television providers that are
implementing telephony and other services on their existing networks are
looking for areasonable "upgrade"
path. This path includes higher voltage
approaches that provide the additional
powering capacity required by telephony service.
Recently, Time Warner deployed
power supplies with a90 VAC, 60 Hz
output in system trials. Other operators
are either testing 90 volts, or are considering doing so. What is attractive
about higher voltage power systems is
the extended "powering reach" and
capacity of the power source to operate
new telephony devices in the distribution network.
Telephony providers are approaching
the powering issue from adifferent perspective that includes existing reliability requirements for the telephone systems, which are currently powered with
-48 VDC. Hybrid fiber/coax telephony network designers are quickly becoming familiar with the unique
characteristics of coaxial cable as apower
conductor—particularly the issues of limited currentcarrying capacity, corrosion susceptibility and utility
neutral return current interaction.
Current telephone HFC network trials include use of
the following options: 60 VAC, 60 Hz; 90 VAC, 60 Hz;
and 90V, 1Hz. "Telecom grade" power sources provide aminimum of eight hours of back-up time, redundancy and network monitoring. Power supply manufacturers have responded to these requirements by designing "power nodes."

Centralized powering
A power node provides ahigh power output (up to 7
Kilowatts) in asingle location to feed all of the actives,
including telephone network interface devices, in a
500-home node area. The power node typically
includes abattery system and aself-contained generator for long back-up time. These systems are significantly more powerful and expensive than existing cable
TV power systems.
Telecom providers have embraced the "centralized"
powering concept as the preferred method to power
HFC broadband telephony with the reliability required
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to carry lifeline telephone service. There are, however,
two troublesome issues surrounding these new powering systems: voltage and current.
Manufacturers of amplifiers and passive devices
have been required to update their products for both
increased voltage operational capability, as well as
higher "through-current" passing capability. To power
the typical broadband devices and the added telephony
requirements, higher powered systems are being used.
This increase in powering is having an impact on
the reliability and operator safety of active and passive
devices. There is significant concern about what happens to the internal connections, circuitry and to the
contact point where ashort circuit occurs. In addition,
amuch higher amount of energy can be delivered into
afault location than could be delivered in existing
cable TV systems.

Power-passing taps
Further to the point is the development of the powerpassing tap. This device is required by those MSOs
that will deploy aside-of-home network interface
device which receives power from the network. Can
you imagine what could happen if asubscriber's dog
chews on adrop cable with 90 volts present and several
kilowatts of discharge capability?
The National Electrical Code (NEC) requires a
power limit of no more than 100 Volt Amps (Watts)
into ashort circuit on the drop. The power-passing taps
currently being designed include acurrent limiting circuit that provides compliance with the NEC, albeit at a
much higher cost and complexity than existing taps.
This power output is available via either aseparate
copper twisted pair drop, or through acombined
RF/power coax drop.

Safety
A prime consideration of network and equipment
designers is the safety of these higher-power systems.
In my opinion, this area is an opportunity for the
SCTE, NCTA and CableLabs to encourage amore formal industry discussion of these points. The objective
is to quickly provide preliminary safety standards in
order to guide the development of the new, higherpower networks.
Suggested safety features might include the following items:
V Shielding from high voltage access points.
V "Smart" circuit breakers in power sources and
amplifier output ports.
V Visual indicators of high voltage present.
V Current limiting power-passing taps with reduced
access to voltage internally.
V Restricted drop connector access at the home to
reduce shock hazard.
V Consideration of lower voltages from the tap output
to the home (such as 30-60V).
V Programs for field technicians and installers to
reduce shock hazard potential.
CED
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Return path
afantastic
hosltiesiirt,'7 voyage.
E
ngineers commissioned by CableLabs took to the

field last year in search of hard data about cable's
return path.
The team's report, to be published before the month
is out, identifies three areas where cable operators face
challenges—each of which can be overcome. These
areas are misaligned amplifiers, recurring narrowband
noise and broadband, short-duration bursts of noise.
Amidst these obstacles, successful upstream digital
signaling—a necessity if cable is to build broadband,
interactive networks—"is atough order, but achievable:'
says Dr. Richard Prodan, CableLabs' vice president of
engineering. Prodan oversaw the study under the direction of the Network Integrity Working Group, chaired
by Paul Schauer of Jones Intercable. The Working
Group is part of the Telecommunications
Subcommittee of the CableLabs Technical Advisory
Committee.
In an interview, Prodan surveyed the 100-page
report's findings and said tightened engineering practices will be essential—but they'll only solve part of the

problem. In his opinion, "firewalls" will probably have
to be built separating impairment-riddled drop and inhome environments from clean, manageable fiber backbones and headends.

The study
The study, entitled "Two-Way Cable Television
System Characterization," was conducted by
CableLabs' engineering department, which Prodan
heads. Contractors included AT&T, which provided
engineering design; Rogers Engineering, which managed test equipment in the field and wrote data-gathering software; and GT Communications, which did the
actual data acquisition.
The targets were five cable systems, the identities of
which were not revealed, that have functioning twoway plant. All five used the industry-standard 5-30
MHz subsplit upstream frequency allocation.
The researchers tested upstream and downstream
transmission between headends and homes non-stop for
30 days, using QPSK modems to measure data transmission errors at T-1 (1.544 Mbps) rates.
As performance benchmarks, the study used the
CCITT's G.821 Recommended Error Performance
Objectives, which set standards for bit errors and other
criteria at three levels of adigital network—local, medium and "high-grade performance."
The local-level benchmark is G.82 1's suggested
minimum requirement for local exchange carrier
(LEC) access lines; the medium and high grades are
criteria for connections between LECs and interexchange carriers (IXCs), and for inter-IXC connection,
respectively. These criteria are defined in terms of
"errored seconds," "severely errored seconds" and
"degraded minutes."
The criteria require that, in the local
plant, 1.2 percent or fewer seconds
contain bit errors, that 0.015 percent of
those seconds be "severely errored," as
defined in the table, and that less than
1.5 percent of the minutes be "degraded."
The methodology involved three
steps:
V gathering baseline measurements,
presented in one section of the report;
V identifying and remedying suspected
causes of problems; and
V conducting another round of mear= surements, reported separately.

The findings

9 None of the five plants met the G.821
2
(
'criterion initially, says Prodan. "You
would have had to close your eyes durz.
• mg bad events to make the spec:' he
adds. "None were all that good."
B But these results, he stressed, cannot
• be projected to all of the possible types
•
rn of upstream transport. They refer only
=I
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to ''a static QPSK T-1 carrier at afixed frequency and
level over an extended period of time." Further, the
tests were conducted on atypical cable "bus" structure,
meaning that traffic from thousands of homes was converging on aheadend.
With this architecture as agiven, "the level was initially set quite high to try to bang the data through at a
level about 12 dB above the noise floor of the system,"
says Prodan. "In some cases, this caused alot of distorStill, the results pinpointed two factors influencing
the bit errors: alignment and hardness. Alignment of
amplifiers in acascade seeks to maintain aunity gain in
both directions throughout the plant. Overly weak signals can cause clipping, while overly strong ones can
cause compression, often manifested as interference at
live or more harmonic frequencies. "It's like playing
yoür stereo too loud for your speakers," says Prodan.
These problems were intermittent, occurring most frequently when systems were polling homes for PPV
data. Alignment is achieved by power-adjusting individual set-top boxes and setting amplifiers to proper
gain levels, according to Prodan.
Hardness refers to shielding plant properly so no
energy can leak in from the outside. In the test, drop
wires from taps into homes acted as antennas soaking

up outside-the-home interference, while inside wiring
picked up noise from things like hair dryers, blenders
and radio-controlled toys.
Leakage also entered systems through poor connectors, improperly crimped shielding and weathered
sheaths. These problems were eased by sweeping the
plants for narrowband RF ingress and choosing "clean"
carrier frequencies. But bursts of brief, broadband
impulse noise proved harder to defend against. For
example, environmental changes caused arcing of AC
power supplies in the plant, interfering intermittently
across much of the 5-30 MHz spectrum.
Another big factor was common-path distortion,
caused by corroded or loose connectors acting like rectifiers or diodes, sending energy bouncing from the forward plant into the reverse plant.
Solutions? "Maintaining ahard plant is the only
answer here," says Prodan. As astopgap, high-pass filters, screening out 5-30 MHz signals, can be installed
on all homes except those doing upstream signaling.
But as two-way penetration grows, this "interim bandaid" no longer works, he notes.
To combat impulse noise, the report's authors recommend "temporal dispersion (e.g. interleaving) over a
period longer than the impulse duration." In amore
general vein, the report's authors note: "Meticulous

Bursts of brief,
broadband
impulse noise
proved harder to
defend against
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In the uncontrolled
section outside
the firewall,
reliable
communication
will be maintained
by constraining
capacity

plant hardening and precise gain alignment efforts are
required to obtain any semblance of long-term reverse
transmission reliability—there are no short cuts."
Prodan observes: "Obviously two things will have to
happen. The transmission equipment will have to have
some robustness in the face of some of these impairments that occur for brief periods of time over awide
range of frequencies. And the plant itself will have to
be very highly maintained in terms of alignment and
hardness."

Broader strategy
An overall mitigation strategy goes back to equipment design and network architecture issues, says
Prodan, and includes such factors as error correction,
interleaving and concealment. For example, amodem
maker could design around energy leakages at shortwave frequencies, and around harmonics and intermodulation products across the spectrum. Static quadrature phase shift keying (QPSK) is only one
approach; other modem techniques—spread spectrum,
frequency agility, orthogonal frequency division multiplexing (OFDM) and diversity transmission—might be
employed, he adds.
Prodan and his colleagues are discussing solutions
not mentioned in the report. "We're thinking of other

90 0

111

options that would require segmentation and gateu ays
and other things," he explains. Segmenting means cutting off noise before it can funnel upstream toward the
headend. "If you segment the plant into fewer subscribers in each signal path, you can hopefully get better performance," he notes.
Each of those segments, he adds, "has agateway or
firewall or demarcation point that is under strict control
of the operator. From that point on, you have aclean
signal back to the headend. You've got to stop the subscriber-generated impairments somewhere—you've got
to plug the dike." Prodan adds that in this way, the
remaining problems—the ones requiring truck rolls—may
be contained to small groups of subscribers.
In the relatively uncontrolled section outside the firewall, reliable communication will be maintained by
constraining capacity and using sub-Nyquist signaling,
which means slowing down data rates: "That's how the
deep space probes work," Prodan explains. "As they go
farther from the Earth, they start talking very slowly.
We may have to do similar things here: you aggregate,
fewer customers, and the modem has to talk
slowly—fewer bits per second per Hertz."
CEO
This article was written especially for Cable
Television Laboratories Inc.
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Delivering
the
promise
Continued

broadband

evolution

By Andrew Paff,
Executive Vice President,
Strategic Planning and
Technology.
Antec Corp.

• he evolution of the cable television network from
an isolated, non-essential video broadcast medium to a
high-speed, interactive and critical element of the global communications network began only afew years
ago. Fiber optic technology eliminated the distance,
performance and reliability limitations of the all-coaxial cable plant and put in place an infrastructure capable
of providing services that step beyond traditional entertainment video.
The "promise" of the new telecommunications frontier created unprecedented interest in the financial
markets, by regulators and among cross industry
telecommunications concerns. What has occurred
since can be described as "peeling the onion" on a
complex array of technical and business issues. To
date, the evolutionary path of the hybrid fiber/coax
cable (HFC) infrastructure has yielded important and
positive results, but has also created agreat number of
systems integration issues.

Identifying the technical issues
The basic hybrid fiber optic/coaxial cable architecture began to take shape with the early introduction of
fiber optic technology into the cable television network. The core entertainment video broadcast business
justified the fiber "star," coaxial "bus" topology which
reduced the number of homes served by the coaxial
bus.
In aprocess referred to in Figure Ias "fiber as far as
you can afford," cable operators began to look seriously at reliability, future applications and performance in
the network design stage. Most operators equated the
delivery of future interactive applications with increasingly critical bandwidth management needs. Node siz-
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ing and the continued migration path became increasingly important in broadband design. This part of the
"onion" is easily peeled back and develops logically
from the core business requirements.
As operators look to the future and prepare the HFC
network to provide for the physical transport of interactive broadband applications, traditional cable television
hardware is more likely to be modified than newly
invented. New power supplies delivering greater powering flexibility, redundant optical receivers to improve
system reliability, lower powered lasers to deliver
node-specific services, and modular, easily upgraded
analog/digital headend equipment are examples of this
evolutionary process and are primarily extensions of
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Identifying the applications

technologies that already exist.
HFC network management may indeed represent
important new product innovation since little in the current stand-alone "status monitoring" domain will have
applicability when the HFC network becomes just one
element in an integrated, global structure. Network
management will become fundamental to the business
and will also define the scope of existing and new
opportunity.
The development of an integrated and scalable network management solution will provide operators with
the means to manage everything from service provisioning and performance monitoring to billing, fleet
management and overall network control.

If applications will drive the continued HFC network
evolution, then what are those applications? Anticipated
opportunities include telecommuting, interactive games,
video-on-demand and catalogue shopping, as well as
residential telephony and personal communications services (PCS). Many of these, such as video-on-demand
and games, will begin as broadcast, rather than interactive applications.
The question of which service will be the early winner with consumers is crucial only if the network will
be designed to deliver that specific service through a
specific subsystem. If acable operator deploys acable
telephony network, ahigh-speed data network and a
PCS network as three separate platforms, the risks will
be great. The early interactive applications in particular
will require the largest incremental investment and are
subject to the most turbulent political and marketplace
conditions. Network capital and operating costs, too,
will be much higher with discrete networks. Efficient
management of the precious broadband spectrum, particularly the upstream path, will be compromised if
multiple networks need to managed. The risks are also
evident for the hardware manufacturers which must
develop cost-effective product based on anticipated
high volume for asingle "killer" application.
The question of which service is offered initially is,
however, less important if the network is designed to
provide avariety of distinct applications through acommon platform. Integration of high-speed data, telephony
and PCS is possible, even likely, in the evolving HFC
network where common spectrum, transport format,
network element management and headend processing
functions can exist.
Platforms will differ. Broadcast NTSC video, the
industry's current application, belongs in asingle platform due to its delivery format. Broadcast digital video
may represent another separate platform with the native
MPEG-2 transport standard. Interactive applications
involving voice and data communications may become
acommon platform as well, although this looks more
difficult initially in light of the pace and competition in
these areas.
Interoperability of these three "platforms" over asingle infrastructure will be as critical as the fine tuning of
the HFC residential network, improvements in hardware
and implementation of the integrated network management solution. Software development to ensure interoperability between various network elements/platforms
and the rest of the public network will be essential to a
successful "one pipeline" network that offers access to
applications created anywhere.

Software
development
to ensure
interoperability
will be essential
to asuccessful
one-pipeline
network

Toward the integrated network
The ideal network would be atotally integrated digital platform from the first day of operations. Ironically,
this would negate the key advantage of HFC as ascalable, migratable infrastructure. The initial burden to
implement an integrated digital platform remains excessive since no migration path based on proven new appli-
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embedded base of customers to support that network
deployment.
Unlike FTTC, the HFC access network supports a
L 2,000 home
migration path toward an integrated voice, video and
optical nodes
data communications platform—while maintaining
what will become legacy service. NTSC analog video
delivery, while today's primary cable TV service, will
become that "legacy" service as digital technologies
mature and equipment costs drop. Managing both analog and digital services via asingle infrastructure is
possible via the HFC platform. The format-insensitive
500 home
nature of the HFC network means greater integration
optical nodes
capabilities are possible. As new applications are
added, the fewer independent systems to operate and
provision within that network, the better.
Interconnecting headends remains akey issue.
Today's applications may involve extension of the core
business such as improved advertising insertion and
operational economies. The regional network in the
near future will provide the interface between the cable
operator's network and many diverse elements in the
public network. Regionalization will also provide the
backbone for intra-regional platforms such as video file
servers, the network management system and circuit
grooming for signal transport via the Public Switched
Passive optical nodes
Telephone Network (PTSN). What may appear to be
(50-100 homes)
the low-cost solution today may be very expensive and
restrictive tomorrow, if that solution fails to effectively
interact with the public network and provide for comcations is possible. In fact, the telephone compamonality in operations between existing applications on
nies looking at Fiber-to-the-Curb (FTTC) technologies
the cable network.
face this issue. The FTTC full digital limited bandwidth
In Figure 2, ahigh level view of the regional netdelivery system requires complicated switching and
work shows how HFC and Synchronous Optical
digital-to-analog conversion even for basic cable delivNetwork (Sonet) OC-n rings work together. Add appliery—from the start. Telcos contemplating FTTC
cation elements such as cable telephone devices,
deployment face alarge capital investment, without an
switches, cross connects, packet routers and file
servers, and the importance of an integrated netFigure 2: Integrated regional network
Master headend
work management system is apparent. Operating
Interfaces/
Remote headend
multiple discrete networks in the long-term is at
grooming for
best
limiting, and most likely arecipe for disaster.
Optical transition node
public network
Sonet, the internationally standardized digital netDigital access hub
work that's already widely deployed in the PSTN,
—
Optical receiver
clearly offers graceful connectivity to the global
Metro
network.
RF amplifier
OC-n ring
Many important and difficult interoperability
and
integration issues remain. Some of the more
Sonet
challenging areas include:
OC-3/12 ring
V Motion Picture Experts Group 2(MPEG-2) and
Asynchronous Transfer Mode (ATM) inter-mapping;
V Application, placement and migration of the
500
video file server platform;
homes
V HFC integration into Sonet and the public net20,000
work switching infrastructure.
homes
Recent large scale technology field trials, such
as Time Warner's Full Service Network (FSN) project in Orlando, have provided important insights
into these and other variables. The FSN approach
identified many technical integration issues while
focusing large and divergent interests from differFigure 1: Fiber as far as you can afford...
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You could learn everything you
need to know to pass the FCC's
new proof-of-performance tests.

Or we could just give you the answers.

Without the right equipment,
complying with the government's
new cable TV regulations can be
just as much atest of your study
skills as it is ameasure of your
cable system's performance.
Which is why you need the
HP 8591C cable TV analyzer with
Option 107. It makes complying
with the new proof-of performance
tests effortless by making all the
tough measurements for you.
Unlike other solutions that
require complex calculations
and calibrations between multiple
instruments, the HP 8591C has
integrated all existing proof-ofperformance tests into one
easy-to-use, portable instrument.
And it comes with three key
video measurements required
for 1995: differential phase,
differential gain and chrominanceCome see us at NCTA, Booth

#1450

to-luminance delay inequality.
And for worldwide use, its standard NTSC format can be replaced
with PAL or SECAM formats.
And since all these measurements
are noninterfering except CTB,
you can make both RF and video
measurements without disrupting
your customer's programming.
And, there's one other test the
HP 8591C handles better than
most.
The test of time.
It's modular architecture allows
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you to add new measurement
capabilities as your testing needs
change. Which means, when government regulations change in the
future, so will the HP 8591C. That
way, neither it nor
The
your investment
will become
HP 8591C
obsolete.
is now at a

new low price
So, you see, when
it comes to performing the government's new
proof-of-performance tests,
there's really only one thing you
need to know — the HP 8591C
cable TV analyzer from HewletPackard. To learn more, call
1-800-452-4844, Ext. 8306.
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ent industries on developing practical solutions. Orlando gave us apeek at the onion's
core. The long-term benefit will be to speed
the development of viable, integrated hardware
and software from resources in the cable television, telephony and computer industries.

Defining integration through standards
Development of appropriate standards will
be acritical part of the HFC evolutionary

process and of the use of ATM, MPEG-2,
Sonet, video file servers, et al, within the
evolving interactive broadband plant. The cable
industry has never valued standards in the past
since it was never required to operate in astandardized environment with its isolated broadcast networks. Future success, even survival,
will depend upon compatibility with the public
network and on efficient operations. A delicate
balance exists between adapting standards too

quickly and allowing proprietary systems to
proliferate. There are no real standards groups
sanctioned by the cable industry for the cable
industry. However, there are no shortage of
standards groups, some of which believe they
are acting on behalf of the cable industry.
Along the way, appropriate industry standards will be embraced, perhaps modified to
meet cable operators' needs. This process was
evident with the MPEG-2 compression standards development for broadcast entertainment
video. Many related efforts continue.
The model for the more complicated issue
of technology integration may be found in the
current process of resolving MPEG-2 and
ATM compatibility. This is being worked out
by specific and well-established standards entities with significant input
from the cable
television
industry. This
suggests a
process where
the cable industry looks at
established
standards
groups in an a
la carte fashion and devotes resources selectively in order
to develop standards that apply to its particular
needs and concerns. The alternative of ubiquitous representation in the literally hundreds of
telecommunications standards groups is unrealistic, given the pace of network development
and the resources at hand.
The other alternative—no standards development—will ensure long-term failure.

Integration

requires some

degree of

experimentation

and consensus
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Integrating the "onion layers"
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For all your broadband enclosure needs call 708-455-8010
or your authorized distributor.
INTEGRATED ACCESS SOLUTIONSTM
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Bringing nem ser\ ices and technologies to
the broadband network and integrating and
managing those systems is easier said than
done. The level of integration required in the
next five years will be exceeded only by the
level of circuit and component level integration required in hardware products. At the system and component level, integration will
equal lower cost and greater flexibility.
Integration requires some degree of experimentation and consensus. Interoperability will
permit integration, and standards will permit
interoperability. As the telecommunications
world grows more complex, the cable industry
will be successful if it applies its traditional
capability to grow its network incrementally,
while effectively resolving the maze of new
issues brought into focus as the onion is peeled
back further.
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Residential Broadband Services.
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RESIDENTIAL
ADC is the leader in the development, design and
deployment of residential broadband networks. Whether
you're upgrading an existing telephony or video network or
building it from scratch, ADC's Homeworx HFC access
platform is the most cost effective, end-to-end transport
solution available today. With flexible sizing and
service components, the Homeworx platform
permits a"pay-as-you-go" method of responding
to changing technology and market demands.
Maximum deployment flexibility is ensured
with the fiber-fed Homeworx ISX integrated
services access node.
Surrounding the ISX
package is the video
services node cabinet, an
aluminum housing for the
RF amplifier, power supply,
transmitters, receivers and
status monitoring modules.

system carries up to 16 channels of digitized, uncompressed
video over fiber at speeds up to 2.4 Gbps.
To manage your network, ADC offers acomplete suite of
broadband service assurance hardware and software. These
systems integrate seamlessly into any service environment.
And the software-based, centralized administration
and management system also improves performance, allowing preemptive responses to
problems before they impact users.
ADC's high performance video
signal distribution coax interface
products provide critical test and
access points for broadband and
baseband RF transmission signals.
Committed to innovative practical
solutions, ADC is the home of broadband. For more
information on end-to-end solutions for residential
broadband services, call us at 1800 366-3891.

For regional video networks and video trunking,
ADC's digital transmission system provides unmatched flexibility. Compatible with the widest range
of video formats and scrambling techniques, the
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won't be on abright sunny day. That's why the
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metallic cable problem from just afew inches
all the way out to 65,000 feet and features the
best sensitivity in the industry so that 110 problem
goes unfbund.
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CASE STUDY

An integrated
telecom
network trial

Lessons
Syracuse

Figure 1. Stylized version of the Syracuse system

By Thomas J. Staniec, Director of
Engineering, Time Warner
Entertainment—Advance/Newhouse
Editor's note: While this article was originally
written under the Newhouse/NewChannels
banner, NewChannels has since merged into a
partnership with Time Warner
Entertainment—Advance/Newhouse.

T
he investment of capital in the upgrade or

rebuild of acable television system today
must now consider more than video. The
deployment of ahybrid fiber/coaxial system
has provided anetwork that is not solely a
video-only delivery path. In fact, the cable
system of yesterday no longer exists.
Networks that are being deployed today are
potential telecommunications platforms; however, saying you have anetwork does not
mean you do.
This article explores the varied aspects of
providing awide area and regional telecommunications network. From the implementation of return networks, to the interconnection
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to the public switched telephone network, this
paper details NewChannels Corp.'s experiences in an engineering telecommunications
trial in Syracuse, N.Y. The engineering trial,
with Tellabs Operations Inc., looks at return
system operation, powering issues, integration
from residence to business or interexchange
carrier and the types of deployable telecommunications services. The trial started in midDecember 1994 and will run through the second quarter of 1995.

Overview
NewChannels Corp. has provided telecommunications services to corporations and other
enterprises for 12 years. During the past two
years NewChannels, in partnership with
Hyperion, has provided competitive access
services in the Syracuse, N.Y. and other areas.
Concurrently, NewChannels has been rebuilding its franchises to hybrid/fiber coax (HFC)
networks that support bandwidth to 750 MHz.
As these networks began to be placed in
service, the decision was made to implement
the return systems in some HFC node areas.

The purpose of this exercise is to determine
the operational impact HFC makes in smaller
node areas. Typical node coverage is five to
10 miles in HFC, avast departure from the
300 miles of open architecture return that at
one time supported acable security monitoring business. The cable security business still
exists, but not in atwo-way return network.
The ingress problems that caused
NewChannels to stop using two-way return f
security are the reasons and rationale for
establishing HFC two-way return tests.
NewChannels has been testing return node
for about one year. The result is that ingress,
no matter how large or small the node,
remains aproblem. Tests and observation led
NewChannels to the same conclusions that
were drawn years ago—the inside of the house
is the greatest point of ingress. The drop contributes to ingress at asignificantly lower rt.
than the house. The hard coaxial cable and
amplifier network can contribute, but are considered negligible. This is particularly true if
strong signal leakage maintenance program i.
in place.
One purpose in building the network segments being assembled in Syracuse is the abi
ity to bring afully-integrated telecommunications network to its homes-passed base.
NewChannels' I2-year background in telecommunications with corporate enterj rises ha
shown that there is more to telecomrr, nications than the "path." Its enterprise cu
have demanded aquality of service tha
know respects their concern for their te
munications services.
The company is now at the point whe
can fully integrate atelecommunications
work into its HFC design. It is now doing t
engineering testing
necessary to establish what is needed
to provide telecommunication services
of both value and
quality to its homes
passed base.

The network

Figure 2. Fujitsu
0C-3 ADM
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The Syracuse
system consists of
approximately 1,8
miles of plant, near
ly all of which is
HFC. The network
covers an area that
represents avariety
of densities, from
urban to rural.
Generally, the fiber
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Figure 3. Network grooming facility

nodes serve pockets of 500 homes passed, but
in more remote suburban and rural areas, the
homes-passed numbers are less than 500 per
node.
In some cases, distance from the primary
headend serving an area required an optical
drop and repeat location. In such cases, asignificant amount of fiber is taken to the remote
structure to support the forward and return
fiber network to the headend. Beyond this
structure, the number of fibers in the bundle
exceeds the fiber count that connects the path
between the headend and the drop/repeat structure. The intent is to consolidate return service

from the nodes beyond the structure for return
to the headend. All other nodes are directly fed
back to the headend.
All power in these areas is standby or configured to easily become standby. In most
areas, additional fibers are included in the
jacket to support schools, businesses and other
enterprises that exist on, or near, the fiber path.
This was accomplished by using tapered
bundling of fiber in the carrier jacket.
Once the fiber is terminated in the headend,
return telecommunication services can be collected and cross-connected into aSonet ADM
(Synchronous Optical Network—Add/Drop
Multiplexer) which exists in each headend.
Figure 1is astylized version of the complete
Syracuse area system.
Typically, the Sonet equipment is deployed
so that the optics transmission path is an OC12 (622 Mbps). The line side ADM in the
headend is then set up to support an OC-3
(155 Mbps) signal. Figure 2shows aFujitsu
OC-3 ADM in the headend. Note the crossconnect panel and self-contained battery system in its own enclosed equipment rack.
Generally provided at that point is DS-1
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Figure 4. Battery powering for grooming
facility

(1.544 Mbps) service, deployed as needed for
support of telecommunication services into
and out of the HFC network. The provided services are modulated on RF carriers and sent
into the broadband coupling network for delivery to the lasers. Currently, the powering
arrangement for the headend provides for normal power company input power, attached to a
UPS system which supports the whole headend. The battery plant for the UPS system will
support the headend for 10 to 30 minutes.
During that time interval, afrequency and
voltage-stabilized propane power generator is
brought on-line which can operate for extended periods to support the overall mission. The
Sonet ADM is attached to those systems, in
addition to a-48 volt DC rectifier and battery
system to protect that
Sonet terminal.
01 1
1i11 II
The Sonet netcab
work leaves the
1111111 II
headend on afiber
1".1 •
path that is aprotected ring with divergent routing.
Divergent routing
ietienli
extends to the central
office (CO) and
headend buildings,
where the fiber
leaves the buildings
on two different
Figure 5. DAC for
paths. This assures
cross-connect
the protection of
both the system digital video and telecommunication product delivered to any location.
The Sonet network in this metropolitan area
is composed of multiple rings. These rings not
only enter NewChannels' facilities, but also
numerous enterprises and interexchange carrier
(IXC) facilities all on redundant paths. One of
the main facilities at which all traffic is handled is the network grooming facility. Figures
3and 4show anetwork grooming facility and
the battery powering for that facility. This is a
CO where all traffic can be taken off the rings,
disassembled and then reassembled through a
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Figure 6. AT&T 5ESS switch

digital cross connect system (DACS) for delivery to either the proper IXC or customer.
Figure 5shows aDAC used for network
grooming and cross connecting traffic that is
coming in from various fiber rings.
Each customer location has its own Sonet
entry point into aring. Generally, all customers
are dual-homed to two COs. That gives customers redundancy out of their own facilities.
The Sonet network in this system is provided
by Fujitsu, while the Tellabs DACS is located
at the grooming facility. The network management system was originally located at this
facility, but has since been moved to afacility

managed by Hyperion. Full network management is also retained at the grooming CO.
The AT&T 5ESS switch is deployed in a
separate building fed as aSonet ADM node.
The unit is modular, state-of-the-art and configurable for avast array of services. Figures 6, 7
and 8are of the AT&T 5ESS switch. Figure 6
shows one half of the equipment bays needed
to support the 5E; Figure 7is one of the
switching bays for call set up; Figure 8is the
brain of the switch. Note that the equipment is
redundant above and below the cooling fans.
The powering network is comparable in
design to the one described for the headends,
but has asignificantly larger battery system.
Currently, NewChannels has access to
10,000 phone numbers in the form of (315)234-0000 through 9999. The numbers will primarily be used in the competitive access business, but asmall group has been set aside for
the engineering trial. This switch supports
Bellcore documents TR-NWT-00008 and 000303, which deal with the operation of digital loop carrier (DLC) systems in conjunction
with alocal digital switch (LDS). These are
not the only Bellcore documents that deal with
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this network architecture or these services, but they are
the ones on which
this engineering trial
is based. The Tellabs
Cablespan 2300
product line (a next
generation DLC system) is based on
these, and other,
Bellcore documents.

The trial
The scope of this
Figure 7. A switching
trial involves the deliv- bay for call set-up
ery of telecommunication services in aswitched environment to
NewChannels personnel. The purpose of the
trial is to help NewChannels and Tellabs
understand the dynamics involved in the delivery of communications through afully integrated system into an HFC network. It seeks to
establish whether HFC-DLC is aviable
method of telecommunications delivery in a
significantly large area. Some of the issues
that the trial hopes to expose are:
V Does the system work?
V How does it work over alarge area?
V What is the impact of ingress?
V What is the effect of impulse transients?
V What level of
technical competence is needed to
operate the network?
V What are the benefits and drawbacks
to network management systems?
V What are the powering issues?
V What applications
can be supported on,
and through, the network?
V What levels of
reliability, security
and quality can be
Figure8. The "brains"
expected?
of the switch
The Tellabs
Cablespan DLC equipment consists of three
basic parts. The first is the headend piece,
called the host digital terminal (HDT). (See
Figure 9). Note that it is asmall, card-configurable unit that allows for many options in one
chassis. This unit interfaces with the HFC network as an extension of the LDS. The HFC
network interface units come in two basic varieties, with equipment variations under the primary headings of the remote service terminal
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(RST) and the remote subscriber unit (RSU).
Figure 10 shows an RST in the same chassis
as the HDT. Figure 11 shows the RSU.
The RST can operate in astand-alone fiber,
copper or HFC network, where multi-line service and connectivity are needed. The RST
would be used in business, enterprise or multiple-dwelling unit locations where awide range
of card configurable applications might be
needed. The RSU family units are directed at
the residential market. These units will not be
involved in the trial at the time of startup, but
will be brought into the trial when the engineering design is completed.
Description of the full, operational network
is beyond the scope of this article. Yet the
overview presented here should help clarify
how aresident is served when there is no
physical copper pair connection between the
CO and the resident.

Figure 9. The Host Digital Terminal

Digital loop carrier, or DLC, is based on the
building block of aDS-1 signal package. A
DS-I signal has adigital rate of 1.54 Mbps
and represents 24 64-kbps data channels. Each
channel can carry either voice or data communications signals. Multiple DS-1 signals can be
multiplexed together. The model below
describes the distant subscriber's attachment to
the switch as though it is adedicated I:1 relationship. This would equate to each subscriber
having afixed timeslot position in aDS-I that
is tied back to an LDS port. While allowed by
Bellcore, this is not acost-effective engineering practice. Options exist which involve
dynamic assignment of timeslots, line contention by traffic modeling and concentration.
These are merely mentioned here.
At the LDS, aphone number is assigned to
atimeslot in the DS-1 designated to serve a
particular customer from an HDT. The DS-1 is
added to the Sonet ADM at the LDS and
directed to the grooming CO. At the location,
it can be cross-connected to aSonet path
which feeds the headend with the proper DS-I
to the desired HDT. This circuit administration
process and setup is typically done only once.
From that time on, the DS-1 signal will always
show up at the same location. The Sonet network will transport the DS-1 to the proper
ADM and off-load it to the HDT on aDS-1
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interface. This assumes that only one DS-1 is
being transported on the Sonet network.
At the HDT, the DS-1 is RF modulated and
applied to the combining network, where it is
delivered to the HFC lasers. The HFC network
carries it to either an RST or RSU. Those units
form apoint of demarcation to which the consumer's phone attaches. The phone operates
just as it would if it were attached to aCO by
copper pairs. Well... almost.
In acopper pair environment, the power
required to operate the network comes from
the battery plant located at the CO. A telephone-based DLC system deployed to aservice area would still draw battery from the
telco. The use of HFC-DLC demands ahard
look at how power must be provided for
phones on an HFC network. Possible options
are: the RF power network, house power, or
house power with battery back-up.
NewChannels will be trying the options.
The network powering option will be done
with adevice from Philips Broadband
Networks referred to as a"power picker." The
unit screws into the back of adirectional tap
and "picks" the power off the seizure screw.
This will allow access to 60-volt AC to send
power to either the RST or RSU on asiamese
coax drop cable with 24 gauge copper pair tied
to it. This method was chosen because there
are few power-passing tap product options in
the marketplace, and NewChannels did not
want to replace taps it had just installed.
At some point, if telephone service is
offered, all of the taps will have to be changed
to apower passing variety with a"no break"
AC and RF path through the tap. This assumes
network powering, apoint which will be
argued for awhile. Concern exists over a
power-passing tap which uses the siamese
approach for providing power to the network

Figure 10. The Remote Service Terminal

interface, since the return network must be
kept clean and free of ingress while simultaneously being attached to unshielded copper pair.
Even though the power feed is RF choked, this
may not be adequate to protect against ingress
intrusion into the return by way of the "hanging copper antenna" attached to the drop coax.
The last topic is signaling. Signaling lets the
customer know about incoming calls and ultimately lets the LDS know about an outgoing

call. Signaling in aHFC-DLC is atwo-stage
system. The first stage, in an outgoing call, is
the subscriber network interface sending an
off-hook message to the HDT, which establishes abi-directional
path between the
HDT and the network interface (NI).
The network interface is either the
RST or RSU. The
Figure 11. Remote
HDT establishes the
Subscriber Unit
link to LDS by the
use of bit rob signaling in the DS-1 signal to
the LDS.
Once this path and the HFC path are established, the LDS places dial tone on the path to
the subscriber. The dialed phone number is
entered by the subscriber and carried in-band
back to the switch for interpretation and connection. A detailed description is not given
here to protect proprietary information about
the HDT to NI connection. It is important to
understand that specific protocols exist that
deal with call setup and tear down in anormal
telephone network. In an HFC-DLC network,
there are more steps in call establishment.

Objectives and conclusions
The objectives of this trial are quite simple.
First, demonstrate and provide areturn network that is clean for the trial. Second, install
and test the telecommunications equipment in
this clean environment to establish that it
works. This objective sets abaseline for further testing. Third, integrate the network endto-end with Sonet and the LDS, making sure
of proper operation. Fourth, fail the network in
every conceivable way, developing an understanding of how the telecommunications
equipment is affected. This will show how bad
the return network can be before communications fail. Modeling can be done to determine
if the return can be supported above the failure
level. Fifth, implement awide range of applications in the network to understand what it
will support and if there are any sensitivities in
the transmission medium.
Drawing conclusions right now may be premature. The first phase of the trial involved
Tellabs observing and participating in the
clean-up of areturn network. Tellabs found the
experience to be eye-opening. The return spectrum that existed before the clean-up would
not have supported telecommunications with a
reasonable level of quality. We know that we
can clean up the return band; the open question is, "Can it be kept that way?" Tellabs and
NewChannels will be developing the answer to
that as the trial goes forward.
CEO
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How one IVISO
got started
in datacom

An initti
rell

By Roger Brown, Editor

W

hile many cable systems are just now
beginning to explore their options for datacom
provision, at least one MSO is already on the
fast track of delivering high-speed data to a
multitude of sites over its existing cable TV
infrastructure.
Times Mirror's Dimension Cable system
(now aCox Communications system) in
Phoenix, Ariz. has allied with Arizona State
University and Digital Equipment Corp. to
deploy "EC Net"—a metropolitan area network
that ties approximately 12 manufacturing
companies together via aFDDI (fiber distrib-

uted data interface) ring featuring 100
Megabits per second shared throughput. The
result is anetwork literally bulging with capability that supports multiple users of files, all
without encountering abusy signal.
Moving down through the network, the ring
connects three Dimension headends and
another located on the ASU compus, all of
which serve as Ethernet LAN segments, which
in turn connect to the end-user sites. Headends
as far away as 36 miles are tied into the ring,
and the longest trunk run is 15 miles. See
Figure 1.
Network components include: bridges,
which convert digital data to and from 6MHz

signals; routers, which direct multiprotocol
traffic between addresses on the network or to
the Internet and other WAN connections;
videoconferencing hardware; software that
supports collaborative CAD and other applications; adata/multimedia server; workstations;
and anetwork management system. Network
security includes constant monitoring, file
encryption, protocol monitoring, auto alerts
and lockouts, among others.
EC Net actually had its genesis afew
years ago, in what started as acampuswide
connectivity effort by ASU. Student dorms
and university buildings were interconnected
with Digital's ETB-1 bridges to share information.

NAFTA's effects

When the North American
Agreement came about, the
became concerned that it mi
tial number of manufacturing j
the state's southern neighbor that
supply of low-cost labor.
To help keep those jobs in Arizo
key Phoenix-area manufacturers we
approached to determine their needs
to streamline operations and reduce

Survey says: Datacom is real business for MSOs
Not sure there's amarket for high
speed data services over cable TV networks? Private companies, government
agencies and education facilities are
chomping at the bit to get high-speed
access to data and the Internet,
according to the results of an exhaustive survey undertaken by Digital
Equipment Corporation.
Digital distributed 73,000 surveys
late last year to government, education,
health care and manufacturing companies as well as commercial Internet
users to gauge their interest in accessing data at high speed. To date, nearly
10,000 surveys have been sent back
and 80 percent said they were "very
interested" in such services. The type
of response and huge number of
returned surveys have Digital executives grinning from ear to ear.
"The speed, size and enthusiasm of
the response to the survey show that
business wants high-speed, multimedia
communiations over cable's broadband
network, and wants it now," says Lois
vick. 't
-ting manager of emerging
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network technologies for Digital's
Network Product Business unit. "There
is pent-up demand for these services.
The need is more immediate than I
anticipated," she adds.
Corporations are interested in the
cable network because its high bandwidth and multippoint distribution allows
them to implement multimedia applications such as manufacturing design,
video teleconferencing, distance learning, telemedicine and access to Internet
and other on-line services, say Digital
executives. Many survey respondents
also expressed interest in using the
cable TV infrastructure for telecommuting applications.
In response to the survey results,
Digital contacted nearly 3,500 cable TV
systems and offered an evaluation form
to help them determine if their plants
are ready to offer data communications.
About 250 of those systems have
already taken Digital up on the offer.
Again, many wanted immediate information about their plants. Digital's engineers determine suitability for datacom

based on several factors, including
channel availability, signal levels and
various aspects about the plant that
would put the products in the best envi.
ronment, says Levick. "The MSOs are
actually talking to us—and that's
thrilling," she says.
One convert is John Liskey, TCI's
director of government and public
affairs in Michigan: "Data communications over two-way activated cable is a
tremendous business opportunity" he
says. In East Lansing, TCI ran several
pilot programs aimed at the health
care, government and education markets and has since turned those pilots
into acommercial venture with paying
customers. "The market is demand driven at this point," adds Liskey.
Levick intends to make other MSOs
aware of the opportunities for datacom
through continued communication. "I
want the noise level to be high," says
Levick. "I want them (cable operators)
to plan for it, to budget it in their
rebuilds."
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needed away to access huge data files, share
them with colleagues or subcontractors located
across town, make real-time changes, and
videoconference with each other—quickly. The
key was to find away to reduce the Request
For Quote cycle, which was estimated to
account for 60 percent of adesign cycle time.
Telephone lines, even at T-1 rates, couldn't
handle the job. What was needed was abigger
pipe.

Seeking aproving ground for its new
Channelworks product (a successor to those
early ETB-1 bridges), executives from Digital
approached Times Mirror's corporate officers
during the Western Cable Show in 1992 about
using the cable TV infrastructure as the backbone for an "electronic commerce" network
that could serve these manufacturers.
Agreement was reached to deploy the first
phase: a22-mile link connecting Motorola

University, Mesa Community College and
Arizona State University. After nine months,
the system had proved its reliability. Now it
was time to talk to the manufacturers.

Building trust
In retrospect, DEC had alot to prove to
Times Mirror, says Mike Huffaker, network
technology consultant for Digital. "It took a
lot of trust. We had to prove we wouldn't
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( EC N ET
bleed over into the entertainment video," he
notes. The concerns were real: downstream
signals are sent in achannel between 336
MHz and 342 MHz, putting it right next to
Dimension's pay-per-view service, Huffaker
notes.
What EC Net had to offer manufacturer
such as McDonnell Douglas, Tempe
Precision Aircraft, Phoenix Heat Treat,
Kachina Testing and others was, quite simply, amethod to make products better, cheaper and faster. These types of companies were
used to long delays in both planning and production when design or manufacturing
changes were introduced. This network
promised to make users more competitive by
reducing product design and procurement
cycle times; increasing productivity through
improved communications, fewer changes in
product design. fewer meetings and enhanced
collaboration between groups; reducing the
amount of documentation; and better quality
control through error reduction and improved
part conformance.
Since its humble beginning, the project has
been expanded to include about adozen manu-

facturers, who use it for awide range of applications, including:
V Desktop videoconferencing supporting several real-time participants who can view production floor
manufacturing
processes, prototype parts
and other applications
V A concurrent
computer-aided
design (CAD)
tool that allows
multiple remote
users to view
and annotate
CAD drawings
interactively,
using multiple
commercially
available CAD
programs
V A "white board" that allows multiple remote
users to view and annotate the same text,
graphic or document

Since its

humble beginning,

the project
has been

expanded to

include about
adozen

manufacturers

V Telecommuting capability
V High-speed access to the Internet for e-mail,
accessing resources or downloading software,
pictures, etc.
V A multimedia "warehouse" that facilitates
sending, storing and retrieving files, video,
images, purchasing specs, catalogs and other
information.
What made this project work was the expertise brought by the three participants. Digital
brought the technology, products and computer
networking skills; Times Mirror offered its
physical plant for transportation and its marketing prowess; and Arizona State University
brought Internet access at T-1 speeds, awareness and neutrality to the project.
Digital had aproduct it needed to test,
Times Mirror wanted to test the concept to see
if it had economic viability, and ASU wanted
to get its feet wet in the distance learning
arena.

Lessons and obstacles
Complicating the implementation of the
ECNet was Dimension's planned upgrade to
ahybrid fiber/coax network topology with

Sacielco's New 11 GHz Calibrators
Portable, ±1/4 dB Flatness, 4.5-1000 MHz
Ideal
for Calibrating
Signal Level Meters
and all CATV Equipment.
Expanded Freq. Range
SC600: 4.5-600 MHz
SC1000: 4.5-1000 MHz
[11 Increased Noise Output
Level: +20 dB
LI Precision Rotary
Attenuator
HorizontalNertical
Sync Pulse Simulation

sa eco: I
nc
Made in the USA by:

.

Sadelco was 1st to advocate using H. Sadel's patented
White Noise Application to calibrate Signal Level Meters
and other CATV equipment, more than adecade ago.

75 West Forest Avenue, Englewood, New Jersey 07631
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fright ingredients!
Stron, cost effective
Christy Gracie Level Boxes...
now available from Channel!.
Christy Concrete Products, Inc. has been manufacturing boxes for underground construction of
water systems and utilities for nearly four
decades. Now, they've teamed up with
Channell Commercial to provide their concrete and FibrelyteTM products to
the telecommunications and
broadband communications
industries.
Christy uses an automated "dry tamp" process to
manufacture its concrete
boxes. To provide additional
strength, fibers are added to the
concrete mix. Additionally, a unique,
thermoplastic ring assures proper fit of
the non-skid lid and also protects the top
edge of the box from chipping. The result is less breakage during
shipment and reduced
liability problems with \
installed boxes.

Christy's Fibrelyte boxes and lids complement
the concrete product line. Constructed of
proprietary composite materials, these
lightweight and high strength
Fibrelyte boxes offer many advantages over precast concrete.
In many applications,
Christy's concrete and
Fibrelyte boxes and lids
can be intermingled, providing numerous
combinations for
added strength
while providing low cost
product solutions.
Christy quality concrete and tough Fibrelyte grade level boxes—the
right ingredients for your underground plant
requirements. Call Channell toll free today for
complete information.

Christy Concrete Products, Inc.

44100 Christy Street, Fremont, CA 94538

Marketed exclusively by Channell Commercial Corporation
U.S.A.
CANADA
U. K.
ISRAEL
See us at NCTA, Booth #614

800/423-1863 •909/694-9160 FAX: 909/694-9170
800/387-8332 •905/567-6751 FAX: 905/567-6756
+1 44 171 589 3304 FAX: +1 44 171 589 1021
972 4341329 FAX: 972 4341387
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750 MHz bandwidth and active two-way
return. While the addition of fiber actually
made the return path more robust and less
susceptible to ingress, asignificant amount
of effort was needed to bring the reverse
plant up to Digital's specs for data transmission.
"Doing all the homework upfront is critical," notes Lois Levick, marketing manager
of emerging network technologies for

Digital's Network Product Business. "It's
important to plan peroperly—get out there and
do the tests, don't just make assumptions
about the plant."
Huffaker says the amount of work needed
on the reverse plant surprised him initially.
"Operators need to be worried" about the viability of the return path, he notes. At
Dimension, the assigned reverse data channel
is T8, located between 11.75 MHz and 17.75

FILTERS
DELIVERED QUICK
• The most highly selective
bandpass filters.
• Notch filters which do not
interrupt adjacent channels.
• Pay-TV traps shipped
overnight.

_

4«,

die

• The broadest selection of
terrestrial interference
filters to improve C-band
reception.
• Custom filters designed to
your specifications.
ASK FOR OUR CATALOGS:
C/91 for CATV filters.
Fastrap/90 for pay-TV traps.
Supernotcher/90 for notch filters.
MTV/91 for terrestrial interference
filters.

Future plans for the network
A link to the Public Switched Telephone
Network is being planned, and wireless links
are also being investigated, although there
appears to be some stumbling blocks related to
the Arizona state constitution, according to
officials from Digital. A new pilot program for
telecommuters should be undertaken later this
year, however, giving Cox achance to capitalize on an
application
many consider
to be cable's
real ace in the
hole.
Digital
executives note
that the new
pilot programs
Cox has
planned show
the limitless
opportunities
of such an extensive and powerful network:
"This solution isn't just for manufacturing
companies," notes Rhonda Bruce, aDigital
business consultant, "it can work for governments, health care providers, retailers, and others."
Huffaker agrees: "People have to move
beyond the applications and start thinking
about how much bandwidth they need and
where they need it." COD

Network
uptime

has exceeded

99 percent

since it was

turned up

References

MIC
MICROWAVE

FILTER

COMPANY

6743 KINNE STREET
EAST SYRACUSE, NY 13057
800-448-1666 •315-437-3953
FAX: 315-463-1467
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MHz. That's not considered to be the most
friendly chunk of spectrum, as it is shared with
amateur and shortwave radio operators.
So far, however, the equipment has operated
without ahitch. But that doesn't mean there
haven't been some minor problems: On two
occasions during construction, amplifier housings were removed and reverse transmitters
were forgotten. Another time, atest signal was
sent over the same frequency, knocking out the
communication link. "Most problems have
been human error," concedes Huffaker.
Network uptime has exceeded 99 percent since
it was turned up and so far, the Channelworks
bridge hasn't failed once.

I. "Times Mirror Commercial Net
Experiment," Martin Weiss, Times Mirror,
CableLabs Specs Technology, March/April
1994.
2. "Broadband Network Takes Care of
Business," Eric Krapf, America's Network,
March 1994.
3. "Cruising Along," Patricia Schnaidt, supplement to LAN magazine, May 1994.
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Every One's a Hero

Every day. Because of the way they're built, all Harmonic Lightwaves PWRLink" DFB optical transmitters
are heroic performers. No hand-picking here. Just power up, follow the set-up menu, and watch the consistently reliable performance that only CAD systems, computerized predistortion and rigorous environmental
testing can deliver. U PWRLink is just one module in our Optical Broadband Platform, aplug-and-play system
of power supplies, pre-amplifiers and built-in network management that's only 3rack units high. Mi PWRLink
will make you ahero, too. To learn more, contact Harmonic Lightwaves at 3005 Bunker Hill Lane, Santa
Clara, CA 95054 USA, fax 408-970-8543 or call 408-970-9880 or 800-788-1330.
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See your network in a new light

UTILITIES AND C ABLE TV

Synergistic
swap meet, or
no deal?
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By Dana Cervenka

C

ompetition definitely makes for strange
bedfellows. Though there have been several
announcements of alliances for energy information services and management between
utility and cable companies in the news
recently, many wonder whether the two industries, traditionally wary of one another, can
really work together for mutual benefit. And
then there's the issue of corporate culture. Can
the ultra-conservative utilities find happiness
with the entrepreneurial MS0s?
Maybe so. New ventures between the two
industries include the formation of CableUCS,
aconsortium representing Comcast Corp.,
Continental Cablevision, Cox
Communications and Tele-Communications
Inc. (TCI), which is on amission to build relationships between cable operators and electric,
gas and water utilities. Collectively, the members of the consortium cover 30 million subs
in 48 states, and are looking to create arange
of broadband services including automated
meter reading (AMR), outage detection, realtime energy usage and pricing information,
and arange of other offerings.
Also in the news is atrial involving Pacific
Gas & Electric (PG&E) and TCI in California,
as well as apilot program instituted by Public
Service Electric & Gas (PSE&G) which utilizes AT&T's broadband utility solution.
Why are these partnerships coming together
now? One answer is that there are currently
outside forces driving the two groups together.
Both industries are re-examining their business strategies as extraordinary, sweeping
changes compel them to find new ways to
attack the marketplace. For utility companies,
deregulation and the impending onslaught of
competition are forcing them to seek new
sources of revenue, while at the same time,
encouraging them to shore up relationships
with their existing customers. In one example,
with estimates of per-customer investment in
the $6,000 range, electric utility companies
view the loss of aclient to acompeting, inde-
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pendent producer with horror.
For MS0s, the challenge is to maximize the
full service broadband network for the greatest
number of services, while fending off the telcos and other would-be competitors. In order
to add value to their services, utilities need a
means of two-way communication between
their facilities and their customers; cable companies need additional revenues to combat rate
regulation, and to finance and accelerate the
construction of the information superhighway.

Bartering makes acomeback
But there's more to the picture than that. In
the partnerships being forged between utilities
and cable companies as of
late, some
things may be
more important
to the players
than having
fists full of
cash immediately in hand.
Alliances
uch as the one
recently
announced
between TCI.
PG&E and
Microsoft for
the joint test
marketing and
development of
energy information services over the broadband network will allow the players to swap
tangible, as well as intangible assets.
TCI is conducting discussions with several
utilities, notes Les Larsen, aconsultant with
TCI, "and we are all looking at entirely new
ways of packaging, of bundling services. For
example, consider the possibility of delivering
energy, plus entertainment, plus telephony, and
packaging all that to sell it to aconsumer at a
special, discounted rate."
There are other possibilities, as well. In

Cable could

use energy

management

services as an
entrée into

the homes
of non-

subscribers

exchange for the use of an MSO's network, a
utility could provide the MS0 with extra
power for its own operations, or the utility
partner might be willing to bestow its right-ofway privileges on the MSO as "payment" for
the use of network capacity.
What's more important, these partnerships
also have implications for extending cable's
reach into agreater number of homes. Riding
on the back of autility's 100 percent penetration of its service area, cable could use energy
management services as an entrée into the
homes of non-subscribers.
Clifford Schrock, president of CableBus
Systems Corp., amanufacturer of broadband
telemetry products, has aslightly more cynical
view of why the two industries are now coming together: fear. "The utility companies in a
lot of little towns have said, we will build our
own networks, and we will compete with
you," says Schrock.
According to areport released by Andersen
Consulting, however, most utilities stand to
lose if they construct their own networks,
rather than choose to utilize another operator's
communications infrastructure. "Although
most utilities already have extensive communications capabilities," according to the report,
"utilities would need to build connections to a
large number of end-user customers; this
would require asubstantial capital investment." To quantify that investment, even if a
utility already has its backbone network in
place, Andersen estimates that it would cost
between $1,660-$2,000 per customer to build
the "last mile" broadband connection. In cases
where the backbone communications infrastructure would also need to be constructed,
costs would obviously be much higher. As the
Andersen report notes, "Utilities have experienced costs ranging from $50,000 to more
than $65,000 per mile to build afiber backbone network."

Well-kept secrets
Some smaller cable companies have already
quietly entered this new arena to find additional sources of revenue. Blue Ridge Cable TV in
East Lancaster, Pa. has been reading water
meters for the local utility for eight or nine
years, according to Schrock, "and every
month, the water company hands them acheck
for $20,000." Farther south, American
Entertainment Cable in Richmond, Ky. has
purchased equipment for apilot project from
Schrock. That project involves electric meter
reading, load control and message displays,
and encompasses 20 homes in the operator's
Lexington, Ky. system.
On the utility side, one company which
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eDrake line of commercial modulators
exemplifies Drake's hard-won reputation for
pushing ahead in technology while retaining
acommitment to producing products of the
highest quality and reliability.
Whether you utilize the VM2310 for smaller
system distribution or meet the demanding
requirements of stereo audio distribution in a
large cable system with the VM2552, you can
count on the consistent level of technology and
commitment to quality for which Drake is well-

to 23 channels.

respected. Technology and commitment
that operators and installers have come
to trust.
And the Drake line of commercial
modulators are manufactured with a
commitment to quality in America by an
American company — Drake..
atrusted world leader in
communication equipment
since 1943.

R.L. Drake Company •P.O. Box 3006 •Miamisburg, OH 45343 •U.S.A.
Sales Office: 513-866-2421 •Fax: 513-866-0806 •Service & Parts: 513-746-6990 •in Canada: 705-742-3122
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chose to build its own system is the Glasgow
What's especially noteworthy about the trial
Electric Plant Board in Glasgow, Ky. Glasgow
is PG&E's utilization of distributed load conwas one of the first municipal utilities in the
trol, which in effect, gives pricing signals to
United States to build abroadband communicustomers so that they can make their own
cations system alongside its electric facilities
informed choices about their energy usage, as
to offer cable TV and telephony, as well as the
they weigh comfort and convenience against
provisioning of electric power.
Recently, aseries of highCableBus residential HomeBus concept
profile trials being conducted
by MSOs have also been
announced. One of these is the
Energy Information Services
(EIS) trial in Walnut Creek,
Calif., ajoint effort between
TCI, Microsoft and PG&E
Enterprises, which will be
expanded to 100 homes in
both that city and in
TV
Air
Sunnyvale, Calif. sometime
conditioner
this month. (In early '96, the
outlet
trial will be further expanded
to encompass 1,000 area
homes.) TCI is providing the
broadband network, as well as
aspecially-modified, custom
Load
set-top for the trial; PG&E is
relay
Conservation
responsible for the energy
message display
Smoke
application software, as well
detector
as technology for the inhome
\
/
energy network that facilitates
communication between the
Windows
appliances, an energy management unit, the meters, and the
set-top; and Microsoft's portion is the operating system
CableBus
software that manages the
Doors
home
application, set-top and headterminal
L
end software.

Customer control
PG&E has both marketing
and technical goals for the
trial, including determining the
value of the services to its customers, estimating the internal
savings that could be achieved,
defining aservice packaging
scheme and developing commercial energy information
services as awhole. Services
under test in Walnut Creek
include automatic meter reading, real-time energy cost and
time-of-use information, home
automation for security and
lighting control, appliance
monitoring, HVAC control,
on-line energy usage and forecasting and electronic billing
and bill payment.
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Water
heater

savings, based on time-of-use rates in their
energy bills. Trial participants control their
energy usage by accessing amenu on their
television screens via their set-top boxes.
One of the major challenges to making
commercial deployment of the technology fea-
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The new OTDR Pius Multitester from Siecor has just about
everything you'd ever want in avery portable package.
It's easygoing and attractive fo/ quick, reliable field testing.
Want equipment with afuture? Start with the basic OTDR,
then upgrade when your needs change. Add apower meter,
single-mode source, visual fault locator, even another OTDR
to the durable metal housing. Or, commit to complete field
testing by getting all the options tight away.
You'll find the OTDR Plus Multitester quite easy to get
along with. Auto Test evaluates and summarizes an entire
cable span with the touch of abutton, while Auto Increment
is the key to fast dual wavelength testing. Plus, the Windows®

based PC software extends analysis and documentation from
the field to your desk.
We listened and learned what you wanted in field test
equipment, and built the OTDR Plus Multitester to your
specifications. As the pioneer in fiber optics, its only natural
that we respond to those who rely on us for their cable,
management, connectorization, splicing and testing needs.
So call 1-800-SIECOR 4for details. And hook up with
the OTDR that will truly live s
i
up to your expectations —
today and the years to come.
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sible is the cost of the prototypical gear. "We
have to drive the cost out," says Steve Phillips,
director of energy systems automation, and
project manager for the Walnut Creek trial at
PG&E. "It's hard to even find places that make
this type of equipment." PG&E is hoping that
the agreement it recently signed with Swissbased solutions provider Landis & Gyr to
develop equipment for Phase 3of the trial is a
step toward making the technology commercially viable. If the trial is ultimately successful, the resulting energy information services
will be marketed on anationwide basis.

Integrated systems
Another member of CableUCS, Cox
Communications, has announced atrial with
Northern Telecom (now known as Nortel) for
integrated energy management applications,
digital telephony, data and video over its HFC
network in its Hampton Roads, Va. system.
Cox is also in the planning stages of atrial
with Southern California Edison in Orange
County, Calif. involving an AEM (Advanced
Energy Management) system, according to
Paul Spaduzzi, aconsultant to Cox. That trial
will be structured to provide meter reading,
billing, customer control of appliance energy
usage and customer usage rate comparisons.
AT&T, which recently teamed with Public
Service Electric & Gas (PSE&G), American
Meter Co., Andersen Consulting, General
Electric, Honeywell and IntelIon to develop
the AT&T Integrated Broadband Utility
Solution, has also announced atrial with
development partner PSE&G to test broadband
applications. The pilot program is slated to
begin this year and will be expanded to
include 10,000 residences and businesses
sometime in 1996. The utility solution will
provide for remote meter-reading, power outage detection, real-time load management and
warnings of meter-tampering. In the future, the
system will also provide for customer-controlled load management and other valueadded services.

System requirements, equipment
System upgrades undertaken by many
MSOs have created networks that are wellsuited to offering the full slate of energy information services. From apurely technical
standpoint, the low bandwidth requirements of
these services are good news for operators—as
an example, Shrock says that his telemetry
system can conduct energy management services for an entire town by utilizing only onequarter of one megahertz of bandwidth, located in agap in the guardband in both the downstream and the upstream.
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Shrock's CableBus platform, which enables
these high-capacity, digital subcarriers to communicate via the cable network, can provide
services including load shedding control, water
monitoring and rationing, supervised handling
of security and fire alarms, and premium channel and pay-per-view control as well (see diagram, page 54).
In the company's typical residential application, aterminal in the home is connected to the
cable network for two-way data transmission,
and is also interconnected with the HomeBus
network, which hooks up all energy-using
devices,
meters, sensors and adisplay panel,
ultimately
feeding information from
those devices
back into the
cable network
itself.
Another
solutions
provider, First
Pacific
Networks
(FPN), is currently marketing its
PowerView
system, awide
area communications platform that provides
electric utilities with the ability to reduce costs
on power generation, transmission and distribution facilities. In fact, in 1991, one of the
largest electric utility holding companies in the
United States, Entergy, bought a10 percent
portion of FPN to help finance the product's
development.
PowerView requires arobust HFC infrastructure and can utilize either the midsplit or
subsplit configuration in the return path,
according to Don Marquart, managing director
for FPN-Energy Access. The system, which is
optimized for either 550 MHz or 750 MHz
HFC plant, is built off of FPN's telephony
product platform and uses one, 6MHz-channel
in both the upstream and downstream for both
energy management and voice services.
The system's key components include a
microprocessor-based unit at the residence or
business which interfaces to the broadband
network, as well as agateway located in the
headend which links into the Public Switched
Telephone Network (PSTN) or aprivate computer network.
Although FPN is in the process of conduct-

The cable industry
is intent,

for now, on
exploring

the possibilities

that relationships

with utilities

might offer

ing several trials, the newly-competitive quality of the electric utility industry has put achill
on Marquart's ability to comment on them.
Scientific-Atlanta has offered load management products for anumber of years, says
Matt Oja, vice president of marketing, Control
Systems, and though the manufacturer has not
announced any specific cable projects, S-A has
been laying out an architecture for the past
year-and-a-half that it will announce sometime
this spring.
And according to information released by
CableUCS, the consortium is working with
vendors including S-A, Schlumberger
Industries, Nortel, Microsoft and W.E. XL to
develop "end-to-end" solutions for utility
broadband networks.

No deal?
From the information gleaned in their energy information/management trials, cable operators and utilities are attempting to evaluate
the potential of these partnerships. Assuming
that PG&E's Walnut Creek trial is successful,
what type of financial arrangement could TCI
look forward to? "Our strategy is that we
would only pay for the bandwidth necessary to
support energy information services," notes
Phillips, "and that is not very much bandwidth."
Then there's the issue of service quality and
continuity. A large utility could have as many
as 100, 150, or even 200 different cable franchises in the area that it services. And the
quality of the broadband cable network varies
tremendously from system to system.
CableUCS, of course, is the industry's attempt
to answer this concern and present aunified
front in dealing with the utilities.
The question of ownership could also place
adamper on these partnerships. For an electric
utility, acommunications network is helping to
manage customer demand, and is essentially
replacing apower plant; therefore, the network
must not fail. A high level of anxiety about the
robustness of the path would be acompelling
reason for autility to seek ownership of its
network capacity, says FPN's Marquart, an
issue which has already arisen between telcos
and utilities. The telcos have not been pleased
by these demands, nor would cable operators
be eager to surrender ownership of their network capacity.
Even with these drawbacks in mind, the
cable industry is intent, for now, on exploring
the possibilities that future relationships with
utilities might offer.
And as FPN's Marquart predicts, "I think
you will see some strange marriages in the
future."
CED
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Introducing Diamond Transportim -The Most Space Efficient Universal
HFC System Available, Featuring Fan-Less Thermal Vent Design.
Imagine. With one 6-foo: Diamona Transport' system in your HFC network, you can reach up to 200,000
households, or the subscriber base of acity about the size of Dallas. Or Atlanta. Or San Francisco.
Diamond Transport' features true universal shelving with front panel access that allows you to configure
transmitters and receivers any way you choose, up to 91 transmitters per rack! Plus, Diamond
Trarsport' gives you the flexibility of pre-wired racking as an option and you choose the rack.
You asked for better space efficiency, reliability and superior optical performance — so we gave
it to you. Diamond Transport nA .Now there are no limitations.
For aconolete capabilities portfolio on Diamcnd TransportTm, contact your Philips representative today.
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Philips Broadband Networks, Inc.

100 Fairgrounds Drive Manlius, NY
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optical path and terminal redundancy, as
well as for drop, add and insert capability.
However, to achieve high quality and
low cost, it was necessary for these systems
to sacrifice bandwidth (greater than 100
Mbps per video channel) through the use of
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16 channels per wavelength, operating at
data rates of 1.5 to 2.5 Gbps. This is not an
entirely inadequate option, since these
By Robert W. Harris and
products are typically used within asingle system or
uring the past five years, the North American cable
Thomas E. Hall,
franchise area with the primary payload being enterTV industry has been deploying, on arelatively wide
Broadband Access and
tainment video, and the principal application for elimiscale, high-speed linear PCM (pulse code modulation)
Video Networks,
nating standalone headends and AML microwave sites.
digital fiber optic transmission equipment. Its primary
Norte! Ltd.
But, with the improvements over the past several
use has been in regional headend interconnects, broadyears in video compression techniques, broadcast quality
cast video transport and private video networks. The
video, audio and BTSC audio can now be processed and
early success of these digital systems was due in large
formatted within an industry standard DS-3 (45 Mbps)
part to their ability to deliver ahigh-quality video sigcodec at aprice competitive with proprietary codecs.
nal (RS250C medium haul or better) at areasonable
Once in aDS-3 format, asignal can be easily placed on
cost. These systems can be configured for complete
aSonet (Synchronous Optical Network)
standard network. In this case, the Sonet
Figure la: Typical non-Sonet digital network
network can transport 48 video channels at
Hub
1
Headend
5fibers (80 video chs & no spares)
arate of 2.4 Gbps when equipped with
Sonet transmission products.
Drop and
80 chs
80 chs
A recent survey (see "Return Path,"
continue
No return or protection capacity
with protection
CED, February 1995, p.94) shows that the
majority of operators are consolidating
headends and evaluating methods to cross
local franchise boundaries. Most believe
5 fibers
5fibers
No return or
5fibers
(80 video chs
(80 video chs
protection capacity
(80 video chs
that interconnects will not only save
& no spares)
& no spares)
& no spares)
money for their system, but will bring in
more revenue through the delivery of
1
additional video and non-video services.
5 fibers (80 video chs & no spares)
However, there is still great uncertainty
Drop and
80 chs
Drop and
00. 80 chs
as to the choice of technology deploycontinue
with protection
continue
with protection
5 fibers (80 video chs & no spares)
ment—either Sonet-based or proprietary
(non-Sonet) equipment. Both systems can
Hub 2
Hub 3
be configured for add/drop/insert applications with self-healing ring architectures.
Figure lb: Typical Sonet digital network
While Sonet systems offer future-proof
Headend
Hub 1
2fibers (80 video chs & 8spare DS-3)
standard interfaces providing additional
Illiv""
telephony service capabilities and softDrop and
>. 80 chs
ware-controlled OAM&P, the proprietary
80 chs in
continue
2 fibers (48 spare DS-3)
with protection
equipment cost is less than that of Sonetbased hardware.
It's suggested here that operators look
beyond the head-to-head equipment cost
2 fibers
2fibers
2fibers
2fibers
differences and consider the "overall" net(80 video chs
(48 spare DS-3)
(80 video chs
(80 video chs
work cost. This paper examines the cost
& 8spare DS-3)
& 8spare DS-3)
& 8spare DS-3)
structures between Sonet and non-Sonet
systems used in headend interconnect
2 fibers (80 video chs & 8spare DS-3)
applications. Considerations include the
transmitted channel capacity per fiber and
Drop and
Drop and
80 chs .
41
80 chs
continue
continue
2 fibers (80 video chs & 8 spare DS-3)
with protection
with protection subsequent network fiber usage, the
equipment cost per channel and the numHub 2
Hub 3
ber and value of any remaining spare
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Figure 2: Optical splitting technique
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channels used for transporting future video, voice or
data services. With these parameters, and using common headend consolidation models, an "overall" network cost for implementing each technology can be
determined.
To evenly compare each technology, acommon
regional headend consolidation application, possible
with either Sonet-based or propriFigure 3: Sonet hub equipment configuration
etary-based digital systems, is
defined. From this application,
several models are developed to
Optical termination
evaluate the network cost. The
-411-0-7
first model transports 80 enterSTS-1 cross-connect
tainment video channels from a
headend in aredundant ring configuration with add/drop capabiliDS-3 to STS-1 mapping
ty to three digital receive hub
sites. The average distance
DS-3 termination
between each hub site is 10 miles.
The second model is identical to
48 coaxial connectors
the first, except that the average
distance between each hub site is
extended to 20 miles. The third
model evaluates the economic
video/audio codecs
impact of one additional and fully
protected video channel between
hub 1and the headend. This channel could represent alocal station or an ad insertion
pick-up. Finally, the revenue potential capacity of the
Sonet-based network through leasing spare DS-3 channels is briefly examined.

Model 1
Typical non-Sonet and Sonet-based systems are
shown in Figures 1
aand lb, respectively. Because of
the relatively short distances between each hub in
model 1(10 miles), the non-Sonet system can take
advantage of optical coupling in order to distribute the
optical power (hence the cost) of the transmitters

Figure 4: Optical regeneration
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among the digital receivers in hub sites 1and 3. This
technique is shown in Figure 2. While this has the
effect of lowering the overall equipment cost of the
non-Sonet system, since additional transmitters are not
required to regenerate the digital signals, this does
eliminate the ability to add channels at these sites. For
the Sonet-based network, the equipment configuration
is such that the optical signal is received, then optically
re-transmitted at each hub site, allowing full drop and
insert at each location (see Figure 3).
While both networks provide full optical path redundancy, two key differences are evident. First, the Sonet
system uses atotal of 16 fibers (four between each
site), whereas the non-Sonet system uses atotal of 30
fibers (either five or 10 fibers between each site).
Second, while the Sonet system has asignificant number of spare channels, the non-Sonet system has no
spare channel capacity.

Model 2
Now the distance between each hub is extended to
20 miles. With the increase in distance between each
hub in model 2, the non-Sonet system now must use
optical regeneration in each of the hub sites. The equipment configuration for this technique is shown in
Figure 4. While this does not increase the fiber usage, it
does increase the equipment cost of the non-Sonet system relative to model 1, since additional optical transmitter and digital switching devices must be added.
In both models 1and 2, the Sonet-based equipment
cost has remained constant. There has been no need to
consider various equipment configuration options.
However, in model 1, the Sonet-based video transport
system equipment costs are about 31 percent more than
non-Sonet based systems. In model 2, while the PCM
system equipment cost increased because of added
hardware, the Sonet equipment cost is still about 19
percent higher. However, one must look beyond the
direct electronics cost differences and consider the
overall cost of the network. This includes the installed
costs of the fiber as well as placing avalue on the spare
channel capacity.

Fiber costs

Figure 5shows the installed fiber cost based on aerial installation of self-supporting cable for various fiber
bundle sizes. Each fiber in the bundle has associated
with it aparticular value. For example, each fiber in a
48-fiber bundle installed over an 80-mile distance (such
as four links at 20 miles per link) is worth about
$22,500 in materials and installation.
Figure 6shows the fiber usage requirements of both
the Sonet and non-Sonet systems for both models 1and
2. The Sonet system uses four fibers consistently
between each hub for atotal of 16 fibers, while the
non-Sonet system utilizes avarying number of fibers
between each site for atotal of 30 fibers (47 percent
more). For model 1, 10 miles between each hub site
yields 40 route miles. So, from Figure 5we find that
for a48-fiber bundle each fiber is valued at $11,546.
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For model 2and 20 miles between each hub,
the value for each fiber in a48-fiber bundle is
$22,484.

Value of spare channels
A careful inspection of Figure I
breveals
the number of spare channels available on the
Sonet-based network after providing 80 channels of video. These channels are labeled as 45
Mbps DS-3 channels which could also be used

to transport multiples of DS-0 and/or DS-1
signaling with the properly added multiplexers.
The main point is that these channels represent
asignificant amount of additional bandwidth
already in place and paid for. If new services
are added, there is no need for additional optical terminals or fibers. With the non-Sonet system in models 1and 2, the transport capacity
is full, and the addition of new services would
require the purchase of new optical compo-

nents and the activation of dark fibers.
We can, therefore, place avalue on the
spare channel capacity. This value is rather
ambiguous because of the type of payload
being delivered, i.e., telephony, data, entertainment video, interactive video, etc. We establish
the spare channel value in terms of bandwidth
capacity. The spare channel value is then
determined by pricing out the network with
only the transmit and receive optics and associated A/B switches for anon-Sonet system.
This network price yields abandwidth-only
capability and, when divided by the number of
high-speed channels transported, provides the
value of aspare channel on the Sonet system.
An estimate of the optical transport section
cost for asingle high-speed channel of the
non-Sonet system in this application is $2,930.

Comparison of total network cost

An NCTI Certificate
of Graduation
is recognized throughout the industry
as a solid indicator that your
technical and non-technical employees
have what it takes to excel
in the rapidly changing
CATV/broadband communications industry.

The overall network cost can now be determined more accurately as the fiber costs and
the value of the spare channel capacity are
included. Figure 7shows the network cost
comparison for model 1. The equipment cost
difference is about $379,000 in favor of the
non-Sonet system. But, the cost penalty for
using 47 percent more fibers is $161,000.
Further, the spare channel capacity value of
the Sonet system is $421,900. These two values combined offset the additional Sonet
equipment cost by about $203,900.
Figure 8shows the network cost comparison for model 2. The equipment cost difference is now about $250,000 because additional
hardware was necessary for the non-Sonet system (note that the Sonet network cost has not
changed). Further, the cost penalty for using
47 percent more fibers over the additional distance has increased to $315,000. Couple this
with the spare channel capacity value, and the
Sonet-based "overall network cost" is actually
$486,900 less than anon-Sonet solution.

Circle Reader Service No 34

Model 3
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Model 3is an application where one additional video channel is added to the network of
model 2from hub 1and sent back to the headend fully protected. The video channel added
could represent alocal broadcast station or an
ad insertion channel. The Sonet-based network, with its considerable amount of spare
channel capacity, does not require the activation of dark fiber, nor the purchase of new
optical terminals. However, since the nonSonet based system was already at maximum
capacity, additional optical equipment is needed, and dark fibers must be activated. The nonSonet system requires the activation of four
additional fibers—one fiber between hub 1and
CEO :C OMMUNICATIONS ENGINEERING & D ESIGN M AY 1995
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FIBER LINE
the headend, and three additional fibers
between hubs 1, 2, 3and the headend for
route protection. The overall network cost
• 22
comparison evaluating the economic impact
CI 48
of adding just one channel is shown in
O 78
Figure 9.
• /os
As mentioned previously, the Sonet system provides spare channel capacity that can
O 144
be used to generate additional revenue. One
can evaluate this revenue potential per the
tariffed DS-3 rates of $420/mile/month used
by the telephone companies
For example, using 32 bidirectional DS3s over alink distance of 20 miles would
result in an additional revenue of $268,800
140
per month. This potential revenue can be of
significant value since only the Sonet standard system can provide this capability without having
to resort to costly and awkward gateway devices. Hence,
this capability must also be considered as part of the
overall network cost.

Figure 5: Installed cost of aerial fiber cable
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Figure 6: Total fibers used for either model 1or model 2
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Figure 7: Network cost comparison for model 1
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Figure 8: Network cost comparison for model 2
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Figure 9: Network cost comparison for model 3 when adding one tu ly
protected video channel
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While there have been significant reductions in
Sonet equipment hardware costs for headend interconnect applications in recent months, the costs can still be
more than 19 percent higher than non-Sonet methods
for interconnecting headends. However, evaluating the
"overall" network cost in typical network models
reveals amore appropriate and complete total cost
structure. The overall cost is determined by considering
both the fiber cost and spare channel capacity value
between the two methods.
Further, one should also consider the revenue generating potential of the Sonet network in the overall cost
structure. In models 1and 2, the Sonet equipment cost
remained constant regardless of network configuration
and distance between hub sites. In each model, the
Sonet system used at least 47 percent fewer fibers and
provided asubstantial amount more of spare channel
capacity (telephony compatible) than the non-Sonet
approach.
All of this results in aSonet network with "overall"
lower costs than non-Sonet systems. Imple-menting
Sonet into the cable TV network is therefore cost competitive with alternative non-Sonet solutions.
An added benefit, and inherent within aSonet-based
network, is the centralization of operations, administration, maintenance and provisioning (0AM&P). This
eliminates the need for acostly and complex overlay
communications network to support remote operations.
As the cable TV systems of today evolve into the
telecommunications networks of tomorrow, the delivery
of amultitude of bi-directional services will place new
demands on the equipment used for interconnecting
headends. Further, the interconnections will extend well
beyond the local serving and franchise areas of these
systems. Hence, common standard interfaces are amust
if multiple cable TV systems are to function as asingle
network.
CUD
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O PERATIONAL SUPPORT SYSTEMS

An OSS model
with staged
deployment

Architectural
building blocks

By Steven Wright, consultant
Editor's Note: This is the final part of a
three-article series on OSSs.

¡he competitive telecommunications ball has
begun. You know what to look for in dance
partners for different dances, so let's get out
on the dance floor and have some fun!
In part one of this series, an approach to

Figure 1: Operational Support Systems
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defining processes was outlined as the first
step in developing acomplete strategy for
operational support systems. In part two, some
of the important tools available in the software
industry were shown. Now, an overall structure or architecture of operational support systems (OSSs) is described in terms of basic
building blocks. The deployment of this architecture can be staged so that major cost decisions are made only as they are needed. The
architecture assumes afew things about the
processes, but for the most part, is independent of them.

The distributed support system model
This model makes adistinction between
computer systems necessary to support the
hardware and software delivering aspecific
service (such as telephony, pay-per-view, etc.),
or so-called "service-specific network management systems" (SSNMSs), and systems
which support organizational functions shared
by all or most services, or "enterprise support
systems" (ESSs). The model is depicted in
Figure I. It also separates out each SSNMS,
rather than attempting to create asingle do-all
network management (NM) system.
The various OSS elements shown are linked
together physically via anetwork which is
separate from the connection or payload network. This backbone local area network carries only support system and management
message traffic. Each OSS subsystem is tied
into the primary backbone network, and most
traffic will be for communicating with the
database.
In general, little communication occurs
directly between two subsystems; therefore,
subsystems always access the most current
information that is stored in this single distributed database system. There is no ripple effect
of necessary changes throughout the other
subsystems (due to their interconnection) arising from changes to aparticular subsystem.
In the same way that aMIB is used for network management, other information bases are
also resident in the database and are used as
central "clearinghouses" for information by
the various OSS subsystems. The database
system structure will probably be best implemented in adistributed manner. It still looks
and acts like asingle database, but the data
and management system will actually be resident in part on many different servers, thus
increasing efficiency and responsiveness.
Some view OSS architecture with the database as the center of OSS strategy. This model
does not apply here, as event analysis and
automated action initiation activities must be
supported. In this model, "engines" are imple-
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Figure 2: Telephony management network
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Lj Network management agent

mented to do that, and one or many are present
in each SSNMS. They are acore part of the
strategy, along with the database management
system.
Many views of network management also
attempt to centralize the management of everything by asingle network management system.
Centralization should only be pursued when
there are clear benefits, and in the case of a
broadband network operator offering many
different services, there is relatively little to be
gained by asingle manager strategy at the
SSNMS level.
Practical aspects of deploying systems
make such attempts difficult. Usually, there
will be adifferent product manager and
department responsible for each major type of
service or product. Each has abusiness plan
and abudget for offering their service, and
will not want to be compromised by waiting
for another product line to finalize its manager
configuration.
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The architecture

Timing of
each service
offering will
not be coordinated perfectly,
either, because
of market conditions and
other factors.
Independence
between the
SSNMSs also
makes the
overall system
more robust,
so if there is a
problem with
the management platform for one service, the
others will not be critically affected.
Independence also fits the distributed management benefit of forcing cost/benefit decisions
into the budget for the person responsible for

of the

management

systems should

not end up

driving the

processes

requesting any system function which impacts
costs.
The enterprise side of the diagram shows
one view of how various organizational tasks
could be broken down into logical work
groups that can each be supported by an ESS.
There are many different ways to segment
these tasks, and aparticular implementation of
this model will depend on how an individual
operator defines his processes. The key aspect
of this architecture is that there are different
client/server systems servicing some grouping
of people with related tasks, and each work
group server is linked to the OSS backbone.
The primary purpose of the link, as is the case
with SSNMSs, is to write to and read from the
common database.
One very critical area for work group systems is customer service operations. Advances
in computer/telephony integration, interactive
voice responses systems (IVR). and PBX
interconnections now allow apowerful cus-
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tomer-friendly level of service.
While it is not always apparent when talking about processes, the architecture of the
management systems should not end up driving the processes. For example, aprocess of
establishing service for acustomer who calls a
CSR and requests service will require support
from several parts of the model shown in
Figure 1. It is important, (and often difficult),
to distinguish between process definitions and
technology support systems for those processes. The more rigorously the processes are
defined, the easier the task of keeping track of
aprocess definition and aspecific technology
implementation of systems to support that and
other processes.
The importance of this model, at the level
of detail shown in Figure 1, is that it assumes
little about the supported processes. Only
some general and mostly practical considerations form the basis of the model. A simple
fact in the telecommunications industry is that
while many people can speculate about what a
network will be in afew years, it is becoming
increasingly unlikely that anyone can predict
with accuracy what the actual product mix,
and thus network configuration, and thus network management/OSS picture will look like.
The basic model must be simple and flexible
enough to grow and evolve with the constantly
changing consumer market for broadband services.
Some key features of this model are:
V Independent development and implementation of network management systems for dif-

ferent service offerings;
V A method to ensure consistent, accurate and
timely information to all systems;
V Distributed database and management functionality;
V Strict information system
budget
accountability
by service
offering or
product management area;
V Interconnection of all
systems while
allowing
growth in volume of management transactions and
growth in features;
V Backward compatibility with essential legacy systems is easily deployed with the addition
of amediation function implemented in the
appropriate SSNMS or enterprise support system server.

The event engine

is aware

of the status
of the entire

network as it
changes in
real-time

Service-specific network management
Each SSNMS is separate because the timing and budget approval will in all likelihood,
be different for each service. Technology will
progress at different rates, and consumer
demand will evolve differently for different

Figure 3: Element managers
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services. It is therefore apractical consideration that each service have aspecific dedicated service network management system that
can evolve separately.
All requirements for supporting aspecific
service that do not clearly fall into the category of one of the enterprise support systems will
be met by the SSNMS. Obvious examples of
areas covered in part by the SSNMS are the
classic definitions of fault, configuration,
accounting, performance and security.
Each of these areas, when defined as a
process, is also supported by various enterprise
support systems. So when the question is
asked, "What does the SSNMS do?," the
answer is not aclear-cut translation from a
complete category of process requirements.
Some aspects, for example, of the fault management process are covered by the SSNMS,
while some are covered by customer support
operations, and others by field service/fleet
management, (as defined in this straw man
model of enterprise work groups).
The way to ensure the success of this model
is to create process diagrams or descriptions,
and then assign various subsystems (SSNMSs
or enterprise support systems) to perform each
of the different parts. The process analysis is
critical to ensure that the desired end result
actually happens.

SSNMS: Atelephony example

in Figure 2, an example of atelephony service management system is shown. It is not the
intent of this article to define the telephony
service management system.
The intent is to communicate
the idea of what aservice specific management system
might look like.
At the core is an event
engine that does things like
take in information obtained
Coax
by polling, or from spontaneous reports sent by network
elements based upon predefined events which occurred
at the element, or operator
Single line interfaces
inputs. It then interprets the
information, may issue notifi1
cations to an operator's terminal and other human interfaces, and may take actions.
The event engine is therefore
cognizant or aware of the staSmall
tus of the entire network as it
_1111 business
changes in real-time. The
T-1 or
actual information about the
fractional
status of the network resides
T-1
interface
in the database, to which the

-MT
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SSNMS is constantly writing to and reading
from.
The SSNMS has direct or indirect connections to every intelligent device involved in the
service or services under its purview. In this
telephony example, all connections shown are
part of an overlay network dedicated to management message traffic.
The system is connected to interexchange
carriers (IXCs) for things like electronic bonding for flow-through provisioning or trouble
management; to LECs for the same; to the
database system; to the class 5switch; to the
intelligent peripherals (computer systems that
provide services like voice mail); and to the
element managers for the digital loop carrierlike systems that provide telephony over coax.
As shown in Figure 2, there is a
headend/C0 terminal (typically) for each fiber
node. It is an intelligent device that makes the
connections with the network interface units at
the customer's premises. It will also provide
for software to run on it that implements NM
functions. This software is called an agent, or
proxy agent, depending on standards compliance.
Each element manager will likely manage
several HE/CO terminals. The number managed will depend on its processor capabilities
and volume of management message traffic
that it must handle in normal and problem situations. Different vendors' systems may be present in the network, so each element manager
will most likely be designed and provided by
that vendor.

Element management
In Figure 3, athird level of detail is presented. There are different HE/CO terminals
for some of the types of service offered over
the broadband plant. Shown are wireline and
wireless, the broadband plant network management system modem, and data system terminals and element managers. Some of the
various customer premises and outside plant
interface devices are also indicated. Also
shown are network management agents in
these interface devices.
Not shown are other potential independent
systems, like impulse PPV, or abandwidth
manager that communicates with each terminal and ensures efficient prioritized allocation
of bandwidth.

OSS evolution
For each service there is atimetable for
deployment. The defined process will gradually increase in complexity as the service
deployment progresses. The timetable will be
based upon technology, marketing, and legal
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and regulatory considerations. The following is
one scenario for telephony deployment.
The OSS requirements are outlined, from
which it can be seen that there is an evolution
to the OSS environment that tracks with the
evolution of the network.
Phase I
Process requirements:
V Prove two-way plant capability
V Establish, maintain and terminate aconnection from customer premises interface to
HE/C0 terminal.
OSS requirements:
V Element manager
V Terminal and interface agents.
Phase II
Process requirements:
V Prove connection to the public switched
network
V Prove billing
V Prove security.
Additional OSS requirements:
V Implementation of the OSS backbone LAN
V Billing module to business operations ESS
(prototype)
V Basic RDBMS on-line (on low-cost hardware platform) with customer account area
defined and billing data collection and security
areas defined
V Security ESS, with interface unit authentication and authorization modules (prototype)
V Temporary SSNMS with minimum functionality and on same platform as element
manager.
Phase III
Process requirements:
V Trials with friendly customers (employees)
test marketing trial functionality
V Test customer support operations processes
V Push the technical limits of system.
Additional OSS requirements:
V SSNMS with core engine platform on separate hardware platform (low-cost), with fault,
configuration, security modules (all in prototype form)
V Customer support operations ESS prototype.
Phase IV
Process requirements:
V Marketing trial to test features, form, fit,
function of interface unit and basic offered services
V Customer support process testing.
Additional OSS requirements:
V SSNMS with first version fault, configuration, performance, security modules

V Customer support ESS first version with all
essential functions
V Business ops ESS add sales, marketing and
accounting modules (prototypes)
V Engineering ESS (prototype)
V Field service/fleet management ESS (prototype).
Phase V
Process requirements:
V Limited deployment to specific targeted
customers by geography or demographics.
Additional OSS requirements:
V SSNMS to fault-tolerant hardware platform
V RDBMS to fault-tolerant hardware platform
and Redundant Array of Independent Discs
V All SSNMS and ESS modules on first or
later versions.
Phase VI
Process requirements:
V Systemwide deployment of basic services
V Develop and test methods to introduce
advanced telephony features.
Additional OSS requirements:
V Service creation environment (SCE) prototype.
Phase VII
Process requirements:
V Enhanced features deployment.
Additional OSS requirements:
V SCE deployment version.

Summary
The model presented here represents
assumptions about one method to implement
service. The important thing to gain from this
presentation is the approach and methodology,
as the particular circumstances of an actual
system will certainly impose requirements not
covered here.
It has been shown how to approach definition of software support system requirements
through rigorous attention to the process, and
not the technology.
Important new software technologies that
will support the defined processes better than
previously possible were also examined.
Finally, ageneric model was proposed which
utilizes these new technologies in away that is
as independent of aspecific process as possible, thus ensuring maximum future flexibility
for changes and growth.
A more specific implementation of the
model, aphased approach to the deployment
of specific technologies, was shown to provide
the opportunity for incremental investment as
well as the development of organizational
expertise.
CIED
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Harnessing
the power of
the PC

The protocol fits well into the traffic patterns that are common for this type of environment. Constant bit rate with no jitter for voice
applications, variable bit rate with limited jitter for multimedia applications, and available
bit rate for basic data services are supported
within the same channel. It is also transparent
to all network operating systems and transport
mechanisms, such as TCP/IP and IPX, and can
therefore coexist with applications written on
top of them.

Turning cable plant
into ahigh-speed LAN
By LANcity staff
Editor's note: This article is part two of a
two-part series. Part one appeared in the
April issue of CED.

A

new media access control (MAC) protocol
has been designed from the ground up to
account for the unique requirements of acable
television network environment. It is optimized to operate over the cable TV infrastructure over large metropolitan distances. It supports 10 Mbps data transfer rates on the forward and reverse channels within industry
standard frequency agile 6MHz channels at
distances up to 160 miles.
Other protocols have been developed for
data communication over cable TV and have
in fact been standardized by the IEEE, so why
not use them? The answer is that they all have
limitations that prevent them from being widely deployed on acitywide scale in commercial
subsplit cable plants. The IEEE 802.14 committee has been chartered to resolve these
issues and provide aprotocol that resolves the
issues and can be economically deployed.
Ethernet over broadband is an available protocol but is limited in the area of coverage, its
performance under heavy data loads, and its
ability to provide the different types of services
required, such as multimedia. Token bus is
another protocol, and though not as limited in
its area of coverage, it is sensitive to connections being powered on and off and limited in
the types of services it can effectively provide.
This new protocol supports two modes of
transmission access to the cable TV coax for

Internetworking

the different types of connected applications:
contention- and reservation-based. Contention
access is similar to Ethernet by providing low
latencies under light loads by giving immediate access to the network. It is, however, subject to collisions and degradation of performance as data traffic increases. The protocol
has the ability to provide areservation mechanism for sustained, collision-free access to the
network during high traffic conditions. The
protocol supports asimultaneous mix of both
modes and dynamically switches between
them as needed to optimize network data
bandwidth efficiency.
The downfall of many multidrop access
protocols is the degradation in performance as
network distances increase, resulting in large
delays. The protocol gets around this by having each node determine its round-trip propagation delay through the network and synchronizing its transmissions precisely to periodic
timing signals on the network. These timing
signals are provided by any node designated
as the pacer, and the pacer election process is
done automatically as part of the protocol.
Thus, multiple nodes can have transmitted
packets on the network at the same time, but
each transmit is timed such that they are nonoverlapping. This keeps the media pipe full
and the channel utilization and efficiency high.
Figure 5shows how time is represented and
maintained on such anetwork. Time division
multiplexed slots are available for data transmission with fixed period timing delineators
(block synch) providing the timing references
that keep order.

An internet is composed of two or more
networks interconnected via acommunications
infrastructure. See Figure 6. The interconnected networks are often structured as ahierarchy
for ease of understanding and operation.
Prime examples of this concept are the
Internet, major corporate networks, telco networks and the proposed National Information
Infrastructure (NII). Networks in this hierarchy
are composed of cooperating host computers
and the network infrastructure which provides
the communications services between them.
The most well-known example of anetwork is alocal area network, or LAN. In this
network the hosts/users are usually PCs, workstations and mini computers. The communications infrastructure is commonly based on:
V Aphysical cable plant such as Ethernet or
Token Ring
V A protocol stack such as TCP/IP, or IPX
providing communications services
V Anetwork operating system such as Novell
or LAN Manager providing shared applications.
University, corporation and school-based .
high-speed LANs have changed the mode of
operation for these organizations. Services
such as printer sharing, access to file servers,
peer-to-peer connectivity, e-mail, interactive
tools, distributed CAD/CAM, Internet access,
extended LANs, video conferencing and others have contributed to amajor improvement
in productivity for these organizations.
Thus, in considering the development of an
internetwork based on an HFC system, it must
provide areliable and manageable communications infrastructure that is easily scalable

Figure 5: Each node synchronizes to the block synchronization packets
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Figure 6
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and supports multiple applications with differing communications needs.
Internetworks have been constructed based
on many paradigms. In general, however, the
mechanism used to provide communications
between systems on the HFC network is based
on either bridging, routing or switching.
Bridges are the simplest devices used to
interconnect LANs. They operate at the MAC
layer and are independent of the OSI model
higher layer protocols used. Thus, they can be
used to forward multiple protocols, yet remain
small and simple to configure. The principal
difficulties with bridges are that they do not
scale well as they must remember individual
host addresses to perform filtering and allow
only flat (non-hierarchical) networks. They do
not provide the more sophisticated management and security features available from
routers and switches.
Routers operate at the network layer, supporting hierarchical network structures and
much better scaling (routers remember the
location of networks, not individual host
addresses). The primary disadvantage of
routers is that they are protocol dependent and
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are much more complex than bridges in both
internal software and in configuration needs. A
router can provide significant added security
over abridge and is frequently used as afirewall within anetwork.
Switched internets are based on adifferent
paradigm altogether. They provide point-topoint connections between hosts, similar to the
telephone network. This enables aswitched
network to provide aguaranteed quality of service and dedicated bandwidth to anode. The
switches themselves are complex devices,
however, and problems with support for broadcast and multicast traffic lead to difficulties in
supporting existing LAN-based applications
which are often dependent on these features.
Arecurring debate in networking occurs
over the relative benefits of bridges, routers
and switches as the gateways to interconnect
different networks. For an HFC-based internetwork, this debate is somewhat moot, as the

applications to be used determine the best
interconnect mechanism, and the HFC internetwork must support customer networks
based on all three technologies.
Therefore, in providing an HFC communications infrastructure, the optimum solution is
to be able to offer all three options.
Fortunately, this is simple to achieve by adapting to industry standard networking principles
invoked over the last 25 years.
In currently deployed networks (and in the
immediate future), the interface between local
LANs and the wide area networks used to link
them are provided by router-based technology.
This remains the technology of choice to link
local LANs to an HFC-based internetwork. As
ATM switches develop, they may replace
routers in this function. The major changes in
an evolution from routed to switched ATM
gateways will be the added service classes
which can be supported.

Figure 7
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HFC-based internetwork
Two distinct models of computing can be
considered with very different requirements:
asymmetric and symmetric. If the network
hosts are seen as consumers of data which is
retrieved from outside the network and inserted at the headend, then they have an asymmetry in bandwidth needs which matches the network topology. In this model, hosts in the HFC
internetwork are not providers of data in large
volumes. This may be aplausible model, especially for consumer services such as access to
the Internet and database services.
If LAN-based data networks are taken as
the model for the HFC interne, this asymmetry in bandwidth requirement disappears as the
model becomes one of peer-to-peer networking in aclient/server environment. In this case,
the hosts on the network are both sources and
sinks of data. This model has displaced the traditional computing model of terminals accessing acentral host in many business environments and must be supported by any HFC
internetwork which wishes to attract business
and work-at-home customers. This model also
fits the needs of video telephony, which is
inherently symmetric.
Thus, in selecting the technology for the
HFC interne, the capability of supporting one
or both of these models needs to be considered. In asymmetric model, the headend may
be asimple frequency translator with sources
and sinks of data distributed throughout the
network. In an asymmetric model, however,
the headend becomes significantly more complex as it must deal with data extraction from
the upstream paths and insertion of off-net
data into the downstream.
The HFC internetwork is built from the following major components:
V Local area networks and users interconnected to the HFC via cable TV modems
V An HFC domain connecting 500- to 2,000home nodes together
V Master headend equipment linking the HFC
domain to the regional headend
V Regional headend, high-speed digital backbones providing connectivity to amaster headend
V A global network, existing worldwide information source doorway to the global internetwork. (Refer to Figure 7.)
A key feature of providing asuccessful
internetwork based on these (or any other)
components will be to maintain as much independence as possible between components. In
this way, the underlying technologies of individual components can be upgraded without
the need to rebuild the entire network.
The global internetwork will be based on
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HFC network infrastructure

services provided by wide area carriers. The
link into the WAN will be matched to the traffic load, T-3 (45.75 MHz and up). The interface
will be via ahigh-speed switch or router,
depending on the type of service required. This
is the main interoperability point between the
cable TV industry and existing telco industry.
The high-speed digital backbone, or regional headend, will be based on afiber optic network such as ATM. The topology and exact
technology used will vary on acase-by-case
basis depending on the data rates required and
the locations to be connected.
The connectivity between the HFC domain
and the regional headend will be based on
switches or routers with adapter cards for the
specific physical interfaces required. The
major functions of this connectivity are: conversion from HFC media to backbone media
(e.g. coax to fiber); conversion from an HFC
data link protocol to abackbone protocol; and
routing or switching between HFC channels
and to and from the backbone. The HFC
domain provides the last mile of connectivity
for the user to the coax cable plant supporting
clusters of approximately 500 to 2,000 homes.
There has been much written to indicate
that ATM-based networks are the wave of the
future. Thus, how an HFC network can provide support for ATM-like services should be
considered. ATM-based networks are poised to
offer aclass of services to support voice, video
and other time critical applications which are
an extension to current LAN technologies.
Applications will be developed based on these
services, and an HFC-based intemet should be
capable of supporting these application types
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over ametro area. This will require the provision of ashared media/multidrop access mechanism capable of supporting cell-based data
transport; access to WAN (frame relay, wide
area ATM); and emulation of ATM services
(using the same API as native ATM networks).
The services to be provided over the network should follow the classes defined by
CCITT for ATM. This should provide support
for the required applications. Class A is
defined as acontinuous (constant) bit rate
application such as pulse code modulation
(PCM) telephony. Class Bis defined as avariable bit rate non data application such as compressed voice. Class C is defined as aconnection oriented data application. And Class D is
defined as aconnectionless data application.

Network management and operation
For the network to provide the required services to customers with the highest possible up
time and the lowest possible cost, the network
infrastructure must support an adequate set of
operation and management features. The functions which must be provided include network
management, configuration support and
accounting support.
The cable TV network operator must be
able to monitor and control the network components on aday-to-day basis. Three key features of the HFC environment impose constraints on the network management solution
which are not found to the same extent in a
LAN environment. These are the size of the
network, the low cost of end units, and the
broadcast media. Because of the distributed
nature of devices attached to the HFC network,

it is critical that all network management operations are supported remotely. It is not practical to require any (re)configuration to be performed locally at adevice once initial installation is complete. In fact, in an ideal situation,
devices should be self configuring even for the
initial installation. This is practical for simple
devices such as cable modems. Support for an
out-of-band mechanism as aback-up link to
reach key infrastructure components when the
inband network is non-operational is required.
The HFC network is ashared medium. In
order to ensure that network management
operations from malicious sites do not compromise network integrity, authorization of all
management commands may be required as a
security option. Encryption of network management commands may impose agreater
overhead than the end devices can tolerate.
Frequency allocation is one of the key tasks
for HFC network operation, and reallocation
of frequencies must be performed under strict
security. It is essential to the HFC network that
only an authorized source is allowed to modify
the frequencies of any devices in the network.
It is less essential to provide security in terms
of not allowing read access to certain devices.
Therefore, anetwork management system
must be able to allocate frequencies using a
mechanism which guarantees authorization
(but not necessarily encryption). Additionally,
adevice must not transmit without avalid
(authorized) frequency allocation.
If the network devices obtain their configuration from acentral server using aprotocol
such as DHCP, there must be amechanism for
adevice with minimal software and configuration data to know the transmit and receive frequencies to use for attaching to the server to
obtain configuration data (the chicken-and-theegg problem). Devices powered off or disconnected from the HFC network when frequency
changes are made cannot be allowed to power
up, attach to the network and begin transmissions using potentially old frequencies.
The management and operation functions
described must be mapped to the components
of the network. For network operation purposes, these fall into three basic categories with
each category providing apiece of the solution: end nodes, network infrastructure and
network management specific components.
End node devices are typically under user
control. They are customers of the network
and obtain services from it. These devices are
generally cost sensitive, and network management must not impose high overheads on
them. They may provide information for management but cannot be relied upon and must
be restricted in what they are allowed to do.
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LOCAL A REA N ETWORKS

They should support anetwork management
protocol such as SNMP where possible.
Intelligent network devices such as bridges,
routers and switches are part of the network
infrastructure. These devices must support a
network management protocol such as SNMP.
Their primary function is to provide the basic
data communications services, and as such, they
are under the network operator's control. For
the network to function efficiently they must
provide significant network management information and be able to implement management
policy (e.g. access control, traffic filtering).
Network management specific devices provide management and operations support.
These devices are typically specialized hardware and/or software platforms under the network operator's control which are optimized
for their support functions and allow operators
to implement network management policies.
(See Figure 8.)
An HFC-based management platform should
be able to provide both performance and fault
management statistics to acable TV operator
either remotely or locally. This capability
enables the network manager to become proactive in not only the management of the data
network, but the HFC system as well. Each
cable TV modem could keep arunning history
of events that it has seen occur with date and
time stamps. By reviewing the recorded entries
within the cable TV modems and correlating
their occurrences to physical locations on the
HFC system, both performance and fault isolation management can be done.
Devices in the HFC network infrastructure
must provide the operator with sufficient information to be able to monitor network performance in order to resolve problems and to plan
for growth. They must be flexible enough so
that the operator can manipulate bandwidth
assignments to use network resources to their
maximum. Performance related statistics for
individual network devices that must be maintained at each site may include: signal level,
BER level, enable/disable status, and filter and
forward rate. They should also maintain such
statistics as: average and maximum loading,
uptime and site specific parameters.
The fault management feature of the network infrastructure should allow the devices
to provide the cable operator with sufficient
information to resolve problems. Devices
must maintain statistics showing both the current operational state and any limits exceeded
in the past. Examples of valid statistics would
include: error counts and rates for physical
layers on both local and HFC media, protocol
errors and RF signal quality parameters.
The network management scheme selected
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for an HFC-based internetwork must satisfy
the requirements called out above. However, a
network must be capable of providing connectivity to alarger based internet. For ease of
integration and support, it should be manageable using the same mechanisms as the components which comprise these networks today.
The management protocol must be based on an
existing standard, such as SNMP or SNMPV2.
The cable TV operator must be able to configure parameters for both the HFC network
infrastructure and the host/user devices (i.e.
cable TV modems) attached to the network.
This requires appropriate hooks built into each
device, including:
1. What is the delivery of service available
from the network? Different hosts may subscribe to different classes of service with different cost structures.
2. What address to use. In alarge internetwork, automated support for assigning (and
reassigning) host addresses will be essential.
3. Which part of the frequency spectrum to
use. The network operator may wish to allocate frequencies to different services at different times. A host should have amechanism to
determine its current allocation.
For anetwork to be able to support asignificant number of hosts, the configuration data
must also be centralized and relatively easy to
use. This leads to the concept of aconfiguration server for the network providing adatabase (probably maintained via an RDBMS
application) which is accessed from the hosts.
This access would be based on an industry
standard protocol such as DHCP.
The distinction between directly connected
and indirectly connected devices is significant
to the complexity of the configuration issue.
For example, aPC connected to the HFC network would need parameters (and thus a
unique ID), while aPC residing on aLAN and
connected via aLAN-to-cable-modem gateway would not need parameters (although the
cable modem gateway would). Thus, as the
network migrates from amodel of networked
LANs to amodel with directly connected
hosts, the configuration issues become much
more problematic and require an appropriate
addressing scheme.
A simple mechanism to achieve aunique
identifier for devices with connections to the
cable is to require that all such devices have a
unique MAC address. Two basic approaches
can be taken to guarantee address uniqueness.
Addresses could be assigned regionally through
administrative authorities with policies in place
to ensure addresses are local, or they could be
assigned to manufacturers, ensuring global
uniqueness. This will simplify the management

and implementation with acentral authority
providing blocks of addresses to manufacturers. Using aLAN-based system such as
Ethernet's 48-bit address provides sufficient
scaling and has worked for current LANs.
Maintaining the Ethernet-like structure allows
the use of existing server-based schemes.
The cable TV operator also needs to be able
to provide billing for services used. This can
be achieved in several different ways. If the
philosophy is to charge for usage, adevice
must exist on the HFC network infrastructure
to detect all traffic, calculate the billing costs
and record the data. This device must be 100
percent available. Alternatively, the user may
have purchased acertain quality of service
from the network provider. The host will be
required to register with acentral utility on the
net to receive the services it is assigned. The
host will determine the functionality it can
provide based on the tokens it receives back
from the service broker.

Conclusion
Acable TV HFC network can provide up to
a1,000-times higher data rate, at afar lower
cost per bit, than any public telephone network. For example, acable TV modem at
10,000,000 bits per second (10 Mbps) is 350
times faster than acomparably-priced external
phone modem at 28,800 bits per second (28.8
Kbps). The adoption of industry standard networking by cable TV equipment providers has
allowed hundreds of commercial cable operators all over the world to deploy scalable,
high-speed networks and provide avariety of
new services to their customer base. It is estimated that the size of the market for providing
data over cable TV will grow from 100 million
in 1995 to 16 billion by 1999. CED
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BILLING SYSTEMS

Billing vendors
product retool for
ops' new denim S

By Dana Cervenka

S

ubscriber billing is no longer amysterious
function lurking in the cobwebs of the back
office—it is being yanked out into the light by
MSOs who see it as the key not only to implementing the full service network, but also to
capturing sources of revenue that were previously unthinkable for cable operators. And as
MSOs increase their billing system requirements exponentially with the advent of transactional services, traditional cable billing vendors are responding by re-engineering their
companies to offer the next generation of
products.
As TCI's Senior VP of its Advanced
Information Technology Group, Sadie Decker,
puts it: "We needed awhole new concept of
delivering the bill." TCI recently announced
its new Summit subscriber management system, designed to handle billing, advanced
marketing functions, customer service, internal communications and workforce management. Developed to run on aSybase software
engine, the system is dramatically different
from anything that the telcos have, says
Decker, who adds that TCI is developing the
applications that run atop the platform inhouse
because the MS0 "didn't think there was a
vendor out there who could do it as well as we
could internally."

CableData's International Division, added the
position of president and general manager of
CableData Inc. to his duties, succeeding former President Jerry Knapp, who left the company. Concurrent with that announcement
came the news that Bob Crowley, USCS
senior vice president of Marketing, had also
left the company. Assuming the marketing
duties is C. Randles Lintecum, who has been
appointed senior vice president of marketing
and business development. Dr. James Castle
remains at the helm as chairman and CEO of
USCS. A new convergence group manager
will also be named in the near future.

The new structure was also created in
response to what those at the top perceived to
be an acceleration in the convergence of the
telecom industries. For example, in places like
the U.K., where cable operators are already
offering telephony services, CableData has
had its Intelecable transactional billing product
up and running for two years. Intelecable is
also running on systems in five other countries, and CableData has commitments from
nine others. Company officials want to apply
the international experience gained with the
product to the U.S. market. To that end,
McGrail has been brought over from London
to give an international flavor to CableData's
development; it's also noteworthy that he has
been involved in merging the operations of
other international corporations before.
Instead of trying to be all things to the
cable market, CableData is now concentrating
its resources on providing asingle billing, or
transaction management engine capable of
addressing all the convergence target markets.
The company's second focus is statement
mailing and production. In keeping with the
organization's new approach, its billing and

Broadband and telephony solutions

Aglobal economy
Companies like California-based U.S.
Computer Services, parent of CableData, have
become acutely aware of the changes in the
billing market, and are essentially restructuring themselves to be more responsive to the
demands of the transactional environment. On
March 31, the company created two subsidiaries out of its former operating components: one of those subsidiaries is CableData
Inc. US Computer Services is now aholding
company that provides staff support to the two
operating companies.
Creating the new structure also resulted in
shifts at the company's executive level: at
press time, Michael McGrail, president of
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Source: U.S. Computer Services

Essentially, the realignment merged the
domestic and international divisions of
CableData, explains Castle, to better handle
the global nature of the cable and convergence
markets. "We would call on customers internationally and find that they were the same customers that we were calling on domestically,
and in the convergence [business]," notes
Castle. "We had three different sales forces
potentially calling on the same customers."

statement modules are designed with open
interfaces to fit in with other vendors' products. "What we found in talking to various
companies, more in the United States than
overseas," says Castle, "is that they would like
to design the front-end, have their own GUI
interface, and maybe even work abit on the
backend."
CableData's international headstart with its
transactional product has not gone unnoticed:
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the company recently announced acontract with BellSouth to provide
the Intelecable business support system (BSS) for the telco's video dialtone trial in Georgia. And the billing provider's changes seem to be
well-received by the telecom industry as awhole: in addition to the
BellSouth contract, the company will soon announce an agreement with
alocal exchange carrier for "more than atrial," according to acompany
spokesperson. In addition, execs are close to putting together deals with
at least three other entities, and are talking to MS0s, RBOCs and long
distance carriers, to name afew.
A shift in mindset is also apparent in the company's dealings with
other vendors who might, in another climate, be competitors. The company has signed cooperative selling alliances with Tandem, Bellcore,
AT&T and Oracle, has along-standing relationship with IBM, and is in
the midst of discussions with other companies, including Microsoft and
Sybase. While in most cases, CableData assumes the role of systems
supplier, says McGrail, that is not the case in every country. "Overseas,
we tend to let our affiliate partners be the system integrator, or the
prime contractor," he explains. "We provide the product to them, and
they resell it."
And even though the billing vendor's relationship with some of its
customers, like TCI, is changing, Castle does not think that these developments will have dire consequences. "They will continue to be our
customers for some time to come—we have along-term contract with
them," says Castle. "It will take awhile for convergence to take
place—not weeks, but months or years." Further, Castle predicts that his
company will continue to provide statement production capabilities to
TCI. even after the MSO's new Summit system is up and running.

Out of the chute

6140 6150 6130
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B ILLING S YSTEM S

The case of Plano, Texas-based billing powerhouse EDS is abit different. While the company has been in existence for 30 years, it has
only been offering billing support to the cable industry since 1991. As a
new market entrant, EDS's task was to come out of the chute with products designed to handle the new, transactional services. The company
also entered the cable market with adifferent focus: to be afull service
provider. "We have experience, capabilities and core competencies in
customer service, telemanagement, network management, remittance
processing, systems integration and systems development, as well as
billing," notes Mike Hosmer, president, EDS Cable Television Services.
"Billing is just one of the services that we can bring to the table."
That strategy means the company will be competing with the likes of
not only CableData and Cable Services Group for the billing business,
but also with Oracle, Sybase and AT&T for full service systems.
The company's first contract for one of its transactional subscriber
management information systems, called INFOplus, was with Viacom
Cable for its interactive trial in Castro Valley, Calif. Implemented in the
spring of 1993 in abeta test mode, the software was chosen to handle
both subscription-based processing as well as future transactional processing requirements. In the spring of '94, EDS signed anine-year
strategic agreement with Missouri-based Galaxy Cablevision to supply
services that include the INFOplus package, and to produce, print and
mail bills to the MSO's 60,000 subscribers.
On the telco side, INFOplus is being used by Bell Atlantic for its
technical and marketing trials in Alexandria, Va.
Because all of its customers and prospects have vastly different service requirements, EDS has elected not to pre-package its billing and
information management products, but instead, to focus on building
applicaton-specific interfaces. As an example, one of the interfaces it
recently implemented is for Qualcomm's OmniTRACS, asatellitebased fleet tracking system.
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The task facing companies like EDS in the transactional arena is
clearly defined. "Because of the confusion in the marketplace regarding
federal legislation as well as convergence, it's very challenging to keep
up with the direction that all the cable companies want to go in," says
Dick Maul, vice president—Sales, EDS Cable Television Services.
"They are all literally wanting to go in different directions."

An acquisition
Changes at Cable Services Group became evident as far back as
November of 1994, when the company was acquired from First Data
Corp. by CSG Holdings Inc., apartnership of Morgan Stanley Group
Inc. and Trident Capital, L.P. Now known as CSG Systems Inc., the
billing products provider counts among its customers 13 of the top 25
MSOs, including TCI, Comcast and Time Warner.
CSG Systems is apparently still in transition, as top executives at the
company were unable to be reached for direct comment, choosing
instead to respond via aprepared statement. According to that information, provided by President and Chief Technical Officer Dr. George
Haddix, CSG intends to expand its reach beyond service bureau processing, and "offer anumber of new products based on open architecture, distributed systems." To that end, its product portfolio will soon
include customer care programs, database management, marketing services and billing statement processing and mailing for both cable systems and telcos.
Some of those new products are scheduled to debut this month, at the
NCTA show in Dallas. CSG, in concert with its consultants, has built a
client/server based platform for its new products, which are engineered
to operate on UNIX hardware, and which incorporate agraphical user
interface (GUI). Known as the Advanced Customer Service
Representative System (ACSR), the GUI is already being rolled out by
CSG; in addition, the company is selling an enhanced statement program, ESP. CSG plans to license its basic software packages to cable
systems and telcos, which means that the operators themselves would
modify the packages for their specific applications.
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Market shifts

Clearly, what MSOs like TCI are after is complete control of their
systems. Time Warner Communications, the telephony arm of Time
Warner, wants the same thing. What neither company wants is to be
locked into avendor's proprietary software, resulting in multiple systems that cannot talk to each other to share information. "For the software we buy off the shelf, we tell vendors, you play with us only if you
talk to our data model," emphasizes Steve Pearse, Time Warner
Communications' senior vice president of engineering and operations
(see "Spotlight," page 20). Pearse is utilizing aSybase software engine
to direct the development of Time Warner's own proprietary applications for billing, OSS and ISS.
By designing their systems with open interfaces, billing vendors do
seem to be gearing up to meet these demands for interoperability. But
TCI's Decker sees additional, new opportunities for traditional billing
vendors. For one, the terrific expense involved in designing billing and
subscriber information management systems from scratch will be prohibitive for smaller operators, notes Decker, who anticipates that the
numerous, small telephone companies which will be born out of convergence will gravitate toward the traditional billing houses.
For another, it's unlikely that MSOs which do not have the resources
of TCI or Time Warner will be able to undertake adventures in software
engineering.
At any rate, no one can accuse billing vendors of waiting passively
for the telecommunications market to redefine itself. CEO
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By CED staff

While last year's SuperComm show in New

Orleans was considered awatershed event
because of the influx of both cable TV engineers and several traditional cable TV equipment suppliers, this year's event, while wellattended, seemed to lack the blockbuster new
product and alliance announcements that dominated in 1994. Indeed, while some longpromised new products began to appear in
booths, the number of products that were
absent was even more notable.
For example, working demonstrations of
cablephone systems were evident in afew
booths, but no one outside of Tellabs and perhaps ADC Telecommunications is expected to
debut aproduct before 1996 dawns. Also still
missing: Robust RF modems for high-speed
data transport over the HFC network. GI officials hinted that such aproduct would be on
the show floor at the NCTA convention, but
also said it would be at least ayear before a
good RF modem is available for under $500.
On the other hand, several new products
that made their debut, especially in the ATM
(Asynchronous Transfer Mode) and Sonet categories, are worth noting here.
For example, Hitachi announced that its
new OC-192 Sonet terminal will be available
to the marketplace in the fourth quarter of
1995, making it among the first to offer such a
high-speed interconnection solution. The
AMT-5192 terminal can be used for point-topoint applications, interconnecting optical
hubs, add/drop chains and self-healing twoand four-fiber bidirectional rings.
Such high-speed optical devices are important to cable operators as they begin to tie
together regional hubs and master headends to
serve entire regions. Even OC-96 devices typically didn't offer enough capacity for video
providers, often forcing cable MSOs to adopt
non-Sonet pulse code modulation solutions.
Fujitsu, meanwhile, touted its new FLASH192 Sonet system, which operates at 10
Gigabits per second. It's upgradeable from an
existing OC-48 system and offers unidirec-
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tional path switched ring protection, in addition to two- and four-fiber bidirectional line
switched ring protection.
In addition, Fujitsu introduced anew OC12 interface to its access and transport system.
The enhancement allows service providers to
use avariety of rates, including DS-0, DS-1,
DS-3 and OC-3c in the local loop. Finally, the
company developed afull-featured, OC-48
bidirectional line switched ring to go along
with its unidirectional path switched ring.
And Tellabs announced new OC-3 and OC12 optical interfaces for its Titan 5500 digital
crossconnects to help reduce costs by eliminating the need for separate terminals.
Alcatel transported HDTV signals over
ATM and Sonet around its booth, proving that
both technologies are real. Alcatel is working
with Pacific Bell to deliver movies to theaters
in California as part of the Cinema of the
Future project.
Most of the engineers who attended from
cable systems were scouting out Sonet and
ATM solutions, and getting aglimpse of
upcoming cablephone systems. Although
cablephone products don't yet exist, there's no
shortage of companies developing such a
product, including Tellabs, ADC
Telecommunications, Philips Broadband
Networks, General Instrument, ScientificAtlanta, Unisys, and newcomer NEC.
NEC is developing two enhancements to its
digital loop carrier product to provide telephony over hybrid fiber/coax networks. The first
iteration is an RF modem that modulates digital telephony signals into RF carriers, that is
coupled with acurbside unit that houses 12
line cards to serve up to eight subscribers.
Alternatively, NEC will offer ahigh-speed
RF interface card that replaces the optical card
in the DLC. It modulates four T-ls on asingle
carrier, which are then demodulated by another unit in another digital loop carrier.

Time Warner details fiber deployment
Time Warner Cable revealed its plans to
push fiber even farther into its networks, dubbing the new architecture "fiber-deep," or fiber

to the bridger. As previously announced, the
MSO is racing to upgrade much of its plant to
750 MHz, driving fiber down to 500-home
nodes, an architecture the company refers to as
"fiber-rich."
In locations where it makes good business
sense, however, Time Warner will be deploying fiber even farther down the line to nodes
of 125 homes, according to Donald Gall, a
senior project engineer for Time Warner
Cable, who spoke during aSuperConun luncheon sponsored by laser manufacturer Ortel
Corp.
The depth of fiber deployment will depend
on both the density of the plant and the prevailing local business conditions, says Gall,
adding that the fiber-deep approach seems best
suited to areas having adensity of 75 homes
per mile.
In one example, the company is conducting
atrial in Monroeville, Pa., with 200 of that
system's 330 plant miles slated to be converted to the fiber-deep architecture.
The deeper fiber penetration better utilizes
the full capacity of the DFB laser, which puts
out enough power to serve more than one
node, according to Larry Stark, vice president,
new business development, at Ortel. The architecture also requires fewer amplifiers, and
thus, less electrical power.
Both architectures will be more than adequate to meet or exceed the Bellcore standard
for telephony services of no more than 53
minutes per year downtime (99.99 percent
availability).

ATM moving into mainstream
ATM was on the menu at asession discussing the transport of the technology over
Sonet (Synchronous Optical Networks). There
are three main drivers for providing broadband
connectivity at present, according to Jose
Verger, ATM product manager with Pacific
Bell. Those factors are the dispersion of computing power, the increase in bandwidth intensive applications, and the demand for interenterprise connectivity.
Service internetworking is the key to securing long-term investments in the technology
on the part of business customers, says Verger,
who adds that Sonet and ATM will be the two
primary ingredients of any future broadband
network.
The Sonet/ATM marriage is especially
well-suited to provide abasis for the full service network, according to Mark Barratt,
director of strategic planning for Fujitsu
Network Systems, but the key to the FSN is
the mapping of ATM and Sonet transport.
While Sonet brings reliability and standard,
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open interfaces to the FSN, ATM increases
network capacity through concentration, and
allows the transport of mixed media (i.e,
video, voice and data) via packetization.
Speaking from the IXC perspective, Chuck
Norman, manager of standards at Sprint, notes
that the two technologies provide carriers with
aunique opportunity to essentially rebuild
their networks from scratch. This powerful
technological combination will also provide
the opportunity to realize the dream of seamless, global interconnectivity.
Challenges that still need to be addressed,
however, include the need to make the technology "plug-and-play:' and restoration issues:
while self-healing Sonet rings are available
today, restoration on ATM switching is still
being studied, according to Norman.
The integration of Sonet and ATM also presents testing challenges that need to be
answered, says V. Prasannan, marketing manager at Tektronix Inc. Future demands on test
equipment will include the need for repeatable, comprehensive, automated, error-free
testing; the necessity of reducing testing time,
which translates into easy problem identification and agraphical user interface; and aflexible architecture that allows for system
upgrades.

Nortel intros new switch, contracts

Northern Telecom, now known as Norte!,
made aseries of announcements regarding
ATM switching, as well as recently-signed
supply agreements, during apress briefing at
SuperComm. Keying on the industry's interest
in ATM, Nortel introduced the Magellan edge
switch as an element for building comprehensive, carrier-based networks. The switch offers
scalable throughput from 2.5 to 10 Gigabits
per second (Gbps), as well as support for both
switched and permanent virtual circuits, central office packaging and multiple ATM interfaces.
BNR and Nortel are developing the
Magellan switch using technology obtained
through the alliance with FORE systems.
Global customer trials will begin sometime
before the middle of this year, with general
availability slated for the second half of '95.
Southwestern Bell Telephone is already using
the Magellan switches in atrial being conducted by JC Penney, which is testing high-speed,
multimedia services that interconnect is corporate headquarters with company data centers in
Texas and Kansas.
Nortel also announced that it has signed a
letter of intent with Pacific Bell to be the primary supplier for the video transport backbone
serving the telco's HFC network. That network
will start delivering voice, data and video serC-COR shows amps, net management
vices later this year to customers in certain
C-COR Electronics Inc. displayed its new
parts of California.
family of broadband amplifiers, designed for
Nortel's Cornerstone Super Trunk applicaAT&T, at SuperComm. The manufacturer also
tion, based on Sonet, will be used in the backutilized Anaheim as its venue to demonstrate
bone. The super trunk technology provides
its new Cable Network Management (CNM)
integrated transport of analog, digital and
system.
interactive video, as well as digital music, the
The series of six bi-directional amplifiers,
featuring aforward path of 54-750 MHz, and a Sega Channel and FM radio signals.
And Omnes, ajoint venture of
return path of 5-40 MHz, were designed to
Schlumberger and Cable & Wireless, has purmeet the requirements of coaxial-based
chased two Magellan Passport enterprise nettelecommunications systems, which are apart
work switches plus associated DPN-100 equipof AT&T's HFC and SDV (switched digital
ment and Magellan access switches. The venvideo) platforms.
ture will evaluate Nortel's Magellan switching
The series includes three Express amplisystems to upgrade the capabilities of its globfiers, two bridger amplifiers and one tap
amplifier. C-COR plans to produce the line in
al voice and data network.
During the briefing, Nortel also brought in
its new Reedsville, Pa. facility.
Also in the C-COR booth was ademo of
users of its technology to discuss broadband
video networking applications including disthe company's CNM system, which monitors
tance learning and infrastructure upgrades.
the manufacturer's digital fiber, AM fiber and
RF electronics as they are used in HFC netIBM unveils new business centers
works. Features of the system include fault
In the course of private press briefings at
prediction capability and automatic inventothe show, IBM announced two new centers
ry/provisioning management, as well as a
which will provide network management
graphical interface which facilitates the location of system failures.
application development and integration services and solutions development for the worldThe CNM system tracks network elements,
as well as installation and repair data, for
wide market.
inventory/provisioning management.
The IBM Telecommunications and Media
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Solutions Center, based in Austin, Texas, will
open this summer as adevelopment facility
providing network management, information
services and Advanced Intelligent Networks
(AIN), as well as content creation, storage and
distribution. All of the applications will run on
IBM's RISC System/6000.
The Telecommunications and Media
Development Center, in Piscataway, N.J.,
began operations last year and offers applications designed to ensure the reliability, efficient operation and performance of the new
broadband services networks that many telcos
are installing.

E/0 brings fiber to rural America
Life on the tarm—it'll never be the same.
Not after E/O Networks concludes the first
field trial of its new Fiber Distribution System
(FDS-1), also known as "fiber-to-the-farm:'
and brings fiber optic-based telecommunications to the low-density, rural marketplace.
E/O Networks initiated its first trial, with
Brookings Telephone of South Dakota and
rural network consulting firm Martin &
Associates, to bring basic telephone service to
40 of the telco's subscribers.
E/0 used SuperComm as aforum to
demonstrate how interactive video and data
services, as well as telephony, can be delivered
over the existing copper plant by utilizing its
product. The company's development partners,
Tut systems Inc. and Stellar One, contributed,
respectively, aspecial line card to interface to
the copper plant, and the Stellar 1000 set-top
with an interactive navigational system, to the
demo. The demonstration transported MPEG-1
video from aserver, along with the telephony
bitstream, to an Optical Network Unit (ONU).
Why would arural telephone company be
compelled to upgrade to fiber? First, because
life on the farm truly isn't what it used to
be—more and more, rural customers are
requesting advanced applications such as
telecommuting and distance learning, says Leif
Hoglund, vice president of marketing for DO.
Another factor driving the upgrade is the
degradation of the existing copper plant in
rural America, much of which was installed
just after World War II.
According to E/O officials, the FDS-1 supports 384 telephone subscribers on asingle
fiber ring; 750 MHz broadcast video; highspeed data services; afiber distribution loop
covering 150 miles; and 30 ONUs. Cost of the
system is in the range of $200-$1,000 per line,
depending on subscriber density. The system's
reliability is enhanced by the deployment of a
counter-rotating ring architecture which provides redundancy in case of cable cuts. CUD
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Digital set-to
Neceore:lteYnat approaches
become clearer
By Fred Dawson,
Contributing Editor

T
he push to anchor digital media in the video pipeline

has been making headway lately, thanks to compromises on set-top interoperability and the interfaces supporting content development across multiple platforms.
"Set-top functionality is going to be an area of contention for along time, but that doesn't preclude interoperability if you take the right software approach," notes
Russell Werner, vice president for new media at Sybase.
The realization that this is so and its implications for
spreading the digital media reach across the largest
possible worldwide audience have significantly altered
the terms of the debate between the low- and highfunctionality set-top camps. Now, it seems, each side
can have its cake and eat it to, so lone as the server can
stick its finger in for ataste.
Bob Luff, chief technology officer of ScientificAtlanta's broadband divsion and amember of the
DAVIC management committee, says this point was
central to the discussion at the most recent meeting of
DAVIC (Digital Audio Visual Council), which took
place in London in March. "There was alot of support
for ahandshake between the server and set-top that
allows the server to take advantage of higher levels of
memory to offer agiven service with aricher graphics
layer," he says.
"We're going to see aspectrum of different capabilities in the set-top for quite awhile," adds Dino
Lachiusa, architect for the content engineering group at
Digital Equipment Corp. "One of the keys to success in
this environment is agreement on away to communicate from the set-top to the server to let the server
know what type of set-top is in the session."
DAVIC, with more than 300 companies represented
at the latest meeting, made considerable headway on
set-tops and other points in the end-to-end system,
thanks in part to awillingness to agree to disagree on
functionality for the time being, Luff says. "People had
been coming at this with agood deal of fear that one
approach would win out and force everyone else to
redesign everything they've done," Luff adds. "But in
London there was better understanding of the points of
interest where solutions could be chosen that work to
the common good."
This meant recognizing that acomplete definition of
an end-to-end system was out of the question for now,
with several issues to be either taken off the table or
shifted to other bodies which are dedicated to standards

6

in asingle area, such as the ATM Forum. "Where settops are concerned, that leaves us with afocus on the
things that achieve interoperability without necessarily
resolving the functionality issues," Luff says.
"You have to have something like this approach if
the telephone companies are required to support many
types of set-tops in the video dialtone operating environment, as is likely to be the case:' Lachiusa says.

Betting on compatibility
Indeed, one sign that the way has been cleared for
interoperability across several levels of functionality is
the RFQ issued recently by the platform arm of NPB
Partners, the joint venture between Nynex, Pacific Bell
and Bell Atlantic. The group, with Bell Atlantic taking
the lead in the process, is calling for prices on several
sets of specs encompassing orders for 200,000 analog
boxes, 360,000 low-functionality digital boxes, more
than amillion "full functionality" (ATM) boxes and
another 200,000 boxes in the full functionality class
which will also have asecond decoder supporting picture-in-picture displays.
"We're pretty sure at this point that we won't see the
world going wildly off in another direction," says Mike
McKeehan, system architect for the platform arm of
NPB Partners, adding that progress at DAVIC is abig
reason for his confidence. "As systems integrators, anything that will facilitate the delivery of systems to us is
agood thing:' he says.
Equally important is the role market agreement on
interfaces is likely to have in extending the audience
for digital media across multiple platforms, including
discs, satellite and other non-wireline venues, which is
essential to driving content development. "We'll have
hit ahome run when consumer electronics companies
feel they can build products to specifications that match
ours," MeKeehan says.
"We're seeding the market with these boxes:' he
adds. "Eventually people are going to go to Circuit City
and buy product from JVC, Thomson or whoever integrates these capabilities into the TV set."
But while standardization around interfaces supporting the multi-hardware approach is abig boon to content developers who don't want to risk capital on limited-access venues, it falls short of resolving the hardware cost issue for network operators, Luff notes. If
set-tops are to be affordable across the widest possible
network base, the two camps need to agree on the
RAM and other parameters of the basic microprocessor.
"The picture should be much clearer in three or four
months," Luff says.

Supporting content development
Whether or not it is, the real issue confronting
providers of digital services isn't silicon or software,
notes Sybase's Werner. "We have to have content applications that are high enough in perceived value to generate consumer interest:' he says. "We won't know
what that means until we put alot of things in front of
the public, which is what the industry will be doing in
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TELECOM PERSPECTIVE
One of the key parameter sets within the
emerging DA V/C suite of interface protocols concerns the interface between the set-top and the
HFC network, which is one of many delivery platforms for which similar interfaces to subscriber terminals are to be defined. There are four categories of interfaces, reflecting the variety of strategies for deployment of digital services.
Within each category of interface are several
layers, with varying degrees of agreement on the
specific protocols to be used within those layers.
Each line in the figure below represents alayer;
more than one protocol on the line indicates
options in the approach to meeting the task at that
Si Downstream
MPEG 2-TS
DVB

GI framing

SA-MRT

QAM
Coax
S2-Downstream

S2-Upstream
IP

IP

Private data

AAL5

MPEG 2-TS
DVB

ATM

GI framing

SA-MRT

QAM

GI MAC

SA MAC TOMA
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Coax

OOPSK
Coax

S3-Downstream

S3-Upstream

DSM-CC

DSM-CC

IP

IP

Private data

AAL5

MPEG 2-TS

AAL5

ATM

GI framing

ATM

SA ESF/PLCP
QAM
Coax
S4-Downstream

GI MAC

SA MAC S-ALOHA

QPSK

OOPSK
Coax
S4-Upstream

Connection control is handled by service related control rather than by the STU. The S4
flow is not applicable at Al interface

layer. Encryption is not part of this interface.
The categories of HFC/set-top interfaces are:
6/ Si: The network supports strictly downstream
delivery of digital signals (typically above 450
MHz, with channel frequency assignments at 6, 7
or 8MHz, depending on different world standards). Here the transport layer (top line) is
MPEG-2, with framing options on the next line
(see below for meanings of abbreviations). The
next layer down is the modulation scheme, and,
finally, comes the transport medium.
6/ S2 supports interactivity in an environment
where the services are specified for asingle type
of set-top and interactive functions are carried out
in auniform manner within any given service cate-
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gory. Here the top layer contains the protocol for
setting up the session, where the choice to the left
of IP (Internet Protocol) is left blank, reflecting
desire for another option but no agreement on
what it should be. The private data layer is where
instructions to the set-top on the presentation of
services resides. In the upstream within S2, the
choices are among industry protocols developed
by General Instrument Corp. or Scientific-Atlanta
on the one hand and, on the other, ATM (asynchronous transfer mode) cell relay using the AAL5
(application adaptation layer 5) approach to messaging in the cell header, which is less information
intensive and therefore consumes less bandwidth
than the AAL1 ATM trafficking format commonly
used in telecommunications applications.
6/ S3 is aseparate, out-of-band control channel
that augments the service channels by supporting
abroader range of interactive functions, updating
of security and other information in real time, and
more efficient addressing of individually targeted
services. The channel permits amultiple set-top
environment, where aconnection control layer at
the top allows the server to choose services
based on set-top type. In this channel, ATM is an
option, and modulation is QPSK, as opposed to
QAM in the service stream.
6/ S4 supports an all-ATM service format over the
HFC facility, where the capabilities in the ATM
hierarchy of protocols are harder to achieve than
in dedicated star/star networks. This is because
setting up asession between customer and server
requires information about which frequencies are
used to transport the servcie, type of multiplexing,
which node the customer is on, and more.
Terms (in order of appearance on charts):
MPEG2-TS: Moving Picture Experts Group
transport protocol (188 bytes per cell)
DVB: MPEG framing, with "B" frames, as adopted by the European Digital Video Broadcast
Group for direct satellite service
Gl/SA-MRT: General Instrument and ScientificAtlanta approaches to MPEG with "B" frames.
GI MAC: GI's medium access control system
SA MAC TOMA — SA's version of MAC, using
time division multiple access
OQPSK: Offset QPSK modulation
DSM-CC: Digital Storage Media Command and
Control, the set of server control protocols under
development.
SA ESF/PLCP: S-A's extended superframe (DS1framing and synch) and ATM physical layer convergence protocol (mapping DS-1 to ATM).
SA MAC S-ALOHA: Slotted ALOHA, aMAC
system for shared media.
—RD.
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'96. "The tools are there. No matter what platforms
people are talking about, nobody is remotely pushing
the limits of existing software capability."
The existence of this capability is driving ever more
strategists to arecognition that higher functionality in
the set-top is the way to go, Luff and others note. "If
you look back six to nine months, you find most companies were leaning toward an architecture with dumb
set-tops and centralized processing at the headend," he
says. "But today people are realizing what can be done
through downloading of software to amore intelligent
set-top and what that means to salability of services."
One demonstration of what the higher power means
to expanding the reach for content developers came
with the recent agreement between Scientific-Atlanta
and Argonaut Technologies, aleading supplier of 3-D
software in the PC and video game arenas. Pending
completion of afinal agreement, S-A's PowerTV subsidiary will offer Argonaut's BRender 3D software as
an optional component with rollout of PowerTV's digital set-top operating system later this year.
"One of the reasons we did this deal is that our customers were pushing back on us to provide for an
expanded graphics capability," says Michael Bloom,
general manager of PowerTV. "This is really in
response to those requests."
The Argonaut software supports development of
interactive three-dimensional applications for PCs and
game players using acombination of buffering, perspective texture mapping, rapid scalability and an
"intuitive" application programming interface. "This
software supports astunning presentation to the consumer," Bloom asserts.
He notes that most people assume that to achieve the
level of graphics supported by Argonaut they would
consume considerable "real estate" in RAM and would
require additional hardware-based acceleration, but the
Argonaut connection will permit asoftware-only solution that is far less RAM-hungry.
The PowerTV operating system, which will be the
standard operating system for S-A's digital set-tops,
serves as an example of the thinking behind the evolution toward open interfaces and high-power boxes within DAVIC. The system manages and controls the terminal's enhanced graphics, client-server interactivity,
broadcast signal decoding, real-time compositing of
graphics and video and MPEG-2 transport and decompression. The system is expandable, depending on the
level of RAM in the set-top, which can be anywhere
from 2megabytes to 8megabytes, depending on customer requirements.
From the content suppliers' perspective, the potential
synergies stemming from interaction of this type of
platform with universal software tools is well demonstrated in the BRender application. Argonaut
Technologies' parent firm, U.K.-based game-maker
Argonaut Ltd., has been using the BRender system in
advanced games such as Nintendo's Starfox and FX
Fighter, which is aco-development project with GTE
Interactive Media. "We have across-platform technolo-

gy that can run on game players, PCs or set-tops," says
Rich Seidner, head of U.S. operations for Argonaut
Technologies.
The system allows content developers to work in a
desktop environment to develop truly interactive fare in
three dimensions, meaning that the objects in aframe
change in all dimensions in real time in response to
user commands, Seidner says. "Typically, digital video
is not interactive, it's hard to move around:' he notes.
"Working in 3-D eliminates this problem."

Opening the server environment
The same principles of access and portability extend
to the server environment, of course. Here, too, the
push toward compatibility is now focused on the interface "hooks" that are required to ensure development of
the widest possible variety of content.
The ability to constantly update content that sits on a
server, whether it's entertainment, news or something
else, is the starting point for opening the platform to
content developers, but it only recently emerged as a
key area of concern for DAVIC, Luff says.
"In our first year we were focused on ensuring the
system works in the relatively closed trial environment,
where the operator is the one putting the services on
the platform:' Luff explains. "Now the goal is to open
access to alarger media environment, which is akey
question we're addressing in our second request for
proposals. It's an extremely complex issue involving
conversion of multiple media formats as well as the
actual means of transport."
While Digital's media server platform already supports remote loading, changing content in real time
remains a"bit of an issue:' Lachiusa says. But, more
importantly, he notes, "where it's really lagging is in
agreement on astandard way of doing this."
Much of the work in this area is taking place within
agroup known as DSMCC, for Digital Storage Media
Command and Control, which, like DAVIC, is aspinoff
from the International Standards Organization's MPEG
effort. "We're backing DSMCC," Lachiusa says, "but
they've just gotten around to including this issue."
Nowhere is the pressure more evident for remote
manipulation of server content "on the fly" than in the
quest to make time-shifted on-demand TV programming areality. "There's broad agreement that consumers' being able to see programs when they want to
will be amajor draw," says Al Kovalick, principle engineer for R&D at Hewlett-Packard's video communications division.
But, Kayolick adds, the scramble to accommodate
supply of this particular killer app won't lead to
overnight success. "This is just one of many areas
where the industry has along way to go:' he says.
The good news is the rampup on the content side isn't
confined to the low-return endeavors now underway to
feed network trials. With the cross-platform compatibility now taking shape, content development in the consumer electronics sphere becomes part of the programming foundation for digital networks as well.
CUD
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Standardization
falls short of
resolving the
hardware cost
issue for network
operators
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NCTA SESSIONS

NCTA sets
technical session
slate
Forty-nine papers to be
delivered in 11 sessions

E

leven technical sessions have been scheduled during the upcoming annual National
Cable Television Association convention in
Dallas this month, covering such topics as digital compression, network powering, system
architectures, set-top box design and interoperability, among others.
During the show, the NCTA is making
available a400-plus page compendium of
technical papers for $40 for NCTA members,
$50 for non-members. Those who wait until
the convention is over will pay $5 more for
each copy to cover the cost of shipping. The
book is considered ahighly valuable technical
reference text for engineering professionals.
What follows is the schedule of technical
sessions that are planned for the convention.
Consult the convention guide for locations of
each panel discussion and for any last-minute
changes in time or speaker schedules.
May 8, 1:30-3 p.m.
Network powering needs, plans and
methods
Powering issues are more critical than ever
as cable TV engineers map out systems and
services for the 21st century.
Moderator: Joe Van Loan, Cablevision
Industries
Panelists and topics: Tom Osterman,
Comm/net Systems Inc., and Brian Bauer,
Raychem Corp., "Hybrid fiber/coax network
powering issues;" Doug Welch, Lectro
Products, "Cable powering into adistributed
load:" David Cushman, Power Guard,
"Transmitting power in the '90s: Architectures
and systems:" J. Gary Batson and Marty de
Alminana, Power Guard, "Network powering:
Achieving an efficiently powered plant:" and
Carl Walker, Alpha Technologies, "The importance of UPS/generator compatibility for plant
and headend protection."
May 8, 1:30-3 p.m.
Fiber optics performance review
The latest design and test methods for fiber
optic cables, transmitters and receivers.
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Moderator: Alex Best, Cox Communications
Panelists and topics: H. Blauvelt, I. Ury,
P.C. Chen & T.R. Chen, Ortel Corp., "Return
path lasers for high capacity HFC networks:"
S. Ovadia, C. Lin & W. Anderson, Bellcore,
and S. Heinz & R. Lee, Zenith Electronics,
"Hybrid AM/16 VSB video lightwave transmission system in the presence of optical
reflections:" Todd Jennings, Siecor Corp.,
"Putting fiber to the test: Practical field testing
for fiber optic cables:" and Kerry D.
LaViolette, Philips Broadband Networks,
"Fiber by design."
May 8, 3:15-4:45 p.m.
New technologies for network reliability
The issues involving uninterrupted interconnection of broadband networks are explored.
Moderator: Dan Pike, Prime Cable
Panelists and topics: David Large. Media
Connections Group, "User-perceived availability of hybrid fiber/coax networks:" Farr
Farhan & Lee Thompson, Scientific-Atlanta,
"Availability calculations and considerations in
abroadband hybrid fiber/coax network for
telephone services:" Peter Deierlein, Philips
Broadband Networks, "Power supply reliability—causes of power supply failures and power
supply reliability in CATV distribution equipment:" Chuck Merk & Walt Srode, Philips,
"Reliability of CATV broadband distribution
networks for telephony applications—Is it good
enough?;" and Israel Switzer, "An optimum
HFC network for telephony over cable TV."
May 8, 3:15-4:45 p.m.
Perspectives on system architectures
Experts view implications of multiple pathways to the next generation of systems.
Moderator: Russell Murphy, Family
Channel/Cable Health Club
Panelists and topics: Don Gall & Paul
Brooks, Time Warner Cable, "Considerations
for development of existing CATV networks
for future telecommunications services:"
Ralph Brown, Time Warner Cable, "Video
server architecture:" Jack Terry, Northern

Telecom, and James Farmer, Antec,
"Challenges and solutions in the introduction
of digital services in home coax wiring:" and
Dr. Richard Prodan, et al, CableLabs, "The
cable system return channel Tx environment."
May 9, 9-10:30 a.m.
Designing for user-friendly interactivity
The technical challenges involved with creating aflawless "couch-to-TV" interface.
Moderator: Vito Brugliera, Zenith
Electronics
Panelists and topics: Stacey White, General
Instrument, "Graphical user interfaces: The
success (or failure) to navigating the
infobahn;" James Farmer, Antec, "Managing
the return spectrum to optimize interactive
revenue opportunities:" Steven Schlossstein,
Interactive Health Network, "Intelligent user
interface design for interactive television
applications:" Albert Kim, Rogers
Engineering, "Two-way CATV plant characterization:" and Mohan Mohankumar & David
Ihnat, Zenith Electronics, "Authoring system
for flexible and rapid development of onscreen display applications."
May 9, 9-10:30 a.m.
Maximizing operational performance
Improvements can be made to the broadband system to increase customer satisfaction.
Moderator: Jim Hughes, Belden Wire and
Cable
Panelists and topics: Ted Hartson, PostNewsweek Cable, "Minimal bandwidth
upgrades:" Bruce Carlson & H. Pixley,
ConunScope, "Noise considerations in coaxial
cable systems:" Louis Williamson, Time
Warner Cable, "Conditional access and security considerations of transactional broadcast
digital systems:" and Nicholas Worth, "Customer-focused service process improvement."
May 9, 2-3:30 p.m.
Set-top box design alternatives
Designers offer insights into set-top choices
that will complement asystem's budget.
Moderator: Jud Hofmann, Panasonic
Technologies
Panelists and topics: Brian Zorc, Zenith
Electronics, "Set-top box virtual memory concepts using multiple data streams:" K. Laudel,
Applied Signal Technology, "Performance
results of alow-cost alternative equalizer
architecture for 64/256 QAM demodulation in
acable receiver:" Paddy Rao, Hyundai
Electronics America, "Realistic architectures
for multimedia set-top boxes:" and Caitlin
Bestler, Zenith Network Systems, "The need
for asingle consolidated conditional access
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control system for analog and hybrid
analog/digital addressable decoders."
May 9,2-3:30 p.m.
Managing multimedia traffic in the cable
network
Learn how to set up acable system to efficiently and reliably transport multimedia traffic.
Moderator: Nick Hamilton-Piercy, Rogers
Cablesystems
Panelists and topics: Mario Vecchi &
Michael Adams, Time Warner Cable, "Traffic
management for highly interactive transactional systems:" Ralph Brown & John Callahan,
Time Warner Cable, "Software architecture for
broadband CATV interactive systems:"
Michael Adams, Time Warner Cable, "Fault
tolerance in the Orlando Full Service
Network:" and Gojo Strkic & Mark Chapman,
Philips Broadband Networks, "Management
aspects of ahybrid fiber/coaxial network."
May 9,3:45-5:15 p.m.
Optimizing digital video delivery
Delivery methods are evolving in revolutionary times for service and network design.

Insights from the lab and the front lines.
Moderator: Dom Stasi, TCI
Panelists and topics: Yasuo Harada, H.
Hayashino, Y. Uno, T. Kumura & H. Mori,
Matsushita Electric Industrial Co., "Digital
video transmission system with pilot-aided COFDM;" Mauro Bonomi, Minerva Systems,
"The art and science of digital video compression;" John Holobinko, American Lightwave
Systems, "The future of regional digital network video transmission standards:" Michael
Adams, Time Warner Cable, "Real-time
MPEG asset delivery over ATM;" and Rhonda
Hilton, CableLabs, "Protocols to support realtime applications over cable TV networks."
May 9,3:45-5:15 p.m.
Regulated interconnection standards:
The price of universality
Network interconnections, the Emergency
Alert System and the interface to customers'
equipment could all be highly regulated.
Moderator: David Large, Media
Connections Group
Panelists and topics: Dr. Walter Ciciora,
consultant, "The realities of the consumer elec-

tronic compatibility interface regulations;"
Joseph Glaab, General Instrument, "History
and present status of the decoder interface:"
Robert Luff, Scientific-Atlanta, "Standards,
standards;" and Shellie Rosser, Antec, &
Marty Callahan, HollyAnne Corp., "Options
for cable compliance with the new EAS rules."
May 10,9-10:30 a.m.
Architectures for the info superhighway
This session gives different views of what
the new Infobahn architectures will look like
and also looks at some cybervehicles.
Moderator: Bob Burroughs, Panasonic
Technologies
Panelists and topics: Don Grise, Bellcore,
"Example interconnection of architectures,
cable and telecommunications systems;"
Rouzbeh Yassini, LANcity, "Using cable TV's
HFC infrastructure for data communications:"
Frank Koperda & Farr Farhan, ScientificAtlanta, "Challenges with transmission of data
over CATV networks:" and Lynn Jones,
Digital Equipment Corp., "Internet access via
cable TV: High-speed access to the information superhighway."
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Two spacers connected by the
"Protection Bar" allow cable expansion,
preventing damage from clamp to cable,
and lock in place to eliminate "walking".
NOW AVAILABLE FROM:

Budco
ORDER TOLL-FREE!
800-331-2246
FAX: 918-252-1997
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for Genuine S-A Parts
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Phone: 803-574-0155
Toll Free: 800-356-2730

WAVECOM PRESENTS
FREQUENCY AGILE MODULATORS TO SUIT
ANY REQUIREMENT.

Oft

Large/Medium CATV headends.
•/ Hybrid Fiber-Coax applications.
Broadcast low power TV (VHF & UHF).
s7 Excellent for MMDS/ITFS systems (optional 2.5
GH1 output).
V Integrated design with SMD and MMIC
components leading to field proven
reliability.

What ever your application, a WaveCom
modulator is the answer.
Performance and cost to please both
Engineering and Accounting.

and follow the Menu...

Fax: 803-574-0383
•
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dB-tronics

Cable Television Equipment
Sales & Service Center

ANTENNAS

145 Tradd Street
Spartanburg. SC 29301

high

r
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Downlink High Quality and Low Prices
with DH Satellite's Complete Line
of Antenna's and Mounts.

WAVECOM

ELECTRONICS

INC.

WAVECOM ELECTRONICS INC.
243 ROBIN CRESCENT
SASKATOON, SASK., CANADA
571_ 6MS
TEL: (306) 955 -7075
FAX: (306) 955 -9919

Powerful truly relational database system
Front-end data query tools
'Interactive CD-BOM training
•Integrated cable and telephony
transaction management systems
•PC-based bilbg systems
•Custom bang, inserting and mailing

The DH 3.7m Spun Aluminum one piece antenna gives you
high performance gain, easy assembly with outstanding
stability and delivery to your installation site.

CALL FOR PRICING
OR NEAREST 01ST.
(800) 627-9443

DH Satellite
600 N. Marquette Rd.
Prairie du Chien, WI USA 53821
Phone (608) 326-8406
Fax (608) 326-4233

CableData Does.
Does yours?
See the industry's most comprehensive suite of
transaction management and billing technologies and
services at CableData's National Show Booth 5419

catile
Data
Gain from the experience
Profit from the vision

(916) 636-5800

LODE
CADD
,Lode Data's integrated CATV Design and Drafting
software for AutoCAD release 11 and 12

• Integrated Design and Drafting
• No more red-and-greens

QUALITY FIBER
OPTIC ASSEMBLIES
SINGLEMODE/MULTIMODE
•BICONIC
•FC
•SC
•ST

•PC/APC >65 dB
•FDDI
•ESCON
•SMA

SAME DAY DELIVERY
Custom designed fiber optic

• The standardization of AutoCAD

cables for CATV, Telecomm

• Automatic map cut-2 sec./map

and Datacomm applications.

• Free BBS service
• Free 90 day evaluation package

Lode Data Corporation
7100 East Hampden Ave
Denver. CO 80224-3000
Tel 303-759-0100
Fax 303-757-5604

LODE DATA
CORPORATION

How far do we go to support
customers with our fiber
interconnect products
and services?

Try 1,000,000 miles.
That's how many fiber miles we're supporting in avariety
of datacomm, telecomm and CAN applications. From
patch panels to pigtails. Cabling to couplers. We offer FREE
evaluations, fast delivery, ready-to-use turnkey systems
and FREE training on custom applications. Whether you
need passive interconnect components or acomplete
fiberoptic system design, we've been getting the job done
right for over ten years.
Call 508-842-4744 for
more information.

FONS
FONS Corporation
587-8 Hartford Turnpike,
Shrewsbury, MA 01545-S882

ARIA

TECHNOLOGIES INC

Corporate:

East Coast:

5309 Randall Place
Fremont, CA 94538

420 Boston Turnpike
Shrewsbury, MA 01545

Ph: 510-226-6222

Ph: 508-845-6025

Fax: 510-226-6242

Fax: 508-845-6028

Model

628

ENCODER SENSOR

Monroe's NEW Model 628 Encoder Sensor will
automatically switch to an alternate program
feed whenever scrambling stops.
The 628
works with the major encoders in the industry
and is small and easy to use.
At $325 the
628 is cheap insurance against the irate
customer calls you receive when the wrong
program unscrambles.
Stop worrying about your scrambled programs
and install our Model 628 Encoder Sensors
today.
Call us today!
MADE
e N r
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MONROE
WE> ELECTRONICS
LYNDONVILLE, NEW YORK 14098

800 821 6001
716 765 2254
FAX 716 765 9330

If your power supplies
aren't reliable,
what good are they?
Plagued by excessive power supply failures? Are you finding that all the
bells and whistles don't add up to reliability? Next time you specify power
supplies, do yourselves a long term favor by making an investment
rather than just apurchase. Be sure to select the rugged SB1000 standby
inverter from Performance, established as the most reliable power
supply in the industry. The power supply that will serve you dependably
right into the 21st century, we guarantee it!
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RMS Electronics is aleading manufacturer/supplier of
cable equipment. We are becoming the fastest growing
supplier of cable components in the world. The new
RMS American catalog contains an extensive line of
over 400 products which are used in the construction or
rebuilding of cable television systems. Call for your
FREE catalog today!

RMS Electronics Inc. (800) 223-8312
cn

o
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Our Name Tells
The Story ...Use It
Cable Prep Stripping/Coring Tools
•Produces beveled-edge_ on outer conductor
•Light-weight
•Non-corrosive

The SB1000 Standby Power Supply.
Priced at only $495.00 and
guaranteed for as long as you own it.

CALL JUD WILLIAMS AT 800-279-6330
(INTERNET) jud.williams@industrynet

Pmeeteeteetee

CABLE TV PRODUCTS

RO. BOX 947, ROSWELL, GA 30077
AN EDWIN-ROSS COMMUNICATIONS COMPANY

—EAGLE—
COMTRONICS INC.

••••••••AVAILABLE""""

1GHz

rsteel blade
won't melt down
on "hot cable"
User-friendly in
all temperatures
Color-coded to
available for
all cable sizes

NEGATIVE
and

POSITIVE TRAPS
FEATURES:

Cable Prep
Jacket Strippers
Available for every
size cable
Color-coded for easy
identification
Knurled body
for positive grip
Fast, efficient -

ALL'ofour products
are made in the USA
USA materials

EAGLE COMTRONICS INC.

Geable prep®
BEN HUGHES COMMUNICATION PRODUCTS CO .
207 MIDDLESEX AVENUE P.O. BOX 373
CHESTER, CONNECTCUT 064120373
(203) 526-4337 FAX (203) 526-2291

•For systems which may go to
1GHz in the future
•Higher channel capability
•Improved L.A.S. characteristics
•Temperature stable
4562 Waterhouse Road, Clay, New York 13041
(315) 622-3402
(800) 448-7474
Telex #937361
Fax#(315) 622-3800

Booth #4209

(6O) 394-4046
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LETTERS TO THE EDITOR

Opportunity is knocking—
will MSOs answer the door?
Ithought you might enjoy abrief summary
of my experiences with ordering, installing
and activating an ISDN service, in my home,
that's provided by my local telco.
Last fall, Ifound myself joining the ranks of
telecommuters (people who work at home and
communicate with co-workers, usually via the
telephone network, using 9600 baud or lowerspeed modems). My company was supportive
of me having nothing less than the ultimate in
high-speed data communications into and out
of the home—enter ISDN (Integrated Services
Digital Network), the highly touted data transmission service provided by the telcos which
operates at azippy 64 kbps.
It all began innocently enough when Icontacted my local phone company, which just
happens to be an RBOC with astrong ISDN
marketing and installation campaign. The nice
lady at the RBOC had no problem setting up
standard business and fax lines, but didn't
have aclue as to what ISDN was, or even who
Ishould call. After several calls, transfers and
holds, Ifinally got in touch with someone at
my RBOC who knew what ISDN meant. Now,
to get ISDN, one must be located within so
many thousand feet of the central office, or an
extension of the CO. Iwas assured that within
several days a"loop qualification" would be
performed, and Iwould be notified if ISDN
was available in my neighborhood.
A couple of weeks later, Ireceived aslick
marketing package that highlighted all the
marvels of ISDN and expanded on the
RBOC's aggressive position on installing the
service. But, no word on my loop qualification. Upon calling my RBOC, Iwas informed
they had no record of me requesting ISDN,
but Iwas assured they would enter the information, do the loop test and call me in acouple of days. Several weeks later (and still no
word from my RBOC), Iwas attending atechnical conference and happened to meet arepresentative from my RBOC. Iexplained my
story and bluntly expressed my dissatisfaction.
Imust have spoken to the right person,
because after returning home two days later,
my RBOC called and informed me that I
could, in fact, get ISDN in my neighborhood.
But this is just the beginning of along
series of chilling discoveries in the torturous
adventures of ISDN acquisition. After being
told Icould get ISDN, Iwas asked aseries of
questions (flavored with many acronyms) as to
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how Iwanted my ISDN line provisioned. I
couldn't come close to answering most of the
questions, aside from knowing Iwanted
2B+D, and simply asked that they "just come
over and hook me up."
However, Iwas told that this couldn't be
done, since the RBOC can't supply me with
an ISDN terminal. So Iasked the natural question in response: "Where do Iget ISDN terminals?" Iwas told that the RBOC couldn't recommend avendor, either. Iwas then told to
make sure Ihad an "NT1," otherwise, the
ISDN service wouldn't work. "Where do Iget
this?:' Iasked. The RBOC couldn't tell me
that either, but Iwas told that some vendors
have it built
into their
equipment. Of
course, my
RBOC also
couldn't say
which vendor
does or does
not. While I
began my
search for an
ISDN in-home terminal, Ihad my RBOC
install the additional cables for the ISDN line
in my house—which cost about $250. The circuit was then thoroughly tested and initially
provisioned for acost of about $170.
Fortunately, my company knew of areputable ISDN terminal vendor whom Icontacted. Iexplained my situation to the salesman,
who chuckled at the trouble Ihad experienced
thus far. He had heard similar stories before,
and said he could provide me with an ISDN
in-home terminal for about $1,000. Isimply
needed to give him some basic information
such as: What kind of switch is the telephone
company using? How is the switch configured? My head spun as he asked avariety of
other questions too acronym-intensive to even
attempt to discuss here. It all seemed rather
overwhelming, so Iasked if someone from his
organization would speak with someone from
my RBOC (in acronymeze) to settle this matter. He basically said that they don't get
involved with customer/RBOC interactions,
but offered to have someone send me some
information on ISDN provisioning and ordering that Icould use to help clarify my confusion and allow me to converse with my
RBOC. After anumber of calls and faxes over

Now, even the

mere mention of

'SON sends chills
down my spine

the course of aweek—back and forth between
the vendor support staff, me and the RBOC—I
had enough information to give to my RBOC
to get my ISDN circuit properly provisioned.
Having accomplished this, my vendor salesman now assured me that the ISDN terminal
he was sending me would contain the necessary software configuration for the particular
telephone switch (an NT DMS-100). He
assured me that in less than 15 minutes, Icould
interconnect the terminal to my computer, and
the ISDN line would be up and functioning.
After receiving the terminal afew weeks
later, Icompleted the necessary interconnections between the ISDN line, the ISDN terminal, my Macintosh and the Ethernet card
installed within the Mac. But how would Iget
it to work? It wasn't entirely clear, so I
attempted to read afloppy disk provided by
the vendor to see if it contained some sort of
clue. Unfortunately, the disk was unreadable,
since it was formatted in DOS. A quick call to
my salesman revealed that his company does
not provide software for Mac usage and suggested that Icall their technical support line.
The tech support person said it was critical
for the computer to read the software to not
only ensure the terminal was configured for
the correct telephone switch, but also to enter
the correct phone and SPID numbers into the
terminal. Fortunately, Ialso have ahome computer for personal use that is DOS-based, and I
was able to reconnect some cables and "talk"
to my ISDN terminal using my PC. At this
point, Iwasn't surprised to discover that the
terminal had in fact been configured incorrectly—it was set up for an AT&T 5ESS switch.
The vendor's tech support person was kind
enough to walk me through the rigors of
reconfiguring the ISDN terminal.
Incidentally, my company's office location
which I'm dialing into (several states away)
has similar ISDN terminals. Employees there,
too, had to go through many of these same
procedures. But at this office, there's an entire
group of MIS computer hackers who, in a
demented sort of way, live for this kind of
thing. Even my vendor technical support person admitted that she mainly talks to individuals from MIS departments and not with ISDN
illiterates such as myself. Unfortunately, I
don't have at my disposal an array of computer geeks who could easily figure out the multitude of parameters involved with ordering,
installing and initializing an ISDN link.
Now, even the mere mention of ISDN sends
chills down my spine. No customer should be
subjected to this aggravation. At times throughout the ordeal Ifelt Ihad no other recourse but
to step outside and yell profanities in the gen-
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eral direction of my RBOC's central office. But
it's not the fault of my RBOC, nor is it the fault
of my vendor. It's the system. It's just the way
things are done.
It's estimated that more than 10 million
people now work at home. That number is estimated to reach as many as 40 million by the
end of this decade. According to Negroponte,
the Internet has between 20 and 30 million
users and is experiencing double-digit growth
each month. The more popular on-line service
providers are also experiencing rapid growth
and have multi-million subscriber bases.
Couple this with the increased usage of graphic-intensive applications, and the need to transfer large-sized leads, to astrong demand for
higher speed connectivity. Modems operating
at 9600 baud just don't cut it any more. Ido
believe ISDN is agood alternative, but struggling for months to activate the service (at a
cost of around $1,400), and then paying more
than $100 per month in usage charges makes
one wonder if it's really worth it.
The experiences of those getting ISDN service from the telcos, coupled with the growing
demand for high-speed data services, illustrates
alegitimate opportunity for the cable TV
industry. Ibelieve cable operators can take on
the RBOCs and provide asuperior quality of
service. Cable operators need to commit their
organizations to delivering high-speed data services at alower cost, with faster installation
times, while taking away all the senseless steps
inflicted on us poor telecommuters and Internet
surfers who just want to have a"simple" ISDN
service (or something faster) without having to
become adatacom guru/telephony expert/computer whiz kid in the process. I'm ready to
switch. Is cable ready to provide?
Name withheld by request

As you can tell, in addition to being willing
and able to do installs, run service calls, perform plant maintenance, CLI, proofs, install
satellite dishes and do any number of jobs that
are usually handled by several different people
in large metro systems, my most important
attribute is agood sense of humor.
I'd be willing to bet that most rural cable
system operators are grateful to the larger
MSOs for providing the training their techs
have acquired. Ihave worked for many such
companies with good training programs,
including ATC, Prime Cable and WEHCO
video. WEHCO had far and away the most
rigid and in-depth training Ihave ever received.
But to be happy working in arural system,
you need to work for acompany that understands the different qualities that are required
from its techs, and which shows its appreciation of the dedication that is so often hard to
come by in today's workforce.
In my current position as manager/tech with
Renaissance Cable of Kentucky, my Vice
President of Operations, Larry Bunnell, does
his best to provide the tools to make my job
easier, such as agas-powered drill for pole
change-outs, anice field strength meter and a

willingness to listen. That's not to say Idon't
have awish-list—such as abucket truck, more
money, more help, more money, afour-wheel
drive vehicle, more money—you know, all the
things we all want.
But after everything is said and done, the
one skill that is required of all rural techs is
the ability to work without supervision. When
atech works via phone and fax, the home
office needs to have confidence in the
tech—that he is performing in aprofessional
manner. Around here, you need to be proficient. It's not like the big city. In arural area,
we see our customers every day: in church, at
the grocery store and any number of other
places. You must take care of them; otherwise,
you will be avoiding them.
The bottom line is this: If you're tired of the
city and want arewarding job where customers
are your friends, rural techs are in demand all
across the country. Just make sure all your questions and needs are addressed up front, and try
to hook up with agroup that appreciates your
dedication, because dedication is what it takes.
Clif Moudy
Renaissance of Kentucky

DON'T BE LEFT BEHIND!
Keeping up with all the new technologies is achallenge in itself.
There is away to take advantage of the leap in technology.
And it's called Fiberworks.
• Fiberworks is acomprehensive series of training courses about

The rewards of rural life

The cable was jerked out of my hand just as
Iwas about to attach it to the P-hook. Turning
quickly to see what had happened, Inoticed
the cable was wrapped around the leg of the
biggest steer you ever saw. I'm wondering,
"Oh Lord, what's going to happen next?"
You might think I'm kidding, but I'm serious; this really happened. This and much
more. From the steer, to amoose kicking out
my buddy's windshield, to adeer running into
my vehicle, to the bullet hole in the amplifier,
to the farmer pulling down the cable with his
combine. These are just some of the situations
the rural cable tech encounters on adaily
basis—not to mention all the same sorts of
problems the urban cable tech is familiar with.

cable television, fiber optics, digital network systems, technology
and deployment.
▪ Developed by ANTEC, the company that introduced fiber optics
to the cable television industry, courses emphasize solutions for
today's evolving networks.
▪ ANTEC training programs are accredited through the International
Association for Continuing Education and Training (IACET) to award
Continuing Education Units (CEU's) to participants.
For more information about course content, course customization
and available dates, contact our Training Administrator at the ANTEC
Technical Training Center in Denver, Colorado. Call 1-800-FIBER ME
(1-800-342-3763).
Circle Reader Service No. 51
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The following technical companies
be
exhibiting at the National Show Cable '95, as of
March 30, 1995:
ADcom Information Serv.. Inc

6403

Agway-ad=

¿r

MAY I \%

requires new capital investment only where the
market can support new services. The ANTEC
group of companies includes Keptel, Power Guard,
Engineering Technologies Group (ETG), Electronic
System Products (ESP), Digital Video. and
Communicaciones Broadband.
AT&T

7007

ATCl/Antenna Tech. Comm.. Inc.

9306

Alcatel Telecomin. Cable
ANTEC
2819
Phone
708/439-4444
ANTEC Corporation (NASDAQ: ANTC) is :iti
international communications technology company
that specializes in the design and engineering of
Hybrid Fiber/Coaxial (HFC) based networks and
the manufacturing, materials management and distribution of products for these networks. ANTEC
integrates technology into products. products into
systems and systems into networks. Through development of the Cable Integrated Services Network
(CISN), ANTEC established amigration path for
broadband system operators to upgrade to interconnected networks and the public switched telephone
network using the SONET platform. CISN offers
operators arevenue-driven building approach that

reliability and performance. Alpha provides afull
line of power products. including: standby. nonstandby and uninterruptible power supplies, surge
suppressors. status monitoring, enclosures and batteries. In addition. Alpha's complete line of thirdgeneration Broadband Power Systems provide the
latest technology to today's most challenging powering requirements.

350

Video Systems

Formerly American Lightwave Systems, Inc.

ALPHA

TECHNOLOGIES

Alpha Technologies
603
Phone
360/647-2360
Alpha Technologies i, aleading manufacturer of
application-specific powering solutions for voice,
video and data communication systems. Widely
used in cable television distribution, telecommunication systems, and data networks throughout the
world. Alpha products have earned areputation for

American Lightwave Systems
838
Phone
203/630-5770
ADC Video Systems, formerly American Lightua‘e
Systems, Inc.. is asubsidiary of ADC
Telecommunications, Inc., the seventh largest
telecommunications manufacturer in the U.S. Visit
booth #838 and see our live-action "Network
Improvement" show, afun way of illustrating how
ADC Video Systems can deliver complete advanced
HFC video and enhanced telephony network solutions for all your network needs. In the ADC booth
you'll find integrated video and telephony traffic

FLOOR PLAN
9302
6833

6827

1

16630

1
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2819
7019

6223

5419
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5000— -71
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over our Homeworxim and DV6000'm systems. plus
our powerful ATM. network support and cable management capabilities.

Applied Signal Technology
Augat Communications Division

American Power Conversion

7501
656

8502

Amphenol®
CATV CONNECTORS
Amphenol RF
1242
Phone
203/743-9272
Amphenol manufactures afull line of hardline connectors, drop connectors and related adapters for the
CATV industry. The hardline series of high frequency connectors features the patented non-rotational
gripping design. Amphenol's superior performance
connectors are the only CATV hardline connectors
in the industry built with enough reliability and
quality to bear the Amphenol name.

DEED
E ED ji6
1 DE

E
-D

653

1450

54
453

1242

352

642
1236

838

1430

348

Cable TV Supply Company LP

Belden Wire & Cable Company
6827
Phone
800/235-3362
13eiden is the first ISO 9000 registered manufacturer
of coaxial drop cable for the Broadband market.
Belden recently completed amajor capacity expansion project with further plans for expansion in
1995. Belden also offers aloose tube fiber optic
trunk cable in armored and all dielectric versions
from 4to 240 fibers. Belden manufactures headend,
audio, and plenum cables.
Bell Communications Research

7600

Blonder Tomme Labs., Inc.

2036

cm el)
ELECTRONICS INC

C-COR Electronics. Inc.
7019
Phone
814/238-2461
C-COR's display includes awide range of network
solutions: FlexNetTm 750 MHz amplifiers.
LinkNetTM AM Fiber Optics. digital fiber optics.
Cable Network ManagerTm. modems, passives, and
power supplies.
C.I.S.. Inc.

6533

CVO, Inc

5419

Cable AML Inc.

859

Cable Security
1419

SYSTEMS, INC.

nrri
603

144

cable
vata
CableCon Connectors

6400

CableData
Phone

5419
916/636-5800 CA
(44) 1252 378535 England
CableData will feature afull suite of transaction
management and billing solutions. Visit us to see
DDP/SQL. apowerful relational database subscriber
management software for North America,
IntcIecableTM. the world's first and only integrated
telephony and cable transaction management system. CableWorks. aPC- and LAN-based billing
system for lower-volume cable companies, and custom bills, envelopes and insertions. CableData is the
largest supplier of cable subscriber management
information systems in the world, serving more than
33 million subscribers worldwide.
Cadix International. Inc

8544

Channel Master. Div. of Avnet

4212

Channell Commercial Corp

614

Channel mat ic

4630

Columbine Systems. Inc.

8319

ComPath. Inc.
ComSonics, Inc.

8500
4315

2819
im

819

system which is under development. CSG's prodvets are designed to provide you increased flexibility and access to your data. CSG's on premise executive information and decision support system will
be demonstrated, as well as ESP, an enhanced statement presentation capabilities which allows customization of billing statements. A comprehensive
financial services package will also be showcased.

Cable Services Group
1236
Phone
402/222-4495
CSG Systems new name reflects the company's
new strategic business and product direction. Stop
by the booth to learn more about the state-of-the-art
convergence marketplace subscriber management

«u,

CommScope
General Instrument

CommScope-General Instrument
2019
Phone
800-982-1708
An ISO 9001 registered quality manufacturer of
cables for the Information Superhighway and a
world leader in cable innovation. CATV products
include: new EZ-PAK® drop cable coils. QR®.
OR®. PIII® and the most complete line of drop
cables available. Our Cable Construction manual
and automated product catalog is available in our
booth.
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Compression Labs, Inc.

7807

Contec International

4308

DX Communications, Inc.

1456

Digital Equipment Corp.

sive offering of cable TV test and measurement
products, and network-monitoring systems. Also on
display will be hardware that will enable customers
to have two-way services in the home. This includes
set-tops, video servers and computer systems for
billing and tracking.

Electroline will be unveiling its "New" Compact
Addressable Tap ("CAT"), an addressable splitter.
On exhibit will be Electroline's state-of-the-art
Multi-Tier Security Unit aimed at MDU and resort
applications.
Ericsson

430

1006

First Pacific Networks, Inc.
Fujitsu

EDS

Gilbert Engineering Co. Inc
4209
315/622-3402
800/448-7474
Come see us at the National Show, Booth 4209 and
let us show you: Improved ESN series of negative
traps, improved ESD jamming carrier decoding filters; newest positive (non jamming carrier) decoding filters called Sideband Interdiction System
(SIS). Encoders, channel droppers, metal shields
and single home and MDU addressable trap switches with impulse pay-per-view. Let Eagle
Comtronics show you the solution of an industry
wide problem—"Elimination of offensive language
of premium services" by offering split tuned traps.

MI»

CTROL INE

V

Electroline Equipment, Inc.
653
Phone
514/374-6335
Electroline, number one worldwide in Broadband
Off-Premises Addressable Systems, will be featuring its I
-GHz Telephony "SuperTap" that can be
used as astandard multi-tap or, with asimple
change of faceplate, as an addressable tap. It will be
showing its I
-GHz drop amplifier (DROPAmp)
offering a3dB noise figure and 15 dB gain.
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IPITEK

9323

e‘

242

Harmonic Lightwaves
Harmonic Lightwaves
642
Phone
408/970-9880
Harmonic Lightwaves will display its integrated
family of 750 and 860 MHz broadband transmission
and network management products. Designed to
provide complete system solutions in any network
architecture, these products include:
•YagLinknl, the industry's most powerful externally modulated Nd: YAG laser transmitters.
•PWRLinkTM DFB laser transmitters. Optical
receivers for bi-directional broadband communications.
•NMS. apowerful network management system.

H EWLETT
PACKARD
Hewlett-Packard Co.
1450
Phone
707/577-4100
Hewlett-Packard will have on display acomprehen-
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INTEGRAL

Integral
614
Phone
800/527-2168
Integral will be offering factory tours and product
demonstrations during the NCTA show in Dallas.
The factory is about 10 minutes from the convention center. Stop by the Channell Commercial
Corporation booth #614 for details. Integral manufactures high density polyethylene products such as:
Pre-assembled Cable-in-Conduit (CIC), Rope-inDuce, Service Drop-in-Duct and Drop-on-Duct,
Aerial Mesenger-on-Duct. Integral also produces
"Lubaduk" with microspheres; the amazing "rolling
friction" cable pulling lubricant.

Eagle Comtronics, Inc.
Phone

011,

4603

so

General Instrument Corp.
2019
Phone
800/523-6678
General Instrument presents di
tal TV —end-toend systems solutions for broadband communicatiions. This includes DigiCipher® digital compression, the full line of Cableoptics® fiber optoelectronics and lasers, the Broadband
TeleCommunications Architecture, and the world's
leading line of addressable set-top terminals, including the CFT-2200 with advanced on-screen graphics
and the DigiCableTM DCT-I000 digital decompression terminals.

CON1TRONICS INC.

IBM Corporation

458

General
Instrument

=EAGLE

5030

5603

GTE Main Street Inc.

EDS
453
Phone
201/818-7121
EDS services many industries including cable, telephony, wireless, publishing, on-line services, entertainment and broadcasting. EDS' capabilities
include billing platforms, transaction and customer
management systems, operational and customer
support technologies, network integration, database
services, multimedia systems, video-on-demand,
and content management services.

Hughes Communications, Inc.
238

Intel Corporation

1438

Jackson Tool Systems, Inc

4307

Jerry Conn Associates, Inc

6430

Jones Computer Network

7407

Jones Education Networks

7407

Kennedy Cable Construction
348
Phone
800/673-7322
Stop by Booth #348 and visit Kennedy Cable
Construction, Inc. We have been serving the
telecommunications industry for over 21 years!
Aerial and underground line construction of CATV,
LANs, telecommunications and fiber optic systems.
Splicing, upgrades, rebuild, new extensions of system, balance, sweep and proof system. We will be
glad to discuss all of your construction needs.
LANcity Corporation

1995

256

rA
ppAr
Lectro

Pico Products/Pico Macom

Lemco Tool Corporatiion

161

Lightspan Part.. Inc., The

1258

Lindsay Specialty Products

4314

Macrovision Corporation

New

Media

Technologies,

7025

Microware Systems Corp.

8915

Mind Extension University

7407

Mitsubishi Elec. America, Inc.

8522

Motorola, Inc.

1462

NCA Microelectronics

8538

Northern Telecom

842

Oriel Corporation

1459

PPC

1056

PHILIPS
Philips Broadband Networks. Inc. .. ..2807
Phone
315/682-9105
In booth 2807 at Cable '95, The National Show.
Philips will exhibit The Media PoofFM video server,
Media Access -1 mdigital converters, the BCGTM
Broadband Communications Gateway, NetPropheti mNetwork Monitoring System and the
Spectrum 2000TM series of RF amplifiers. Featured
are the new Diamond Net
fiber optic receiver and
the complete Diamond Linerm AM and FM fiber
optic receivers and transmitters.
8602

SCTE

Inc.

Pioneer New Media Tech., Inc.
819
Phone
310/952-2111
In the rapidly evolving world of cable television
Pioneer delivers. Since 1977, Pioneer has delivered
on its commitment to provide CATV operators with
advanced equipment and technical solutions. From
our new BA-V1000 "Command Station" Home
Terminal, to the most advanced Video Servers,
Digital LD, MPEG2 Chips, and Near-Video-On
Demand Systems, Pioneer delivers. Come see how
Pioneer is helping to set tomorrow's CATV standards today. NCTA Booth #819.

SCTE
6833
Phone
610/363-6888
Soon to be known as the Society of Cable
Telecommunications Engineers, (we're changing
our name to better serve achanging industry) SCTE
offers awide variety of technical training opportunities, including our Cable-Tee Expo and Emerging
Technologies national conferences, regional seminars, in-house training services and educational
videotapes and publications.

142

Microsoft Corporation

Photon Systems Corp.

tools, drop cable trimmers, conductor cleaners, Fconnector insertion tools, cable duct cutter and fiber
optic tools.

eti) PIONEER®
Pioneer

Lectro Products, Inc.
6630
Phone
800/551-3790
We are featuring awhole new modular approach to
network powring using our renowned ZTT with
specialized low profile cabinets. This method allows
you to make your most efficient powering decisions.

636

SITEL Corporation
Sadelco, Inc.

FIBER OPTIC CABLES
OPTICAL COMMUNICATION SYSTEMS
Pirelli Cable Corporation
5600
Phone
803/951-4800
Pirelli will be displaying its quality fiber optic communication cables and CATV transmission systems
in booth #5600. Pirelli is an ISO 9001-registered
manufacturer of 4-264 fiber aerial, duct and direct
buried loose tube cables; 288-432 fiber RILPm
(ribbon in loose tube) cables; and 1-96 fiber interconnect/riser cables. CATV transmission systems
include linearized 1550 nm links using high power
EDFA technology for headend and other applications.
Power Guard

2819

Rainbow Technology

8237

Reliance Comm/Tee

4830

740
6807

"el Scientific
)1 Atlanta

Ripley Co./Cablematic Division
354
Phone
203/635-2200
Ripley designs and manufactures high quality tools
for preparing ÇATV cables for splicing and termination. Among the products manufactured are hex
crimp tools, Raychem, EZFCi assembly tool, combination coring and stripping tools, jacket stripping
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Scala Inc.

6800

Scientific-Atlanta
1419
Phone
800/722-2009
At Booth 1419 at the National Show, ScientificAtlanta will be exhibiting its full range of broadband communications products which make S-A the
foc of convergence. These products include the following:
•A prototype MPEG-based digital home communications terminal.
•Interactive analog 8600x home communications
terminal operating live with interactive program
guides and other applications, NMOD capability,
virtual channels and other new features.
•Coaxiom providing live telephone service over
Scientific-Atlanta's Fiber-to-the-Serving Area
(FSA) hybrid fiber coax networks.
•Digital storage and retrieval system for ad insertion and other applications.
•MPEG-based digital headend video compression
system over satellite.
•750 MHz distribution and fiber electronics.
•Scientific-Atlanta developed adapter with live
downloading of Sega games from Sega Channel to
Sega game players.
•DMX digital audio service with DMX On Screen
of 8600x terminal.
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Sencore

8516

Sharp Electronics Corporation

8236

Siecor Corporation

140

Siemens Stromberg-Carlson

411

SkyConnect, Inc.

448

Sony Electronics Inc.

ever-changing requirements of today's broadband
networks. Product categories include drop and
installation material, aerial and underground construction hardware, tools and safety equipment, taps
and passives, fiber cable and apparatus, headend
and distribution electronics, and coaxial cable.
TeleWire and its nucleus of experienced cable professionals have traditionally focused on supplying
and servicing regional markets. In addition,
TeleWire also maintains multiple sales and warehouse locations, linked by asophisticated on-line
computer system, combine to form astrong national
distribution network capable of assembling and
shipping orders both rapidly and economically
throughout the country.

1656

Southwestern Bell
Stanford Telecom

8325

Suntech Systems, Inc

6301

s.

ertellabs

dtCheetah

Synchronous Comm., Inc.

6203

TV/COM International

8104

Tandem Computers

8704

Tellabs
6223
Phone
708/969-8800 Ext. 8394
Tellabs designs, manufactures, markets, and services voice and data transport and network access
systems that are used worldwide by providers of
communications services. The CABLESPANTM
2300 Telephony-Over-Cable Transport System is
part of anew Tellabs product family designed
specifically to meet the unique demands of cable
TV operators. The CABLESPAN system allows
operators to increase the value and potential of their
existing hybrid fiber-coax networks by offering
telephony plus new services such as telecommuting,
videoconferencing, and access to information services.

Tektronix, Inc.

5800

Telpar Inc.

Telecorp Systems

4214

Texscan Corporation

Telect

9326

Teleport Communications Group

1003

Superior Elect. Group, Inc.
856
Phone
813/756-6000
The Cheetabrm System, manufactured by Superior
Electronics Group, Inc. is an integrated network
management system that provides full status monitoring and automated FCC Proof-of-Performance
testing. Cheetah monitors CATV headends, fiber
nodes, power supplies, amplifiers and end-of-lines.

TeleWire

425

MANUFACTURING COMPANY

SUPPLY

Times ,on
Fiber
01 Ainpti
Communication
inn I
s.
Divis

Times Fiber Comm., Inc
Phone

1242
203/265-8500
800/677-2288
Times Fiber Communications, Inc. coaxial cable
supplier standardized on 1GHz bandwidth for
trunk, feeder and drop cables, featuring TIO semiflex, TXIO low-loss and T-10 drop cables with life
Time. Times Fiber Communications...where technology meets the bottom line. Stop by to see us at
Booth 1242.
Toner Cable Computers

6212

Toner Cable Equipment, Inc.

6212

COMMUNI CATI O NSINC.
Trilogy Communications, Inc.
5000
Phone
800/874-5649
Manufacturer of exceptionally high quality, low
loss, MC 2 air dielectric trunk and feeder cables,
ideal for fiber-rich architectures aimed at Telco and
CATV applications. Also offering afull line of
quality drop cables including UL listed and corrosion protected, as well as Radiating and 50-Ohm
hardline cables for wireless and RF communications.

Universal Electronics Inc

8300

VITAC

TIME

Telewire/ANTEC
2819
Phone
708/439-4444
TeleWire Supply—the combination of Midwest
CATV and Just Drop—is aleading supplier of the
wide variety of products needed to build and maintain acable television manufacturers to meet the

108

8155

1 Fc

Time Manufacturing Co.
9302
Phone
817/776-0900
Put your operator two feet closer to that hard-toreach splice. An aerial lift that provides provides
line access from 3sides of the bucket, eliminating
expensive rotators. Positive hydraulic bucket leveling gives asolid, stable work platform, leading to
increased productivity and greater worker satisfaction. The VERSALIFT TEL-29NE. for more information, stop by Booth 9302.

VLSI Technology, Inc.

8616

Vela Research, Inc.

8715

Video Data Systems
Viewsonics, Inc.
Vuescan, Inc.

640
4701
806

Vyvx

7003

Wegener Communications, Inc.

4312
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A Newbridge Company

West End Systems Corp.
352
Phone
613/623-9600
I' END Systems Corp., an affiliate of
Newbridge Networks Corporation, develops and
markets ACCESS and TRANSMISSION products
for the Cable TV and Telecommunications industries. Its WestBound 9600 Broadband Access
Platform incorporates an advanced RF transmission technology (OFDM) to deliver voice and data
communications to business and residential users
via BROADBAND HYBRID/FIBER COAX networks, and its Janua series of Modular Packet
Access Feeders provide managed access to frame
relay, X.25 and ISDN networks. West End has corporate offices in Kanata, Ontario, Canada, regional
offices in Herndon, Virginia, USA and Newport,
Wales, UK, and R&D facilities in Arnprior, Ont.,
Canada.

Zenith Electronics Corp
1430
Phone
708/391-8000
Fax
708/391-8569
Zenith is recognized as aleading provider of cable
and data communication products for cable TV and
telephone companies. Showcased at the Zenith
booth will be addressable MultiMedia analog and
Media AccessTm hybrid set-top systems featuring
real-time, interactive two-way communications and
on-screen programs guides and displays. Featured
will be ScreenPlayTm, an authoring tool that dynamically creates and modifies interactive television
screens to support unique requirements and new
services. Zenith's MetroAccessTm system for data
communications over coax and hybrid fiber/coax
features powerful products for distance learning,
work-at-home, telemedicine and on-line service
applications. Zenith's rugged I6-VSB digital technology and its various uses will be demonstrated at
several locations throughout the show.

earned, et pme/
Cable-Tec Expo Issue featuring:
Standards and the Cable TV Industry. How will Cable TV "fit in" to a
standardized world?
II

In Home Wiring. How can Cable TV operators protect their investment?

13" Improving The Productivity and Efficiency of Your Field Operations Personnel.
Help them to "be all that they can be" and win the customer service war.
II

Cable-Tec Expo '95. End-to-end preview of the engineering community's biggest
event of the year.

And Much More!

CCD
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CED Reaches
"Deep in the Heart of"
...Our Systems

'ilank .Cicconi
Vice Presidefit.of Engineering
Sammons Communications, Inc.
Dallas, Texas

I

Robert A. Saunders
Assistant Vice President of Engineering
Sammons Communications, Inc.

mo

Dallas, Texas
$.4
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The issue: Utilities and outages
Utilities are increasingly being looked upon as a
potential ally for cable operators in the upcoming competitive era. Theoretically, at least, cable systems
should work closely with utilities to help achieve a

high level of reliability as they prepare to offer new
advanced services and compete with telephone companies. We'd like your comments on the subject.

Fax us at:

303-393-6654

The questions:
1. How would you describe the relationship between
your system and the local power utility company?

Nonexistent

111
Good

Don't know

111
Don't know

No

4. How would you rate your local utility company's
overall reliability?

Good

Poor

Don't know

5. Are you familiar with the purpose and goals of
"CableUCS"?

6. How many outages does your system suffer in atypical month?

1

2

Other

8. Do you think your system could do more to reduce
the number of outages it experiences?

1:1

1:1
No

Don't know

9. In comparison to last year, has your system reduced
the number of outages it suffers, on average?

1:1

No

Yes

Don't know

10. Does your system intend to someday provide
telecommunications services (voice or data) over the
cable TV network?

Yes

No

11. How important is it to your system's management
that your system achieve the 99.99 percent reliability
benchmark (53 minutes of outage per year)?

3-5

Very

Somewhat

Make acopy of this page
and fax it back to us at the
number above, or mail it to
CED, 600 South Cherry
Street, Suite 400, Denver,
Colo. 80222.
*Every month, we'll pick
one response from those we
receive and award $50. See
official rules below.
Names won't be published if you request your
name to be withheld, but fill
out the name and job information to ensure that only
one response per person is
tabulated.

Your name and title

System name:

Don't know

Don't know

No

Yes

Electronics

Yes

3. Would your system be interested in performing
remote meter reading and other telemetry operations
for the local utility?

Excellent

1:1

1:1

Weather

Don't know

No

Yes

Power

Cable cuts/downed poles
Poor

2. Do you think allying with the local power company
would bring your system any benefits (reduced pole
rates, revenue from new services, etc.)?

Yes

7. What is the primary reason for your outages?

Not at all

Don't know

Location:

Your MSO:

Your job function:

Your comments:

Daytime phone lt:

More than 5

Official rules: No survey response necessary. Enter by returning the completed survey via
fax or mail to the locations indicated above, or print the words "CEO Return Path" on a3"x5" card and mail it
along with your name, address, daytime phone number and signature. To be eligible for the drawing, entry
forms must be received by 5p.m. on June 30, 1995. CEO is not responsible for lost or misdirected mail. One
entry per person. Forms mutilated, illegible or not in compliance with these rules shall be considered ineligible in the sole discretion of the judges. Odds of winning depend on the number of entries received. A random drawing from eligible entries will be held on or about July 1, 1995. Winner will be required to provide
his/her social security number and proof of identification and is solely responsible for all federal, state and
local taxes incurred. Prize is not transferable to any other person. Sweepstakes participants agree to waive

any and all claims of liability against CEO magazine, Capital Cities Media Inc., Capital Cities/ABC Inc. and
its affiliated and independent contractors for any injury or loss which may occur from participation in this
sweepstakes or receipt of the prize. Winner consents to publication of his/her name for publicity purposes
without further compensation. Participants must be 18 years of age or older. Employees of CEO magazine,
Capital Cities Media Inc., Capital Cities/ABC Inc. and its affiliated and subsidiary companies, and their
respective employees, agents and independent contractors, and their immediate families are not eligible to
participate. Void wherever prohibited, license required, restricted or taxed by law. Sweepstakes sponsors
reserve the right to change or modify the sweepstakes rules while the sweepstakes is in progress.
Participation in the sweepstakes constitutes acceptance of all sweepstakes rules.
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After three years of testing
their plants twice ayear, half
of those who responded to
the survey reported that their
systems are showing better
results than ayear ago, but a
growing number say the tests
don't reflect the overall performance of their entire systems. A year ago, 29 percent
said the test didn't really
reflect the overall health of
their systems, compared to
36 percent who feel that way
this year.
Outside of that, however,
the results of the two surveys
are almost identical. Half say
they've made changes to their
routine preventive maintenance schedules to accommodate the testing program,
while more than half say they
have all the manpower and
equipment resources they
need to get the job done.
Major gripes continue to
revolve around the amount of
time it takes to perform the
tests.
Test equipment vendors
will be pleased to read that a
whopping number of MSOs
have purchased new test
equipment that automates
much of the testing and
reduces service interruptions.
However, respondents are
still almost evenly split over
the issue of disruption of service, while the number who
think the industry would be
better served by only having
to test once ayear grew by a
small amount.
Interestingly, only about
one-fifth say they have to
show the results of their tests
to alocal franchisor, and
even fewer report that they've
been tested by an independent engineer who was hired
by the franchise authority.
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The issue: Proof tests
For more than two years now, cable operators have
had to test the performance of their systems twice a
year, once during the winter and again during the summer. While many systems have simply integrated this

function into normal operations, for others, it remains a
giant headache. This survey gauges how operators feel
about the tests.

The results:

8. Do you think it's necessary to perform the tests
twice ayear, or would one annual set of tests be
enough?

1. If you haven't already, soon you will complete
another round of proof of performance tests. Do you
think the test results mirror the overall performance of
the entire system?
Yes

57%

No

Don't know

36%

7%

2. How do the results from this latest round of tests
compare to results gathered one year ago?
Same

Worse

Better

Don't know

50%

0%

50%

0%

3. What's your biggest gripe about doing the tests?
Takes too long
Manpower
Interruptive

64%

21%

14%

4. Do you think you are given the proper resources
(both manpower and equipment) to perform the tests
efficiently?
Yes

No

57%

43%

Don't know

0%

5. Have you made any changes to your routine maintenance procedures since the advent of the tests acouple
of years ago?
Yes

No

Don't know

50%

50%

0%

6. In your opinion, is the current method of testing too
disruptive to viewers, even if those disruptions occur
late at night?
Yes

No

Don't know

43%

57%

0%

7. Has your system over the past year purchased some
of the new test equipment that automates many of the
tests and reduces the number of service interruptions?
Yes

No

Don't know

79%

21%

0%

One's enough

Two's fine

Don't know

64%

36%

0%

9. Does your local franchise administrator require you
to submit test results to him/her?
Yes

No

Don't know

21%

79%

0%

10. If so, has the local franchise administrator ever
requested more information about the tests or consulted
with you regarding the results?
Yes

No

Don't know

9%

91 0/0

0%

11. Has your system been tested over the past year by
an independent consultant or engineer hired by the
local franchise authority?
Yes

No

7%

93%

Don't know

0%

Your comments:
"These tests have caused me to sweep only pre-selected
legs of our cascade, and some cascades have never
been swept since Istarted three years ago. Isee this as
aproblem."
—Mark Nagel, US Cable, Michigan City, Ind.
"Testing six or seven channels twice ayear tells you
nothing about your system. (Testing) in-band frequency
response is awaste of time, and the 24-hour test—talk
about worthless data. Maybe 25 years ago it meant
something, but not today."
—Name withheld by request
"Test equipment should somehow be designed to do all
tests without interruption of service during normal
business hours."
—David Meszes, Cablevision of Cleveland
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1-3 Fiber Optics 1-2-3,

Installation, Maintenance and
Design seminar. Produced by
The Training Division at The
Light Brigade Inc. Location:
Irvine, Calif. Call Valerie Johnsen
(206) 251-1240.

14 Fiber Optic Installation &
Splicing, Maintenance &
Restoration for CATV
Applications. Produced by Siecor
Corp. Location: Hickory, N.C.
Call Lois Boynton (800) 7432671 ext. 5998.
9-11

Broadband
Communications Technology,
produced by C-COR Electronics
Inc. Location: State College, Pa.
Call C-COR Technical Customer
Services at (800) 233-2267 ext.
4422 for additional information.

101 2Understanding ATM
Networking Applications.
Produced by the American
Research Group. Location:
Houston, Texas. Call (919) 3800097 to register, or fax to: (919)
467-8797.
11 SCTE Satellite TeleSeminar Program. Topic:
Convergence (Part 1, from Expo
'94). To be transmitted on Galaxy
1R, Transponder 14, 2:30-3:30
p.m. Eastern time. Call (610)
363-6888.
12 Palmetto SCTE Chapter,
Technical Seminar. Topic:
Video, headend and system Proof
of Performance tests and measurements," with Brian Reich of
Tektronix and Terry Bush of
Trilithic. Location: Martinique
Hotel, Myrtle Beach, S.C. Call
John Frierson (803) 777-5846.
13 Cascade Range SCTE
Chapter, Testing Session. BCT/E
Certification exams to be administered. Location: Portland, Ore.
Call Cindy Welsh (503) 6679390.

Trade Shows
May
7-10 National Cable Show,
produced by the NCTA.
Location: Dallas, Texas. Call
the NCTA at (202) 775-3669.
28-31 Canadian Cable
Television Association's
Annual Convention &
Cablexpo. Location: Halifax,
Nova Scotia. Call Christianne
Thompson of the Canadian
Cable Television Association
at (613) 232-2631.
June
14-17 SCTE Cable-Tec Expo
'95. Location: Las Vegas, Nev.
Call Anna Riker, SCTE, at
(610) 363-6888.

15 Fundamentals of the
Hybrid Fiber/Coax Network.
Presented by the ScientificAtlanta Institute. Location:
Chicago. Call (800) 722-2009
(press 3) for registration between
8:30 a.m.-5:30 p.m. Eastern time,
Monday through Friday.
151 9General Instrument's

Broadband Communications
Network Design. This five-day
course includes ahigh-level
overview of the broadband com-

16-17 Interactive Broadband
Delivery System Overview.
Presented by the ScientificAtlanta Institute. Location:
Chicago. Call (800) 722-2009
(press 3) for immediate registration between 8:30 a.m.-5:30 p.m.
Eastern time, Monday-Friday.
16-18 Broadband CATV
Laboratory, produced by
C-COR Electronics Inc. Location:
State College, Pa. Call C-COR
Technical Customer Services at
(800) 233-2267 ext. 4422.
17 Big Sky SCTE Chapter,
Technical Seminar and Testing
Session. Topic and speakers TBA.
BCT/E and Installer Certification
exams to be administered.
Location: Billings/Laurel, Mont.
Call Marla DeShaw (406) 6324300.
17 Dakota Territories SCTE
Chapter, Testing Session. BCT/E
certification exams to be administered. Location: Watertown, S.D.
Call Tony Gauer (605) 426-6140.
171 9Fiber Optics 1-2-3,
Installation, Maintenance and
Design seminar. Produced by
The Training Division at The
Light Brigade Inc. Location:
Kansas City, Mo. Call Valerie

Johnsen (206) 251-1240.

171 9Installing Fiber Optic
Systems. Produced by EESCO
Communication Systems.
Location: Oak Brook, Ill. Call
(800) 366-3638 to register.
22-24 The New York State

Cable Commission/SCTE 21st
Annual Northeast Cable
Television Technical Seminar.
Location: Roaring Brook Ranch,
Lake George, N.Y. Call Albert
Richards (518) 474-1324.

22-25 Fiber Optic Installation

& Splicing, Maintenance &
Restoration for CATV
Applications. Produced by Siecor
Corp. Location: Keller, Texas.
Call Lois Boynton (800) 7432671 ext. 5998.

23 Desert SCTE Chapter,
Technical Seminar. Topic:
"Distribution systems—BCT/E
Category IV Tutorial." Location:
El Rancho, Beaumont, Calif. Call
Bruce Wedeking (909) 677-2147.
23-25

Digital Video and Fiber
Optic Networking. Produced by
C-COR Electronics Inc. Location:
State College, Pa. Call C-COR
Technical Customer Services at
(800) 233-2267 ext. 4422.

24 Gateway SCTE Chapter,
Testing Session. BCT/E certification exams to be administered.
Location: St. Louis, Mo. Call
Don Widaman (314) 272-3900.

3days of informative, cost-effective, up-to-date
instruction for cable tv technicians.
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munications network, with aspecial focus on operational theory
and network design. Location:
Dallas, Texas. Call Lisa Nagel,
GI (215) 830-5678.
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Optical power
meter
HICKORY, N.C.—Siecor Corp. has introduced the handheld OTS-110 optical power
meter. The microprocessor-based tool performs testing on both singlemode and multimode optical fibers during installation, system qualification, maintenance and troubleshooting.
The OTS-110 measures absolute power
levels from +3 to -70 dBm at 850, 1300,
1310 and 1550 nm using ahigh performance
InGaAs detector designed for maximum
sensitivity and minimum connector reflections. Attenuation testing, especially dual
wavelength, is streamlined by entering areference in non-volatile memory for each
wavelength and reading loss directly from
the display.
Loss results are displayed directly on the
backlit LCD display. The graphic display
makes operation easy and intuitive, and offers
adjustable contrast to assist viewing from
most any angle in virtually all lighting conditions.
The unit provides three powering options
via an internal rechargeable nickel cadmium
battery, replaceable AA batteries, and an AC
adapter with low battery indication. It automatically switches between power sources
without interruption. A selectable auto-off
function helps conserve batteries.
Circle Reader Service number 57

MPEG decoder

Matched analog detector

DALLAS—Opubase Inc. has announced it will
begin shipping the QuadStream, anew fourchannel MPEG decoder. The QuadStream is
aimed at system integrators of video-ondemand file servers.
The decoder is aVME-based, 61.t-sized
board that includes four channels of MPEG-1
video decoding. It supports three stereo channels and one dual stereo channel for multi-lingual applications.
Up to 64 channels of MPEG- Ivideo can be
delivered using asingle rack mount VME
chassis, multiple QuadStreams, aCPU card
from Heurikon or Motorola and adisk array
from Conners Peripherals.
In addition, the decoder system provides
video-on-demand (VOD) and pay-per-view
solutions for customers in the cable TV, lodging and entertainment and information kiosk
markets.
Circle Reader Service number 58
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980 nm pump
BURLINGTON, Mass.—Lasertron has
announced an impedance-matched receiver
module for use in high-performance CATV
receivers: the QDIV. The pigtailed pin photodetector features a75 ohm impedancematching transformer housed in ahermetically
sealed 14-pin DIL package.
The QDIV module offers better than a10
dB power advantage over resistivelymatched photodiodes, resulting in areduction of post-amplification requirements. The
module also features low intermodulation
distortion, an essential requirement for highperformance analog and cable television
applications.
By providing both the photodiode and an
impedance matching network in amodule,
parasitics are reduced and analog receiver
design is simplified. Optical input is supplied through an angle-polished, low reflection singlemode 9/125 gm fiber. The device
can be used in the field with temperatures

ranging from -40 degrees to +70 degrees
Celsius.
Circle Reader Service number 59

Fiber optic adapters

HINSDALE. Ill.—Storm Advanced Technology
Group has expanded its product line to include
new SC fiber optic adapters. The product has
the capability to adapt connector interfaces to
new equipment, reducing costs by eliminating

SC fiber optic adapters
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1480 nm Erbium-Doped
Fiber Amplifier

SAN DIEGO, Calif.—Mitsubishi
Electronics America Inc. has announced a
variety of new products. A 980 nm pump
laser diode module designed for long-haul
fiber optic communications and cable television is now available from the company's Electronic Device Group (EDG).
The FU-222SLD pump laser module
provides alower noise pump source and
has lower drive current requirements than
1480 nm pump lasers now on the market.
It is manufactured using Mitsubishi allMOCVD process technology and the company's MQW laser structure that results in
lower threshold current, and therefore,
higher efficiency than 1480 nm pump
lasers, according to the company.
The module also features ahermetically
sealed laser diode, with abuilt-in photodiode for monitoring optical output. The butterfly package has abuilt-in thermal electric cooler for temperature stabilization.
The FU-222SLD is available in two versions-60 mW and 90 mW optical output
power.
Also new from Mitsubishi is the
ML785I2 series discrete laser diode array,

the need to re-terminate cable assemblies,
according to the company. The adapters also
protect the input/output ports of optical equipment from damage caused by repeated matings, and upgrade distribution panels.
Single mode adapters display an insertion
loss of <.7 dB and atypical return loss of -45
dB. Multimode adapters' insertion loss is <
1dB. Stable through 50 matings, the adapters
are available from stock for quick response
delivery.
Circle Reader Service number 60

and the PD7869 series discrete photodiode
array. The new arrays combine 10 laser
diodes or 10 photodiodes on the same substrate. The technology provides higher data
rates and high packaging density per discrete, which decreases the board real estate
required for optical transmitters and
receivers in multi-fiber designs.
The Electronic Device Group has also
announced a1480 nm Erbium-Doped
Fiber Amplifier (EDFA). The FG-602STOI amplifier provides stable input
response with aflat gain profile over an
operating wavelength range of 1535 nm to
1565 nm. The EDFA consists of an
erbium-doped fiber, which is the gain
medium, bidirectionally pumped by two
isolated 1480 nm pumps.
And finally, the company is introducing
anew package that incorporates both a
1300 nm laser diode and an InGaAs photodiode in the same module.
This bidirectional module replaces fiber
optic designs that use separate laser diode
and photodiode modules, and can transmit
and receive over the same fiber at a1300
nm wavelength. This results in reduced
size, more reliable design and lower cost,
making the bidirectional module suited for
FitL and lower-speed Sonet applications.
Circle Reader Service number 56

One notable design feature is the system's
ability to handle analog and digital signals in
the same rackframe. facilitating the move from
analog to digital by swapping boards.
With an optional swap/sum module, the
Utah-300 can combine adjacent audio channels
into one, creating amono signal from astereo
input for certain applications. In addition, left
and right audio channels can be swapped,

Routing system

SALT LAK1. CI1Y, Utah—Dynatech Video
Group has introduced the UTAH-300 routing
system, featuring "Smart Architecture."
Designed for efficiency and maintenance-free
operation in medium to large routing switching
environments, the Utah-300 represents the
fourth generation of routing systems from
Dynatech and the engineering teams of Utah
Scientific and Alpha Image.

UTAH-300 routing system
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improving flexibility in post or live applications.
The system also has small, wireless fans
built into its frames, providing efficient cooling of the matrix frames. The fans are modular
for easy replacement and consume less power
than typical cooling fans in routing switchers
today, according to the company.
Circle Reader Service number 61

Micro fusion splicer

SAN DIEGO, Calif.—Fiberlign, aDivision of
Preformed Line Products, has introduced a
new micro fusion splicer for fiber installations,
system maintenance
and emergency
restorations. The
splicer, called
"Merlin," features a
disposable "electrode
and precision V"Merlin," micro
groove"
module that
fusion splicer
reduces downtime
traditionally associated with regular field
maintenance of critical components.
Merlin also includes afiber pre-load system
which eliminates guesswork or reliance on
visual inspection. The Sure-Touch fiber positioning system ensures that the fiber ends are
easily and consistently positioned to produce
optimum splicing results. LEDs identify when
the fiber ends touch and when they are loaded
to the precise pressure required for quality
results, ensuring successful splicing.
The splicer is small and lightweight, measures 6.5 x8x2.2 inches, and weighs less
than live pounds.
Circle Reader Service number 62

T-Safe enclosure

FRANKLIN PARK, 111.—Reliance Comm/Tec
Corp. has introduced T-Safe, anew enclosure
incorporating the Slam Lock automatic locking
device.
The T-Safe may be used in most apartment
complexes and dwellings where multi-cable
service is available. It houses taps, splitters,
couplers and assorted distribution equipment.
Slam Lock provides simplified use and
assured security within distribution enclosures.
To use the Slam Lock, the field technician
places the door onto the backplate of the
enclosure. Locking tabs engage as pressure is
applied to secure the enclosure.
The Diversified Star Lock design on the
head of the Slam Lock accepts only aStar
Lock key for greater security to prevent unauthorized entry.
Circle Reader Service number 63
1995
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Connector polisher

SAN DIEGO, Calif.—GC Technologies has
introduced anew fiber optic connector polishing machine capable of producing superior
back reflection performance during field termination or service
upgrade operations,
according to company officials. The
Model CT-9000 automatic, handheld polishing machine is
designed for retropolishing and will
generate back reflection performance for
most industry standard connectors in
Model CT-9000
the range of -60 to
automatic, handheld
-65 dB.
polishing machine
No fiber cutting or
special polishing skills are required to use the
device.
The light weight of the CT-9000 makes it
possible to polish directly at the equipment
frame with less than two inches of dressed out
cable. A convertible stand provides tabletop or
rack-mounted operation as well, depending on
the user's access to the patch panel. The unit
is battery-operated and is packaged with the
battery pack, charger and all consumables
needed to complete the polishing procedures.
GCT's recommended connector polishing procedures can be completed in less than two
minutes per connector. A built-in timer knob
on the CT-9000 will automatically shut the
polisher off after the required pre-set polishing
time.
Circle Reader Service number 64

MPEG-compatible

SUNNYVALE, Calif.—Philips Semiconductors
has announced anew, digital MPEG-compatible video encoder, the SAA7185, which
encodes digital YUV data to an NTSC or PAL
CVBS and S-video analog signal to be displayed on consumer TVS or recorded on
VCRs.
The SAA7185 is designed for use in video
processing equipment such as video servers,
computers, video CD players and video
games.
The device accepts 16-bit YUV or 8-bit
CCIR 656-compatible YUV data in MPEG
format. It is controlled via an I2C serial interface or via an 8-bit microprocessor port and
can be synchronized as master or slave to
external devices.
Circle Reader Service number 65
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UDR emulation

UTICA, N.Y.—Laser Precision has announced
the availability of PC-3000, anew OTDR
emulation software program.
The program, which operates on any IBM
or compatible computer, has all of the measurement and analysis abilities of an OTDR,
eliminating the need to tie up valuable OTDR
time to view and analyze traces saved to
diskettes. The PC-3000 allows users to view,
analyze and document OTDR traces that have
been saved to diskette from alaser precision
OTDR, mini-OTDR or FF-1000 series Feature
Finder in the comfort of their office or lab.
PC-3000 can be used for review and documentation of installation tests, trace records
management, batch analysis and printing of
high count fiber installations, trace compare
for restoration or maintenance tests and for
downloading fiber analysis results to spreadsheet or database programs.
Based on FAS, Laser Precision's fiber
analysis software, PC-3000 contains several
advanced features for characterizing and comparing fiber traces.
Circle Reader Service number 66

MPEG-2 decoder

PALO ALTO—Optivision Inc. has announced
the OPTIVideo MPEG-2 decoder, aplayback
card for PCS that will decompress broadcastquality NTSC and PAL video and CD-quality
audio from MPEG-2 encoded source material.
The decoder can decompress MPEG-2 and
MPEG-1 compliant bitstreams, all from the
single board, making the product acost-effective solution for users who need to playback
both types of MPEG recordings. Using an
Intel i960 chip that offloads processing from
the CPU, this single board solution will also
allow users to install as many as four decoders
in one PC.
Optivision is targeting professional users in
the cable and broadcast markets who require
higher quality MPEG source material for
applications including video-on-demand and
ad insertion.
For television applications, the decoder features agenlock analog video input so that
MPEG-1 and/or MPEG-2 decoded video can
be synchronized to an external reference video
signal.
The decoder decompresses MPEG-2 video
at full CCIR 601 (704 x480 resolution) and
601 variants (544 x480 x352 x480 resolutions). MPEG-1 source material is decompressed at the full Source Image Format (SIF)
resolution of 352 x240 pixels for NTSC.
Circle Reader Service number 67

Cooling capacitor cover

NORWALK,
Conn.—A water-cooling capacitor cover is
new from COMET
North America Inc.
According to the
company, the cover
will provide as much
as a25 percent
increase in capacitor
o
current-carrying
capacity.
Standard convece
tion-cooled vacuum
capacitors are cooled
Water-cooling
capacitor cover
by the natural flow
of air around the
unit. Smaller capacitors will lose current carrying capability as temperatures increase.
Circle Reader Service number 68

Directional drills

NEWTON, Kan.—Straight I
i
ne Manufacturing
Inc. has announced the latest in its series of
DirectLine horizontal directional drills, the
DL905. A self-contained unit, the DL905 has
a35 hp Hatz diesel providing power to the
track drive, drilling fluid delivery system, and
the drill rack's robust thrust and rotary systems.
It can be configured with simultaneous
drilling fluid delivery and mixing capabilities,
allowing for uninterrupted bores. In addition,
the new drill provides 9,000 pounds of thrust,
920 ft/pounds of torque, and 3,000 psi maximum drilling fluid pressure delivery. The
DL905 is designed to directionally bore distances of 400-plus feet and pullback four inches and under product pipe, dependent on soil
conditions.
Circle Reader Service number 69

UHF notch

EAST SYRACUSE, N.Y.—Communications &
Energy Corp. is announcing the Model
4001CTU, which suppresses unwanted UHF
carriers between 470 and 890 MHz.
The filter is available at specified frequency
add with 3dB bandwidth options from 3to 24
MHz for corresponding notches from 13 to 27
dB. Custom assemblies of two or more separate filters can be supplied with deeper notches and narrower bandwidths. The filter measures 10.5 x8.5 by 2inches and weighs 9.3
ounces. Fconnector (75 ohms) is standard.
BNC (50 ohms) are available on special order.
Circle Reader Service number 70
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unit has been designed to provide areliable
solution for full deployment of fiber in both
hub interconnects and fiber-rich local distribution networks.
Circle Reader Service number 72

Software package

Model 4001 CTU

Taps

LONG WOOD, Fla.—Multicom Inc. has
announced that its new line of taps and passives are in stock. The outdoor devices are
powder-coated, feature brass ports and cover a
bandwidth of 5MHz to 750 MHz. In addition,
they are SA compatible. The taps are available
in 2-, 4- and 8-way versions from 4dB to 35
dB. Splitters come in 2- and 3-way balanced
and 3-way unbalanced; directional couplers are
8dB, 12 dB and 16 dB. The M1318 power
inserter is also in the line.
Circle Reader Service number 71

Optical transmitters

SANTA CLARITA, Calif.—Harmonic
Lightwaves Inc. is announcing new versions of
its YAGLink and PWRLink optical transmitters that are specifically optimized for 110channel analog operation. The new YAGLink
model number HLT 6700-FA, and the
PWRLink DFB model number PWL 4700-FA
offer the same advantages of the standard
models, but provide improved CNR performance when carrying 110 channels. Both
models are available now.
By taking advantage of the unique 10 log
cascading rule for CTB, the YAGLink HLT
6700-FA can deliver up to 55 dB CNR fully
loaded with 110 channels, providing improved
picture quality over atransmitter optimized for
80 channels. Similarly, the PWRLink PWL
4700-FA can deliver up to 52 dB CNR with
110 channel loading.
Harmonic also announced improved performance of 1dB CNR over previously published
specifications for the standard YAGLink model
number HLT 6720 with 80-channel loading.
When loaded with 80 channels and 200 MHz
digital carriers, the standard HLT 6720
YAGLink can deliver up to 58 dB CNR, taking
advantage of the 10 log cascading rule.
The YAGLink is an externally modulated,
high performanced broadband AM transmitter
for fiber optic communications networks. The

INDIANAPOLIS, Ind.—Wavetek has introduced Stealth Ware, aWindows compatible
software package providing maximum analysis, reporting and archival abilities for cable
television managers, engineers and technicians.
Designed for use with Stealth SAM 4040
and Stealth System Sweep, Stealth Ware provides an analysis and reporting tool in an easyto-use package.
StealthWare makes it possible to upload
field measurements such as waveforms and
automated test results from aStealth instrument. These are stored in arelational database,
eliminating the need to maintain separate files.
Measurement waveforms are displayed graphically (similar to how they appear on the instrument) and can be copied and pasted into other
Windows-based applications, or viewed in
multiples.
The package simplifies automated testing.
The user downloads an automated test configuration from his computer to his Stealth instrument, performs the measurements in the field
and uploads the results to the software for
viewing and analysis. Test results can be
accessed through aspreadsheet format and
easily sorted by location, date, time, measurement type or channel. When warning or alarm
limits are applied to the test results, color coding indicates out-of-limit measurements. Test
results can be exported to other Windows
applications, or documentation can be generated with customized reports, complete with
company logo.
Circle Reader Service number 73

Video, audio, data

SOUTH PLAINFIELD, N.J.—Radiant
Communications Corp. has announced the
availability of the DVL4E, abi-directional singlemode video/audio/data system.
Applications for the DVL4E include distance learning, video teleconferencing and
closed circuit television.
The DVL4E is asystem that sends and
receives video, audio and data signals over one
singlemode fiber. This baseband unit has a
dynamic range of 18 dB, which means that it
can transmit signals over 50 km. Even at the
maximum distance, the signal-to-noise-ratio

will be greater than 50 dB.
Circle Reader Service number 74

Optical terminals

STATE COLLEGE, Pa.—C-COR Electronics
Inc. has introduced anew series of 3.1 Gbps
optical terminals as another member in its
family of COMLUX Series 3000 digital fiber
optic systems. The new product, called the
3700, was shown along with other Series 3000
system components, at the National
Association of Broadcasters Convention in Las
Vegas, Nev.
The new terminals are well-suited to the
needs of avariety of applications requiring
quality distribution of multiple video channels,
such as broadcast television circuits, including
swtiched video services, and CATV video distribution systems.
The Model 3700 will carry up to 32 video
channels on one optical wavelength when used
with C-COR 8-bit video codecs, and up to 16
channels with C-COR 9-bit or 10-bit video
codecs. This doubles the number that could
previously be carried, and when used with
optical multiplexing devices, these capabilities
could again be doubled—up to 64 channels of
broadcast quality, uncompressed video on a
single optical fiber.
The 3.1 Gbps optical terminals were
designed as directly compatible, drop-in
replacements for other optical terminals in the
3000 line, and can be used with all Series 3000
products.
Circle Reader Service number 75

Portable locator

RAYTOWN, Mo.—Rycom Instruments has
introduced the new 8875 Portable Locator,
capable of pinpointing buried cable, pipe, wire
and faults. Featuring Push Button Depth, any
buried conductor depth can be determined up
to 15 feet. Also new is Absolute Signal
Strength, which simplifies path identification.
Since the receiver is positioned over the target
cable, the highest number displayed in peak
mode and the lowest number in null mode
identifies the cable path. Absolute Signal
Strength can also identify aloss of signal to
ground caused by damaged cable, find insulated pipe bushings or locate shorted pipes.
The Portable Locator is also available in
rechargeable batteries with an optional DC
cigarette charger, which can recharge the batteries in two to three hours and can provide
power to the transmitter directly from the
truck.
Circle Reader Service number 76
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C LASSIFIEDS
PRODUCTS, SERVICES 8, EQUIPMENT DIRECTORY

A

MIDWEST CABLE SERVICES

eit

e•

Cabie

Automated Mapping
and Facilities Management
Software

e

04.1

I
I

NI
GLASS TRAC

Fiber Optics
Management
and GIS
Software

-NATIONWIDE BUYERS CATV SCRAP CABLE AND USED LINE GEAR

800-852-6276

WORKING SOLUTIONS FOR FACILITIES MANAGEMENT

P.O. Box 96, Argos, IN 46501
Phone: (219) 892-5537 •FAX: (219) 692-5624

1E- 88 Sloan Street, Roswell, GA 30075 (404) 998-9527

NATIONWIDE INSTALLATIONS
NaCom a contractor with over 24 years experience
offering outstanding customer service for:

•
•
•
•

Residential Premise Wiring
MDU's
Drop Buries
DBS

NaCorn/

Call (800) 669-8765 Ext. 3046

Building Communication

Systems Throughout America

"Mapping the 21st Century's
Information Super Highway"
Cable TV •Power •Gas •Telephone •Water/Waste Water
Services Include:

111111FZ

MICROWAVE

FILTER

Consulting • Data Conversion

• GIS/Facility Mapping

Data Base Design • Field Walkout • Fiber/Coaxial Design
CADDSTAR"(ApplicationssoftwareforAutoCad

un

and MicroStation"" )

COMPANY

Filters for CATV, Wireless Cable, LPTV, TVRO
•Super Selective Bandpass Filters
•Channel Deletion/Reinsertion Filters
•Pay-TV Traps
•Channel Combiners
•Antennas
•Terrestrial Interface Filters
For more information contact:

Contact Terry Owens, Sales Manager

6743 Kinne St., East Syracuse. NY 13057
800-448-1666 •(315) 437-3953 •FAX (315) 463-1467

ID

405
or 437-3893

CABLE CONSTRUCTORS, INC.
COMPLETE

TURNKEY CONSTRUCTION

N. Reo Street •P.O. Box 20112 • Tampa, FL 33622-0112
Telephone: (813) 289-4119 • Facsimile :(813) 287-3674

—F
CC

PROOF OF PERFORMANCE TESTING

•Headend Services
—COMPI

1-800-338-9299

• Coaxial and Fiber

• Emergency Fiber

• Mapping and Design
• Make Ready
•Splicing and Activation
• Fusion Splicing
•Material Supply
•Aerial, Underground &
Fiber Construction

Restoration
•System Sweep
• Proof of Performance
•Turnkey Headend
•Complete Turnkey
Project Management

FIE-11)1Ni)

RI
I
(

s!,, \

— OPTIMIZE
— PROOf

1-800-292-0126
605-426-6140
I
PSWICH, SD

•FCC Proof Performance
I:I Pe(

Pr,

•On Site Training
•Design and Drafting
— SIRAND MAPPING

-As

quality service performed on atimely basis
Tr
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— RERACK AN)) REWIRE

— MAP MANAGEMENT & SYSTEM UPDATES

Call Tim Reeder to reserve space in the next
available issue of CEO! 800-866-0206

CED: COMMUNICATIONS ENGINEERING & DESIGN

BUILT MAPPING

— SYSTEM DESIGN

MAY 1995

PRODUCTS, SERVICES & EQUIPMENT DIRECTORY

JO NESuRpLus

Industry
Service
Since

WE BUY AND SELL QUALITY CATV EQUIPMENT

ROCKY MOUNTAIN

Custom Made Jumper Assemblies
All Brands Fittings/Cable

JUMPER CABLES

1966

LINE AMPLIFIERS, TAPS, CONNECTORS
CONVERTERS -ALL TYPES AND MAKES
HEADEND EQUIPMENT
USA (619)757-3008 FAX(619)757-40.18

•FMale
•RG -56

P.o. BOX 9707 •I(ELENA MT 59(304

•RG -59
•BNC
•Other

•PL

quality control insures you the lowest RF leakage possible. Call for pricing and free sample. (406) 458-6563

COAST CATV SUPPLY

From the
Headend to
the Home
WE BUY
WE SELL
AND WE

IN STOCK
NEW & REFURBISHED
Amps, LE's, Taps, Splitters
Connectors & Headends
ALL BRANDS 270 TO 550 MHz
Call for updated price list

CONNECTORS, TAPS,
HEADEND, LINEGEAR, MISC.

TM BROKERS

5402 HIGHWAY 95 -COCOLALLA, ID 83813
TEL: 208-683-2797 OR 208-683-2019
FAX: 208-683-2374

„ --

REPAIR

We Buy -Wanted: ALL BRANDS
YOUR USED OR EXCESS EQUIPMENT
Fax your used/excess list
(USA) 909-272-2360 Fax: 909-272-3032

EMERGENCY
ALERT SYSTEMS

•FFemale
•RG -11

Our jumpers never leave our plant during construction, insuring inspection of each phase of construction. Our

WE BUY & SELL
SURPLUS NEW & USED

By

614-221-3131

Fax 614-222-0581

Quality Cable & Electronics Inc.

Idea/onics
*up to 90 channels

J.(

1950 N.W. 44TH Street Pompano Beach, Florida 33064

.14 day delivery

C ALITY

'compatible with all headends
-AFFORDABLE-

f&l
ELECTRONICS INC.

Tel: 701-786-3904 Fax: 701-786-4294

LE

Video Units Also Available
ASK ABOUT COMPLETE SYSTEMS TO
MEET THE NEW FCC MANDATE

CONVERTERS
HEADENDS
DROP M ATERIAL
LINE EQUIPMENT

New/Used
All Equipment /Competitive Prices
Phone: 305.978* 8845

dB-tronics

Fax: 3056978* 8831

CALL OR FAX US TODAY WITH YOUR REQUEST!
CREDIT TERMS AVAILABLE UPON APPROVAL

Coble Television Equipment

0
•
17
71 , ,$)îtiran
n
t
d
t
i
f
a
ic
Sales & Service Center
Check Us Out For

Parts & Services

/ Genuine S-A Parts In Stock
./

Factory Trained Repair

CALL

OR

US

- $199

Syl/Tex 2000 Trunk

- $199

Jerrold JLE-400

- $ 85

- $299

Jerrold SJ Trunk 400- $299
- $ 85

SA Slimline 450 Trnk- $435
SA 8525 w/Remote

MHz Equalizers
FAX

SA 330 Trunk

Magnavox 5LE330

Purchase of Wreck-Out & Excess
Equipment
450 & 550

Standard 24 PC

Mag. 5-330 Trunk

Jerrold SJ Trunk 301- $199

▪ Sales of New &RMF Equipment
.1

SOUGHT / SOLD / SERVICED

G. I.VideoCipher II - $299

FIRST

- $ 25

N
S
O

- $225

Jerrold SJ 450 Trunk- $435
Jerrold CIV Mod

- $550

Hamlin CRX

- $ 12

Pioneer BC-2002/2 - $1.99

Tocom 5503-A

- $ 40

Assorted Taps

C-Cor 450 LE NEW

- $17 5

- $1.50

MINIMUM QUANTITIES APPLY-CALL FOR COMPLETE INVENTORY LIST

Telephone: 803-574-0155
USA Toll Free: 800-356-2730
Fax: 803-574-0383

/

t

A

lk

TEL:

610-279-8000

800-WT ARENA

dB-tronics, Inc
145 Tradd Street
Spartanburg, SC 29301
USA

SUUVIIICILS

IISC.

FAX:

610-279-5805

.reiçrleiew wee.47-inek-JIELL! .ireAref I 982
ALL TYPES OF EQUIPMENT NEEDED -FAX LIST
THE
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Remember when radio was exciting? Back in the '30s

and '40s, radio was the only source of entertainment
many people could afford. We listened to Jack Benny
and Rochester, to Fred Allen, to George
Burns and the indomitable Gracie Allen,
and to Edgar Bergen and his wooden
friend, Charlie McCarthy. And don't forget
Ed Wynn, "The Perfect Fool." Freeman
Gosden, who played Amos of "Amos 'n
Andy," commented that, "...Most [professional critics] did not realize that we were
after the creation of character, not gags. ..
You don't have to have alaugh in every
line to be funny." Then came "Fibber
McGee and Molly:' "The Goldbergs," and
the enormously popular "One Man's
Family," about the family next door, if not
your own family. Radio's genius was to
excite the visual images created in the
viewer's own fertile imagination.
Walter Damrosch almost single-handedly brought about amass love of good
music with the "Music Appreciation Hour:'
which led to the creation of the NBC
Symphony Orchestra, conducted by the
great Arturo Toscanini. Milton Cross introduced grand opera to the public. Serious
radio drama was presented in the "Lux
Radio Theater:' "The Eveready Hour" and
"The Fleischman Yeast Hour." Radio created the golden age of big band music: Guy
Lombardo, Benny Goodman, Glenn Miller,
The Dorseys, Wayne King, Paul Whiteman, Duke
Ellington, Hal Kemp, Cab Calloway, Louis Armstrong,
Eddy Duchin, and many others, ranging from syrupysweet, to smooth, danceable rhythms, to swing and
New Orleans jazz.

The
good
old
days

By Archer S. Taylor,
Director and Senior
Engineering Consultant,
Malarkey-Taylor Associates

The rising impact of PBS and cable 111
Times have changed. During the 1948-1952 FCC
television allocation freeze, radio was thought to be in
extremis, although not quite extinct. Who wants radio
when "picture radio" is coming so soon? Fighting for
its economic life, radio has survived by becoming the
display case for recorded music, and the broadcast
equivalent of the Union Square and Hyde Park "soapbox" pulpits for purveyors of causes and vulgarities, if
not genuine pornography.
Kenny Rogers recently said that popular music, in
the radio era, was about romance; today it is about frenetic passion. Except for Garrison Keeler's charmingly
disorganized Lake Wobegon yarns, neither radio nor
television today provides much exercise for the imagination. Television images are unequivocally explicit,
whether it be afiery explosion; ahigh-speed, tirescreeching, outlaw chase down congested city streets;
murder or sexuality.
Public television (PBS), C-SPAN, CNN, and CNBC
provide the penetrating news reporting and analysis

124

once pioneered by broadcasters Ed Murrow, Chet
Huntley and Walter Cronkite. To alarge extent, PBS
has become the major provider (with help from the
BBC) of creative and intellectually stimulating drama,
concerts and discerning documentaries.
Cable TV's C-SPAN, Discovery, The Learning
Channel and other cable networks provide informative,
educational programming that broadcasters disdain.
Some think that even television broadcasting's "good
old days" may be numbered.
Both PBS and cable TV face daunting challenges.
How well PBS can survive the politically inspired
restructuring remains to be seen. Cable TV is beset
with political attacks on its pricing strategy, and at the
same time, competition for subscribers from the wired
networks of the telephone companies, as well as wireless microwave and satellite distribution.

The interface challenge—interoperability
Times are changing for cable TV. The 1968
Carterfone decision eventually forced the Bell System
to abandon its total control over the manufacture, sale
and installation of the telephone sets connected to its
network. That someday asimilar rule would be applied
to the cable TV interface should long have been
expected. But, while telephone standards had to be
defined only at the interface between the subscriber
loop and the telephone set, cable TV standards are
required not only for the interface between the cable
TV drop and the interface box, but between the box
and the subscriber's video or data receiving terminal.
Cable TV's "good old days" could be behind us if
we resist for too long permitting subscribers to purchase or rent the interface from third parties.
Interoperability is the defining word. Interface equipment purchased by aTCI subscriber in Omaha must
work on Cox's system in Omaha, and on Time
Warner's system in Orlando. It should also work with
wireless cable (MMDS), direct broadcast satellites
(DBS), multimedia computers, and yes, even with the
video telephone networks. The crucial question is
whether interoperability can be achieved by compromise and negotiation between the many interested parties, or whether it will be achieved de facto by the
party (or parties) with the biggest and best positioned
artillery (i.e., financial position and market power). If
neither, interoperability will be decreed by Congress,
the FCC and the courts.
The obstacles to amicable agreement are indeed
awesome. The time is coming to an end when MSOs
and individual systems could make independent decisions regarding program security, services offered,
remote control and program recording features.
However, it seems that the imminent advent of compressed digital transmission may turn out to be amost
fortuitous opportunity. A high degree of security and
scalability is more likely to be possible with digital
encryption and an open architecture than would be feasible with analog technology.
CIED
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STATUS MONITORING
S•0•L•U•T•1•0•N•S

What The LC-1000 Une Monitor Can Do For You
A

Measure up to 1GHz
Overcome ingress with frequency
agile RF data modems

A

Complete upgrades easily with
remotely reprogrammable firmware

A Monitor what you need including:
RF levels, AC power and temperatures

rinally, aline monitor priced for implementation throughout the cable plant. Place it just

r beyond fiber nodes, at splits or termination points for status monitoring applications.
The CheetahTm LC-1000 provides acost-effective automated solution for alarms, remote
diagnostics and scheduled testing and analysis.

T he typical status monitoring system tells you only if the voltages on active devices are within
specifications. With the LC-1000, you will receive alarms if RF levels drift beyond limits you set.
You can continuously monitor the quality of the signal your subscribers are receiving.
Before finalizing your status monitoring solution, be sure to evaluate the LC-1000.
Call today for ademonstration.

(813) 756-6000
Circle Reader Service No. 53

SUPERIOR
6432 Parkland Drive

•

ELECTRONICS
Sarasota, Florida 34243

,
à

GROUP,

Phone (813) 756-6000

•

INC.

Fax (813) 758-3800

They're here! Regal wide body taps from ANTEC —developers of
the first 1GHz tap and line passive products for the cable industry.
Regal 1GHz two-way and four-way wide body taps meet the needs
of your growing network by affording you flexibility in system design
Our Cable Integrated Services Network (CISN)

and construction. These wide body taps allow you to upgrade any

is a "blueprint" for building abroadband network

existing plant to 1GHz without extension connectors.

spectrum. The Regal family of products by ANTEC

that accommodates interactive services in a 1GHz
supports this vision.

Regal wide body taps offer:
• 1GHz bandwidth to accommodate emerging technologies
such as Near Video On Demand, HDTV, and Digital Audio.
• Premium components for superior RF performance and
dependability —the trademark of Regal products.
• Most extensive selection of main line distribution passives
in the cable industry —including narrow and wide body taps
as well as traditional and surge protected line passives.
Contact your local ANTEC representative and meet the new additions

REGAL

to our Regal product family.

/I

by ANTEC

Call 1-800 TO ANTEC.
Circle Reader Service No. 54
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